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BLOCK 19. (ContS

*Internal Revenue Service and DMDC in order to form the basis for an assessment of the post-
service earn1ngs of former members of the Uniformed Services. This is the first time that

such effort has been undertaken.

Appendix Q consists entirely of the Coopers & Lybrand report, "Military Retirees' and S. ;ar-
atees' Post-Service Earnings.- It analyzes the post-service wages and salaries of mili:aLy
personnel relative to comparably aged and educated veterans identified in the 1980 census.
It contains a description of the data sources and approach, study methodology and findings,

occupationspecific results and age/earnings profiles. It further presents a longitudinal

analysis and conclussions.
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*_ I. Introduction

The 5th Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (QRMC) was established
to evaluate in relation to national security objectives, the adequacy of the
military retirement system and certain special and incentive pays received
by military personnel. The Post-Service Earnings History File was created
from data in the files of the Social Security Administration (SSA), the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS), and the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) 0 O 0
in order to form the basis for an assessment of the post-service earnings of
military personnel. Because the file contains earnings data over a number 2.

of years for a large sample of individuals, its usefulness will extend far
' beyond the purposes of the QRMC; in cooperation with the IRS, DMDC will

continue to supplement and maintain this file. Initially, the file consists
of two files, with data from SSA and IRS records respectively. These files •
will be merged, and information on additional years' earnings of the sample

- members will be added as it becomes available from IRS. Occupational data
may also be available in the future. "-....-......- ,

Further, the file will be supplemented with samples drawn from DMDC's annual
separation files in later years. - " "

II. File Contents

The file contains three types of data, taken from three sources of admin-
istrative records. For each individual we first have a group of variables
which simultaneously describe the individual and define the cell structure
of the file. These variables, derived from the DMDC Separatee File ("Loss *S1
File"), include: Branch of Service, Years of Service, Education, Grade

*:'T-> Level, Year of Separation from the Service (1972-1980), and Military Occupa- -- -..
tion Category. Each of the variables is categorical; jointly, their values
can be combined in 82,944 ways. Each of these possible combinations (e.g. --i Army veterans of five years service, less than a high school education, pay
grade E6 or below, separated in 1974, with an occupation in the combat arms) .
defines a cell. For reasons of confidentiality and cost, all individuals on
the file are members of cells with a population of at least three. For

.. cells with a population greater than 25, a random sample of 25 members was
drawn for the file. (See Appendix 1, "Sample Screening, Stratification,
and Selection," for details of the sampling procedure.)

Files containing these variables, together with Social Security Numbers, .
were sent to SSA and IRS to obtain the second group of variables, the annual --

reported income for each individual. Those agencies matched the income -

data to the file using the Social Security Number, which was then removed
before the merged data were returned to DMDC.
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Data from the Social Security Administration included reported W-2 earnings 0 0 0
up to the Social Security reporting ceiling for years 1973 to 1981. Also,
only earnings from Social Security covered employment were reported.
From IRS, W-2 earnings were reported up to a confidentiality ceiling of
$150,000, but only for years 1979-1981. In both cases, earnings were only
reported for an individual beginning with the year following his or herseparation from the Service.

Finally, each record carries a group of cell-specific aggregate variables.
Like the first group, the cell-structure variables, these are common to all
observations in a cell. Unlike that group, however, these variables
describe the cell rather than the individual and represent "measurement with ...-,...... ...error" when applied at the individual level of observation. These variables

include the percent distributions of the cell by AFQT category and paygrade, .O .
mean AFQT score, mean age and education, the longest, shortest, and median "-.---- .. ..
time in grade, and the sampling rate for the cell. Where sampling was done
(cells of size 25 or greater) these aggregate variables refer to the sample
and not to the cell population from which it was drawn.

The next section presents copies of the file record layouts followed by a '0 ' -
variable-by-variable description of the coding. Note that presently there
are four distinct subfiles, each with its own layout: IRS officer, IRS
enlisted, SSA officer, and SSA enlisted. -: - -
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OFFICER SAMPLE POPULATION WITH IRS DATA O= * .
WROUP GROUP .

BEG END FIELD DESCRIPTION
POS. PO5.- ADDRESS GROUP/ELEMENT .

7 CELL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER .......................

1 SERVICE CATEGORY -

2 RACE/SEX CATEGORY
3 - 4 YEAR OF SERVICE CATEGORY

5 EDUCATION/GRADE LEVEL CATEGORY
6 YEAR OF SEPARATION CATEGORY , - -
7 MILITARY OCCUPATION CATEGORY

8 78 EARNINGS FROM IRS DATA ...........................

8 - 24 FILLER
25 - 30 1973 WAGE EARNINGS
31 - 36 1974 WAGE EARNINGS -"'_-'_'__"___"_
37 - 42 1975 WAGE EARNINGS ... ' .

43 - 48 1976 WAGE EARNINGS
49 - 54 1977 WAGE EARNINGS 'V.' "
55 - 60 1978 WAGE EARNINGS
61 - 66 1979 WAGE EARNINGS
67 - 72 1980 WAGE EARNINGS
73 - 78 1981 WAGE EARNINGS

79 162 GI-BILL DATA FIELDS

79- 84 1972 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
85 - 87 1972 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
88 - 93 1973 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
94 - 96 1973 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
97 - 102 1974 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT -.".-.".'. -

103 - 105 1974 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE "
106 - 111 1975 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
112 - 114 1975 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
115 - 120 1976 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
121 - 123 1976 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
124 - 129 1977 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
130 - 132 1977 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE - " -:
133 - 138 1978 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
139 - 141 1978 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE % ..
142 - 147 1979 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT .-
148 - 150 1979 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE ___,____________
151 - 156 1980 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
157 - 159 1980 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE -- :-" \-.,.:-".
160 - 162 TOTAL PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE

163 294 CARRY-ALONG VARIABLES

163 - 165 MEAN AGE @ LAST ENTRY *- . . ,
166 - 168 MEAN AGE @ LAST SEPARATION - -
169 - 171 MEAN ED @ LAST SEPARATION .
172 - 174 % ED < HIGH SCHOOL -
175 - 177 % ED WITH SOME HIGH SCHOOL
178 - 180 % ED WITH SOME COLLEGE

App P
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181 - 183 % ED COLLEGE GRAD. Ap . 0
184 - 186 % ED WITH ADV. DEGREES.
187 -189 % W1

V190 - 192 % W2
193 - 195 % W3
196 -198 % W4
199 -201 %O014
202 -204 % 02

p.205 -207 % 03
208 -210 %O04
211 -213 %O05
214 -216 %O06
217 -219 % 07
220 -222 % 08 0
223 -225 % 09
226 - 228 % 010 . . .

229 -231 % 01 l*..
232 - 234 MEAN COMM. OFFICER PGD.
235 - 237 MEAN ENTRY YEAR
238 - 240 %SOP1 S
24 4 VP
241 - 243 %SOP2
244 - 246 %SOP3

250 - 252 %SOP5
253 - 255 %SOP6
256 - 258 % 0 DEPENDENTS
259 - 261 % 1 DEPENDENT ~ .

262 -264 % 2 DEPENDENTS
265 -267 % 3 DEPENDENTS
268 -270 % 4+ DEPENDENTS
271 - 273 % 1+ DEPENDENTS
274 - 276 MEDIAN TIME IN GRADEIr
277 - 279 LONGEST TIME IN GRADE
280 - 282 SHORTEST TIME IN GRADE
283 - 285 MEAN MONTHS SINCE SEPARATION

286~~0~~~ - 8 LAKFML

286 - 288 % N-BLACK FEMALE

292 - 294 SAMPLING RATE M% ~ ~
300-3049 1980 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
295 - 299 1979 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO -.-

305 - 309 1981 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO t  
':iV ...-

310 - 313 1979 ECI INFLATOR .314 %- 31 90 C FAO
314 - 317 1981 ECI INFLATOR

-z .7,



•-_ - ,. _. . - , - . :_ . -

~OUP GROUP OFFICER SAMPLE POPULATION WITH SSA DATA .GROUP GROUP-''-'-,----''--"--

BEG END FIELD DESCRIPTION
-+ POS. POS. ADDRESS GROUP/ELEMENT -. -

7 CELL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER .......................

1 SERVICE CATEGORY - .
2 RACE/SEX CATEGORY

3 - 4 YEAR OF SERVICE CATEGORY
5 EDUCATION/GRADE LEVEL CATEGORY: YEAR OF SEPARATION CATEGORY _ _ _ _ _

MILITARY OCCUPATION CATEGORY __.-__O'__O_'_"___

* 0 0

8 69 EARNINGS FROM SSA DATA ..........................

8 - 9 YEAR OF SEPARATION
10 15 1972 WAGE EARNINGS
16 - 21 1973 WAGE EARNINGS .-__--..,-_--.-------
22 - 27 1974 WAGE EARNINGS- ". '.
28 - 33 1975 WAGE EARNINGS
34 - 39 1976 WAGE EARNINGS
40 - 45 1977 WAGE EARNINGS .
46 - 51 1978 WAGE EARNINGS r A

52 - 57 1979 WAGE EARNINGS__ -:
58 - 63 1980 WAGE EARNINGS
64 - 69 1981 WAGE EARNINGS

70 153 GI-BILL DATA FIELDS

70 - 75 1972 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
76 - 78 1972 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
79 - 84 1973 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT .----'.--.
85 - 87 1973 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
88 - 93 1974 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT .-.;-....
94 - 96 1974 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
97 -102 1975 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
103 - 105 1975 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE - .-" .'- "
106 - 111 1976 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
112 - 114 1976 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE .N'%.'-,.\...
115 - 120 1977 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
121 - 123 1971 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE ,,..-..-,y , -.

124 - 129 1978 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
130 - 132 1978 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
133 - 138 1979 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
139 - 141 1979 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
142 - 147 1980 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
148 - 150 1980 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE .,"-

151 - 153 TOTAL PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE

154 285 CARRY-ALONG VARIABLES

154 - 156 MEAN AGE @ LAST ENTRY . --
157 - 159 MEAN AGE @ LAST SEPARATION ,.4
160 - 162 MEAN ED @ LAST SEPARATION -.
163 - 165 % ED < HIGH SCHOOL
166 - 168 % ED WITH SOME HIGH SCHOOL App P

%% %*~ ob - .
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7 _0 _q._ .. W F. 7. 7. P. 
-F 

V-7 F.

169 -171 % ED WITH SOME COLLEGE
172 -174 % ED COLLEGE GRAD.
175 - 177 % ED WITH ADV. DEGREESp ,
178 - 180 % W1
181 -183 % W2
184 -186 % W3
187 -189 % W4
190 - 192 % 01__ _____

193 -195 % 02 . W, 'W'.,
196 -198 % 03
199 -201 % 04
202 -204 % 05
205 -207 % 06
208 -210 % 07

214 -216 % 09

217 - 219 % 010 *

220 -222 % 011 .-

223 - 225 MEAN COMM. OFFICER PGO.
226 - 228 ME AN ENTRY YEAR
229 - 231 %SOP1
232 - 234 %SOP2 p. .* W

235 - 237 %50P3
238 - 240 %S0P4
241 - 243 %S0P5

.*. 244 - 246 %50P6
247 - 249 % 0 DEPENDENTS
250 - 252 % 1 DEPENDENT
253 - 255 % 2 DEPENDENTS.-
256 - 258 % 3 DEPENDENTS

.4.~259 
- 261 % 4+ DEPENDENTS

262 - 264 % 1+ DEPENDENTS .

265 -267 MEDIAN TIME IN GRADE -

268 - 270 LONGEST TIME IN GRADE
271 - 273 SHORTEST TIME IN GRADE

274 - 276 MEAN MONTHS SINCE SEPARATION .. *<

277 - 279 % BLACK FEMALE
280 -282 % NON-BLACK FEMALE

.,283 - 285 SAMPLING RATE(%
286 - 290 1972 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
291 - 295 1973 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
296 - 300 1974 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO '

301 - 305 1975 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
306 - 310 1976 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
311 - 315 1977 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO

316 - 320 1978 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO % %* %k

321 - 325 1979 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO_________
326 - 330 1980 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
331 - 335 1981 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO*.4

336 - 339 1972 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR N.....*

340 - 343 1973 PATCI/EC INFLATOR 4- .
344 - 347 1974 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR ,*..

348 - 351 1975 PATCI/EC INFLATOR
352 - 355 1976 PATCI/EC INFLATOR
356 - 359 1977 PATCI/EC INFLATOR- * .

360 - 363 1978 PATCh/EC INFLATOR .

364 - 367 1979 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR - 4-

4368 - 371 1980 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR ApP-

372 - 375 1981 PATCI/EC INFLATOR
...............................................

'p 
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OFFICER SAMPLE POPULATION WITH IRS DATA " ... . -"

GROUP GROUP
BEG END FIELD DESCRIPTION
POS. POS. ADDRESS GROUP/ELEMENT " " "

7 CELL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ....................... ............. -

I SERVICE CATEGORY
2 RACE/SEX CATEGORY

3- 4 YEAR OF SERVICE CATEGORY
5 EDUCATION/GRADE LEVEL CATEGORY
6 YEAR OF SEPARATION CATEGORY
7 MILITARY OCCUPATION CATEGORY

8 78 EARNINGS FROM IRS DATA .....................................

8-24 FILLER . .
25 - 30 1973 WAGE EARNINGS
31 - 36 1974 WAGE EARNINGS
37 - 42 1975 WAGE EARNINGS
43 - 48 1976 WAGE EARNINGS O .. .
49 - 54 1977 WAGE EARNINGS -- -- :-".-,

55 - 60 1978 WAGE EARNINGS
61 - 66 1979 WAGE EARNINGS -
67 - 72 1980 WAGE EARNINGS ,- - .,. . -- -. " -.
73 - 78 1981 WAGE EARNINGS V,

79 88 SCETGOY (10 DIGIT CELL IDENTIFIER) -•
,,'.w.% •% • . . ". ". -. ... %

79 SERVICE , -..
80 RACE/SEX CATEGORY .... ' -.
81 EDUCATION
82 PERSONNEL TYPE
83 GRADE LEVEL :7:7
84 MILITARY OCCUPATION CATEGORY ,.-. ...- ,,

85 - 86 YEAR OF SEPARATION .... ""
87 - 88 YEAR OF SERVICE GROUP CATEGORY

89 172 GI-BILL DATA FIELDS .5-

89 - 94 1972 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
95 - 97 1972 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE .,. ' .
98 - 103 1973 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
104 - 106 1973 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
107 - 112 1974 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT ,.-. -
113 - 115 1974 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE _________,,_______

116 - 121 1975 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
122 - 124 1975 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE " -"-" - -"---
125 - 130 1976 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT .-..--- '. -. _,_. --. .
131 - 133 1976 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
134 - 139 1977 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT ---...- "-." -
140 - 142 1977 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
143 - 148 1978 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
149 - 151 1978 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE .*. .. '..,,'''.
152 - 157 1979 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT.. - "-' "
158 - 160 1979 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE .. ".... ....-.f-
161 - 166 1980 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT App P

•',%, % %'
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4 . .-. . % o . .

167 - 169 1980 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE - .Q .-.i
170 - 172 TOTAL PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE -

173 274 CARRY-ALONG VARIABLES

173 - 182 SCETGOY (10 DIGIT CELL IDENT.) ..

183 - 185 % CATi, CAT2, CAT3A O .
186 - 188 % CAT3B
189 - 191 % CAT4
192 - 194 MEAN AFQT
195 - 197 MEAN AGE @ LAST ENTRY ,',.:-. '
198 - 200 MEAN AGE @ LAST SEPARATION
201 - 203 MEAN EDUCATION AT LAST SEPARATION
204 - 206 % E1
207 - 209 % E2
210 - 212 % E3
213 - 215 % E4
216 - 218 % E5
219 - 221 % E6
222 - 224 % E7 "0" ', -.
225 - 227 % E8 -. ..

228 - 230 % E9 '- " -,•., -.' .
231 - 232 MEAN PAYGRADE
233 - 235 MEAN ENTRY YEAR. "
236 -238 % 0 DEPENDENTS
239 - 241 % 1 DEPENDENT .
241 244 % 2 DEPENDENTS
245 - 247 % 3 DEPENDENTS - -.

248 - 250 % 4 OR MORE DEPENDENTS " ' -'
251 - 253 % 1 OR MORE DEPENDENTS
254 - 256 MEDIAN TIME IN GRADE . .-
257 - 259 LONGEST TIME IN GRADE
260 - 262 SHORTEST TIME IN GRADE ,.
263 - 265 MEAN MONTHS SINCE SEPARATION-.
266 - 268 % BLACK FEMALE . .

269 - 271 % NON-BLACK FEMALE .,-
272 - 274 SAMPLING RATE (-.
275 - 279 1979 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
280 - 284 1980 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
285 - 289 1981 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
290 - 293 1979 ECI INFLATOR -" -*- -r--",
294 - 297 1980 ECI INFLATOR "
298 - 301 1981 ECI INFLATOR ,.. ".',, ,.•.,

-. %* -. . - . -. .
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I-. OFFICER SAMPLE POPULATION WITH SSA DATA
GROUP GROUP -
BEG END FIELD DESCRIPTION .'..J .. , -. *..-...

POS. POS. ADDRESS GROUP/ELEMENT

7 CELL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ..................... "

1 SERVICE CATEGORY 0 O0 W
2 RACE/SEX CATEGORY

3- 4 YEAR OF SERVICE CATEGORY
5 EDUCATION/GRADE LEVEL CATEGORY
6 YEAR OF SEPARATION CATEGORY
7 MILITARY OCCUPATION CATEGORY .......

a 17 SCETGOY (10 DIGIT CELL IDENTIFIER) .- .

8 SERVICE
9 RACE/SEX CATEGORY

10 EDUCATION - ..
11 PERSONNEL TYPE __-"_"" __"_',--,-.,-_

12 GRADE LEVEL for .. ,
13 MILITARY OCCUPATION CATEGORY

14 - 15 YEAR OF SEPARATION ...--.
16 - 17 YEAR OF SERVICE GROUP CATEGORY .. .

18 80 SSA DATA -.. -'.

18 - 19 YEAR OF SEPARATION
20 - 25 1972 EARNINGS
26 - 31 1973 EARNINGS
32 - 37 1974 EARNINGS
38 - 43 1975 EARNINGS
44 - 49 1976 EARNINGS glF~
50 - 55 1977 EARNINGS - -- - -.
56 - 61 1978 EARNINGS
62 - 67 1979 EARNINGS -. "
68 - 73 1980 EARNINGS ..
74 - 79 1981 EARNINGS

80 163 GI-BILL DATA FIELDS

80 - 85 1972 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
86 - 88 1972 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE "., ,
89 - 94 1973 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT ,,. .,.
95 - 97 1973 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
98 - 103 1974 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT oIaw.

104 - 106 1974 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
107 - 112 1975 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT "--.
113 - 115 1975 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
116 - 121 1976 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT ..

122 - 124 1976 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
125 - 130 1977 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT ,.-..vO ,.,.,,i
131 - 133 1977 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE
134 -139 1978 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
140 - 142 1978 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE ., ,
143 - 148 1979 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT
149 - 151 1979 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE

App P
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. o -. - , o o . o °

152 - 157 1980 AVERAGE ALLOTMENT _',.''._'"..____-_".._

158 - 160 1980 PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE

161 - 163 TOTAL PARTICIPATION PERCENTILE 0 .

164 265 CARRY-ALONG VARIABLES

, 164 - 173 SCETGOY (10 DIGIT CELL IDENT.)
174 - 176 % CATI, CAT2, CAT3A
177 - 179 % CAT3B 0 .
180 - 182 % CAT4 "
183 - 185 MEAN AFQT
186 - 188 MEAN AGE AT LAST ENTRY

. 189 - 191 MEAN AGE AT LAST SEPARATION
192 - 194 MEAN EDUCATION AT LAST SEPARATION "_-_-_'__,__-___"- __.

195 - 197 % E1 ."0._ .0 0 .
198 - 200 % E2 ,

, 201 - 203 % E3
204 - 206 % E4
207 - 209 % E5
210 - 212 % E6
213 - 215 % E7 po w. ..--
216 - 218 % E8
219 - 221 % E9
222 - 223 MEAN PAYGRADE , .
224 - 226 MEAN ENTRY YEAR
227 - 229 % 0 DEPENDENTS
230 -232 % 1 DEPENDENT
233 - 235 % 2 DEPENDENTS
236 - 238 % 3 DEPENDENTS
239 - 241 % 4 OR MORE DEPENDENTS .. -
242 -244 % 1 OR MORE DEPENDENTS
245 - 247 MEDIAN TIME IN GRADE
248 -250 LONGEST TIME IN GRADE "' " " -
251 - 253 SHORTEST TIME IN GRADE
254 - 256 MEAN MONTHS SINCE SEPARATION ..
257 - 259 % BLACK FEMALE ,
260 - 262 % NON-BLACK FEMALE
263 - 265 SAMPLING RATE (M .$

266 - 270 1972 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
271 - 275 1973 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
276 - 280 1974 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
281 - 285 1975 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO -.-.
286 -290 1976 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO " ' "
291 - 295 1977 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
296- 300 19,78 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
301 - 305 1979 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO '"
306 - 310 1980 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO b-I M t la"
311 - 315 1981 FT-PT EARNINGS RATIO
316 - 319 1972 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR
320 - 323 1973 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR -...-. '.,'.-'.-..
324 - 327 1974 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR
328 - 331 1975 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR --
332 - 335 1976 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR -. -t -4
336 - 339 1977 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR ,..,- - .
340 - 343 1978 PATCI /ECI INFLATOR ."
344 - 347 1979 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR
348 - 351 1980 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR if't "
352 - 355 1981 PATCI/ECI INFLATOR -

App P
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Variable Description and Coding

~ IRS Officer File

GROUP 1: Cell Identification Number. These variables define the cells. .

(1) Service Category 1 = Army _________

2 = Navy
3 = Marine Corps
4 = Air Force

(2) Race/Sex Category 1 - Female
2 = Black, Male
3 =Nonblack, Male

(3) Year of Service (YOS) Category 1 = years 3 or 4 .~ .. \.'

(Year duigwhich individual 2 = year 5*.K...
seaatdeulto completed 3 = years 6, 7

years plus one.) 4 = years 8, 9
5 = years 10, 11 __________

This variable is used to 6 =years 12, 13'0
distinguish separatees (cate- 7 =years 14, 15.*. .

gories 1-9) from retirees 8 = years 16, 17
(categories 10-16). If the 9 = years 18-20
OMOC separation code in the 10 = year 21

Seaae file indicated a 11 -year 22
retirement in a year before 12 =year 23 " W

the 21st, this was recoded 13 - years 24, 25
to 21 (category 10). In some 14 - years 26, 27
programs, such retirement is 15 = years 28-30 :

possible. Note that, among 16 = years 31 and up
others, disability retirements
were excluded from the sample K
(see Appendix 1). .t-.-;---

(4) Education/Grade Level Category 1 Enlisted, less than
In th offcer ubfies, odeshigh school graduate,
Inth ofier ubies odsgrade E6 and below. .

1-4 will not appear. Codes 5-8 2 x Enlisted, less than
will not appear in the "enlisted"e high school graduate, W7
subfiles. grade E7 and above.

3 = Enlisted, high school . .:.

graduate and above, grade
E6 and below. . % * .

4 =Enlisted, high school
graduate and above,
grade E7 and above.

5 =Officer, less than a high
school graduate, warrant .~. -

officers through grade 04.
6 =Officer, less than high '

school graduate grade 05 '~

and above.
7 =Officer, high school and

above, warrant officers
thorugh grade 04.

8 =Officer, high school and * * . .

above, grades 05 andAAWJe. 41
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IRS Officer File (Cont'd) 49

(5) Year of Separation 1 - 1972
2 - 1973

In development work, this 3 - 1974
variable was conmmonly 4 -1975 __________

abbreviated YOS; "Year of 5 - 19764
*Servicem was called LOS, 6 - 1977

for uLength of Servlce.0 1 1978

Later years of separation will 8 197980

be added as data become avail-
able.4

(6) Military Occupation Category Officer Enlisted

As indicated, codes are 1 - Combat 1 - Combat
interpreted differently for 2 - Aviation 2 = Electronics, '

officers and enlisted personnel. Commiunications,
See Appendix 2 for a compre- Intelligence ~ l
hensive tabulation of these 3 =Scientist 3 =Electrician,
codes in terms of DoD and Engineer Mechanic, .J '~ ~
Service occupational specialty Craftsman -

codes. 4 *Adminis- 4 =Medical, .N.. -.

tration, Dental
Logistics RWWW.WI 01 M

5=- Medical, 5= Support,
Dental Administration, '~.

Service, Supply .,

6 Other 6 =Other

OrV

f4 7. 7,



GROUP 11: Earnings from IRS Data .0 .

These fields report tax-year earnings as reported on W-2 forms. The
1973-1978 fields are blank. For 1979, 80, and 81, earnings are truncated
at the $150,000 level. Earnings are only reported for years following the
individual's year of separation from the Service. These earnings are not
cell averages; they are the individual's actual reported earnings. 0 0 S

GROUP III: Carry-Along Variables ...

(A) GI Bill Data Fields - -
0 • 0

For year 1972-80, these variables indicate (1) the average allotment
received by recipients (i.e., averaged only over recipients, not over
the full cell) of GI Bill educational benefits, and (2) the par-
ticipation percentile, or percent of the cell who received benefits.

(B) "Carry Along" (or "carry-on") Variables * * "..

1 Mean Age at Least Entry

2 Mean Age at Last Separation

3 Mean Education at Last Separation , O.-

It is possible and fairly common for a person to separate
and reenlist more than once, and therefore appear more than
once in the OMOC Separatee file from which this sample was .
taken. In such cases, only the last separation was taken
for the person (see Appendix 1 for the distribution of
multiple separation). rO - -

4-8 Percent Frequency Distribution of Educational Level

4 -Education less than high school -'* :" ""+
5 -High school graduate
6 - Some college '
7 College
8 - Advanced degree

9-23 Percent Frequency Distribution, by Pay Grade .. ,

24 Mean Commissioned Officer Pay Grade " ''

This is the two-digit DMDC pay code: e

1-9 El1-E9 **~ ~~q1-4 Wi - E4 ..,.....*: '..
10 Warrant Officer, Unknown

11-14 W1 - W4 ....'.' .'-.

20 Officer, unknown ........ .1.

21-31 01 -011

%1V .:'-:..
• -.

,:e ... ..- .. *.* _

14-""" - -.-' '-" " - '



(B). "Carry Along" (or "carry-on") Variables (Cont'd) I m 4

25 Mean Entry Year

Coded by last two digits of calendar year, e.g., 54 = 1954

26-31 Percent Frequency Distribution, Source of Procurement I 0 •

26 - SOPI: Military Academy . .
27 - SOP2: ROTC (scholarship or nonscholarship) .....

28 - SOP3: OCS or OTS (direct or in-service
procurement) .

29 - SOP4: Direct appointment (physician, dentist or
other direct appointment)

30- SOP5: Aviation Training Program (other than
OCS or OTS)

31 - SOP6: Other or unknown

32-36 Percent Frequency Distribution -

Number of dependents (0, 1, 2, 3, 4+ dependents) .

37 Percent with one or more dependents -

38 Median Time-in-Grade

39 Longest Time-in-Grade

40 Shortest Time-in-Grade - - . --

Time in person's current pay grade - in months

41 Sampling Rate

For cells from a universe with a population of more than 25,
only 25 individuals were randomly sampled. The sampling
rate is given here.

45-47 Full-Time/Part-Time Earnings Ratios - - '

The earnings data we have do not distinguish between earn- - . .*.-..-....
"

ings at full-time and part-time work. Using data from the - ... ,

1980 Census (Public Use Microdata Sample A), we define -..- "
groups of veterans roughly comparable to the file cells in "
age (in each year for which we have IRS data), length of -. ,'.. :
service (retired or not retired), and likely officer or
enlisted status defined by attained education level and
occupation: for these groups, ratios of the average earn-
ings of full-time workers to average earnings of all
workers were computed. These ratios can be used to inflate..... ..

the earnings on this file to a "full-time equivalence." * 7  
.:

.-. ,...
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Warning: some of the comparability groups in the Census0
V ~~sample were quite small and the full-time earnings ratios do ... -

* not always make a smooth profile when arranged by age.

48-50 ECI Inflator

The Employment Cost Index was used to create these
multipliers to inflate earnings to 1982 dollars; 1982 was
chosen as the year of comparability for all studies produced
by the QRMC. ~-
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SSA Officer File.

This file is identical to the IRS officer file, except for the earn-
* K ings field. SSA earnings cover potentially more years than IRS (going

back to 1973, the year following the earliest year of separation from the
Service in the file). Earnings are reported only for workers in occupa-
tions or industries covered by Social Security, and only up to the ceiling W_ 0 0

' on FICA taxable earnings. .. *

%.. %* %

.4% %
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Variable Description and Coding0

S IRS Enlisted File

GROUP I: Cell Identification Number. >.-- -

These variables are defined exactly as in the Officer files. e
"SCEIGOY" (Service, Category, Education, Type, Grade, Occupation, Year)
repeats the same information as the Cell ID variables. ~.

S (1) Service Category 1 =Army
2 Navy *

3 Marine Corps 0 0
4 = Air Force

2 (2) Race/Sex Category 1 = Female
2 = Black, Male
3 =Nonblack, Male

S (3) Education 1 =less than high school grad- ..-- *a

'4 uate. .

2= high school graduate and
higher.

~. (4) Personnel Type 1 =Enlisted
2= Officer .. ~

~l (5) Grade Level 1= Grade E6 and below for '

4. enlisted, or warrants and '

04 and below for officers. 11W~
2= Grade E7 and above for

enlisted, 05 and above for.- .. >.

officers.

~: (6) Military Occupation Category Officer Enlisted ...

1 = Combat 1 = Combat
2 = Aviation 2 = Electronics, - ~ .

Communications,
Inteligence

3 =Scientist 3 = Electrician ,
Engineer Mechanic,

Craftsman
4 =Adminis- 4 =Medical,

tration, Dental
Logi stics

5 =Medical, 5 =Support,
Dental Administration,

Service, Supply 4AW , ~ 93~

6 =Other 6 =Other

App P
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L4. __________________

IRS Enlisted File (Cont'd)

(7) Year of Separation 1 = 1972
2 = 1973 .

3 = 1974 *...

4 = 1975
5 =19760 0
6 =1977
7 = 1978
8 = 197

(8) Year of Service (YOS) Category I 1 er 3 or 4 :, 4 0 -
2 = year 5
3 = years 6, 7
4 = years 8, 9
5 = years 10, 11
6 = years 12, 13 ________

7 = years 14, 15 *

8 = years 16, 17
9 = years 18-20 .

10 = year 21
11 = year 22 ***

12 = year 23 -~

13 = years 24, 25
14 = years 26, 27
15 = years 28-30
16 =years 31 and up

(These "SCETGOY" codes are repeated twice, once before the GI Bill
data fields and once before the "Carry Along Variables.") *-" .

Group 11, IIIA: The GI Bill fields and the wage earnings fields are ~ ~
exactly as described for the IRS Officer file. - .

Group IIIB: The carry-along variables for enlisted people differ slightly .. :...

from those of officers. - .::---

(9) % Cat 1, Cat 2, Cat 3A
% %.

S(10) % Cat 38 : $ .
(11).~ % Ct

These three variables give a %-frequency distribution of the cell by rIV.
AFQT test category. Categories 1, 2, and 3A, comprising the upper
fifty percent of the normal AFQT distribution, are grouped together. .

*~(12) Mean AFQT :~
(13) Mean Age at Last Entry .. ',

-

M (14) Mean Age at Last Separation 1

~:(15) Mean Education at Last Separation %-'--

App P .J*
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(16-24) % El 0

% Ei

These nine variables provide a %-frequency distribution of the
cell by enlisted pay grade. '...-

(25 % -dpedet

(25) % 0 dependents ,

(27)~ %s. 2 epndnt

(26) % 1 dependents-

(27) % 2 rm dependents

(30) % 1 or more dependents

These variables provide the cell distribution of number of .

dependents. .~.. 5

(31) Median Time-in-Grade

(32) Longest Time-In-Grade S-*.

(33) Shortest Time-in-Grade

(34) Mean Months Since Separation . ..

W~E

- ~ (35) % Black Female

(36) % Non-Black Female '*

(37) Sampling Rate

S.'~~~Ap P **-...S.
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SSA Enlisted File. 01

The contents of this file are the same as those of the IRS Enlisted
-: file, except that Earnings are reported for the same years and with the

same coverage as described in the SSA Officer File. Variables are ordered
slightly differently in the two Enlisted files (see the layout sheets for -

details). *, **

*0 00
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Appendix 1 I 0

Sample Screening, Stratification, and Selection from DMDC
Separation Files for QRMC Earnings History File

1. Screening * .

The DMDC Separation Files contain records on some 6.7 million enlisted
personnel and 468,000 officers who have separated from the military since
1972. Records from these files were sampled and merged with earnings data
from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and Social Security Administration
(SSA) in order to provide a source of data for the analysis of post-service . O .
earnings of military personnel.

The DMOC Separation Files are organized with one record for each .
separation from the Service; thus a given individual may appear several -...
times if he or she had discontinuous service in the military. The fre-
quency of multiple sept itions is shown by the following table. p "

Enlisted Officers

Individuals on file: 6,680,242 468,743

Separations per individual: 1. 5,390,843 460,463 9

2. 867,491 7,740
.308,683 446

4. 92,530 62
5. 18,032 19
6. 2,399 6
7. 242 4
8. 21 2,',-, ,....~~~~~~~~~*- , .. -....- ,, -.' 911 . . . .. -.. . .
9. 1 1 h%~ .:

For those with multiple separations, only the last separation was con- . J -. y. > .-.

sidered. From the above totals, observations were deleted for the: . fol lowing criteri a, i n the given order. ); -._:-:.-"'_

Enlisted Officers " .. ''

Total 6,680,242 468,743 "

Separtion date out of -(1,838,363 -(143,642 '_ '..- ..
range (1972-1980)

Unknown 5,745 6
Service transaction

separation 846,203 10,866 ,.%- -"-
Separated for medical
disqualification 206,739 9,092

Separated for death 22,029 3,747 " ,'',' ..

Entry into officer program 60,148 (NA) ... _......
4,, Undesirable behavior or

performance 1,001,814 18,047
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(Cont'd) Enlisted Officers .O .- .

Unknown length of service 1,295 862
Less than 2 years service 361,230 18,991
Sex unknown 4 45
Males, race unknown 1,606 432
Education unknown 14,620) 7,730) "" lot

Final universe 2,320,446 255,284

2. Sample Stratification

The remaining 2,320,446 enlisted personnel and 255,284 officers were __--',------_.--''_
"

arranged in cells according to their values of the following variables: @ O • 4
service (4 categories), sex and race (3 categories), pay grade (low and
high: 2 categories), education (2), year of separation (9), length of ser-
vice (16), and occupation category (6). This results in a possible total
of 41,472 cells each for officers and enlisted; however, most of these
cells were empty. _____..' ____

These cells form the basis for our sample selection. The following
table shows the number of cells we have for various cell populations. .

Officers Enlisted
Cell No. of Total No. of Total

Population Cells Population Cells Population
.- I.r.,; . ... .-. ..

0 30,299 0 26,827 0
1,2 4,053 5,278 4,264 5,680 ' ...

3-10 3,388 18,914 3,734 20,292
11-20 1,348 19,963 1,508 22,281 " "* " "

21-25 392 8,949 457 10,460 HP

26+ 1,992 202,180 4,682 2,261,733 - ' "

Total 41,472 255,284 41,472 2,320,446 . -4.

We select records from these cells using the following method: we we-"-,.1-~-
select everyone (officers and enlisted) from cells of size 3 to 25 (and .. -,.,...., -7....
none from cells of size 1 or 2). Then, from cells of size 26 or higher, we -
randomly select 25 records. This results in the following sample sizes: V

Officers Enlisted

From cells 3-25 47,826 53,033
From cells 26+ 4 (25 x 1992) 117,050 (25 x 4682)

Total 97,626 170,083 ..

Total officers and enlisted: 267,709 1..*. . ,.: !E
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S. . . . . . . . . . . . a-.

3. Random Selection Procedure. For cells of size 25 or less, no random -
sampling will be done; we simply eliminate those in cells of 1 or 2, and
take all records in cells of sizes 3 to 25.

For a cell of size 26 or more, let N be the cell size. Then K - 25/N
is the sampling frequency. We draw, for each cell, a random number between
1 and K, select the corresponding record for that cell (the Rth record to
appear in the cell, where R is the random draw), and then select every Kth
record in that cell. Records on the separation file are arranged in order -

of Social Security Number; this systematic random sampling procedure is .
-.-'.., widely used for such files. The final sample was arranged in order of .....

increasing SSN to facilitate matching with IRS and Social Security files.
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Appendix 2 ."'4.-

Military Occupation Groups

Aggregate occupation codes for enlisted personnel were based on the S @ w-,

Primary Occupation Group as coded in DMDC's "loss" files. In the loss m ..

files, Primary Occupation is given as a three-digit DoD Occupation Code, a .... , . h .
DoD-wide coding scheme based on the Services' individual occupational ..
classification systems. For officers, our aggregate occupation codes are
based on the DoD code (which is a two-digit code for officers), with many _-.----.- _-.____ -
exceptions based on the more detailed Service-specific Primary Military O

, 9 Occupation Specialty code, also given on the DMDC loss file. For a
detailed definition and a concordance between the DoD and Service codes, see
Occupational Conversion Manual, Department of Defense OASD/MRA&L, publica-
tion DoD 1312.1-M. Following is a list of the aggregation occupation codes -

contained in the Post-Service Earnings History File, with the DoD and
Service codes that are contained in each. ,,: -.- S

For enlisted people the aggregates are based on the first digit of the • - .
DoD codes:

Aggregate Code DoD One-Digit Codes ;',.- ---

I (Combat) 0 (Infantry, Gun Crews, .
and Seamanship Specialists)

2 (Electronics, Communica- I (Electronic Equipment .
tions, Intelligence) Repairmen)

2 (Communications and .
Intelligence Specialists)

4 (Other Technical and Allied IrOI-:.-
Specialists)

3 (Electricians and 6 (Electrical/Mechanical Equip- '* - *
Mechanics, Craftsmen) men Repairmen)

7 (Craftsmen)
4 (Medical, Dental) 3 (Medical and Dental

Special i sts)
5 (Support, Administration, 5 (Support and Administration)

Service, and Supply) 8 (Service and Supply)
6 (Other) 9 (Non-occupational) .. " -/ ' - SU' .% "

Occupation coding for officers was more complicated. The following .,,.
pages list, by Service branch, the occupation codes within each of the
aggregates used on the Earnings History File. These are defined in terms

, :_ of DoD codes and Service-specific military occupation codes (MOS or Service --...........
. 0cc Code). In these tables, "X" is used as a place-holder. MOS 14X is any ' -

three-digit MOS code beginning with 14.
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Officer Occupation Categories4

ARMY

' ~ (1) Combat:

DoD Codes: 2E, 2F
Plus all others with MOS 14X, 77X
Aany DoD code 26 not elsewhere classified.

(2) Aviation:

DoD Codes: 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D

(3) Scientists and Engineers:

DoD Codes: 5A, 5B, 5C, 50, 5J, 5L .

4A, 4G, 4H, 4M, 4C (except, MOS 25X), 4K ______

Plus all others wit h-MOS1X -0~ '
Ador old MOS 75XX, 78XX, 79XX, 7750

And any DoD ocdes 4X, 5X not elsewhere classified.

(4) Administration and Logistics:*-7

DoD Codes: 1A, 1Bmi
4B, 40, 4E, VF, 5E, 5K, 5M '..- -

7A, 7C, 70, 7E, 7F, 76, 71, 7N
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PREFACE

This report analyzes the post-service wage and
'salary earnings of' former military personnel relative
to comparably aged and educated Census veterans. Post-

.'service earnings are relevant t o two important
*issues: 1) retention behavior of current military .W o

personnel and 2) the well-being of former military
%~personnel who may face poor earnings prospects in their
'~post-service carezi-s.

The report was prepared for the Fifth Quadrennial
SReview of Military Compensation and was written by

Richard V.L. Cooper, John Gunther-Mohr, Lucinda Lewis,0 0 0
~.and Robert Zuraski. Robert Vandersluis provided*.--C.
> valuable assistance. The report gained much from the .,.

A*analytic support of Major Roy Smoker of the Fifth
:~Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation, and Zahava
SDoering, Kyle Johnson and Melanie Martindale of the V-

Defense Manpower Data Center. Finally, the analysis g-~
~.would not have been possible without the construction
4:of the data bases by the staff of the Defense Manpower
*.Data Center, the Internal Revenue Service and the
~"Social Security Administration. Substantial effort
Sover a very short time frame was required to prepare -

the data bases for our analysis. .
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 9 .

The military compensation system has been an impor-
tant public policy issue for at least the past 15 -

years. The Fifth Quadrennial Review of Military Com- -"-'._-_.-'_-_"'-"

pensation (QRMC) was officially established October 1, tO
1982 to evaluate the military retirement system and
certain special and incentive pays received by military
personnel, in relation to national security objectives,
force management concerns, and cost. For the Fifth . .

QRMC, Coopers & Lybrand has examined the post-service
earnings of officers and enlisted personnel separating - ".
from the military both before and after eligibility for
retirement benefits.

Post-service earnings have a potentially signifi-
cant, although indirect, effect on two important
issues. First, individuals' potential post-service -

earnings affect retention behavior. Throughout an m .. O
individual's military career, the opportunities avail- - "y
able in the civilian work force will have an influence . .A '

on the individual's decision to separate or remain. -X-/"
Second, to the extent that the earnings of those sep- . "
arating or retiring from the military are lower than . .
their civilian peers, the welfare of former military
personnel is a legitimate concern. .....

The analysis in this report examines a new data .

base developed for the Fifth QRMC by the Defense Man-
power Data Center, the Internal Revenue Service and the %-.
Social Security Administration. The data are drawn
from reliable, consistent records covering a large
sample of those separating before retirement eligibil- ...

ity (separatees) as well as those retiring after 20 or .Y--.....
more years of service (retirees). This sample of
retirees and separatees is compared to a subgroup of
the Census Public Use Microdata Sample comprised of
non-disabled veterans between the ages of 16 and 65.

The pattern of financial incentives differs for . . ..

officers and enlisted personnel, as shown in Figures 1 r ..
and 2. The figures depict the magnitude of the post-
service earnings differential for typical officers and ..
enlisted personnel leaving the military after 4, 8, 12,

, 16, 20 and 25 years Length of Service (LOS). The earn- ..,..,.....
ings differentials portrayed in Figures 1 and 2 do not
include the effects of retirement benefits for

. ',

b. % .. V . .% % %.
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retirees.* For officers, military service appears to -A
. provide valuable experience which increases post-

"." service earnings relative to their Census veteran
peers. Figure 1 shows that officer separatees fare

? . better relative to their civilian peers with each addi-
4 tional year of service through eight. After the eighth -

year post-service earnings decline relative to the P 0 0
Census veteran comparison group with each additional .".-..
year of service through 25. Officers who retire, rather .

.." than separate, from military service earn slightly less ., .'

.:'- than their Census veteran peers, but fare much better .
>. than those individuals who separated just before becom- _. .
... ing eligible for retirement benefits. ....7 .

Enlisted personnel face financial disincentives to
: remaining in military service beyond their fourth year

v.. as shown in Figure 2. With each year of service beyond
,.. four, the post-service earnings of enlisted personnel
\' slip further and further behind their Census veteran - " .

peers. Enlisted personnel retiring after 20 or 25
years of service earn substantially less than their . . .

- Census veterans counterparts, although retirees fare -,v .,-..

better in relation to Census veterans than do those "'",,> -
enlisted personnel separating with 16 to 19 years of -
service. J'

These findings about the effect of career length
> hold for the long-term earnings of those who have

weathered the transition from the military to the civ-
ilian work force. For some groups the transition is -...--

not smooth, even for those working full time. Officer ,
separatees go through at least a seven year period when
their earnings are substantially below their long-term"-."
levels relative to their Census veteran counterparts, -
as shown in Figure 1. The figure shows that for
officers separating after different length careers, the - - -"

earnings of the officer separatees increase more .-. - - --

rapidly than those of their Census peers. - '--- -;

% "- - " •*w% ".% •

The data base employed allows differentials to be
estimated directly only for the post-service.
periods shown in figures 1 and 2. When longer term . .-

.5 comparisons are needed, as in estimating the pre- '-- '.--..
sent discounted value of future earnings, it is
assumed that the last directly calculated differen-
tial remains unchanged throughout the individual's
working life. -.- :-ws:

. -. ...,, -. v.•-
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*In contrast to officer separatees our cross-9 4 9

sectional analysis of officer retirees' 1981 earnings
does not show much of a transition period during which
retirees' earnings rise more rapidly than the earnings
of their civilian counterparts. Figure 1 shows only a
slight reduction in the earnings differential in the ,''..._-__-,-_'-_
first four years of retirement for officers after 20-
year and longer careers. However, our longitudinal
analysis indicates that there is a transition for
officer retirees as well as separatees, as did Cooper's

-. earlier work based on the 1977 Dod Survey of Retirees.

Enlisted personnel retiring from military service
after twenty years or more and working full time in

'. their first year of retirement earn about $9,200 less
" than their Census veteran peers also working full time.
. As shown in Figure 2, this gap closes to about $7,000

after the first year of retirement and narrows by "
another $700 over the retiree's next six years in the
civilian work force, but remains near $6,300 over the O ..
remainder of the retiree's civilian career. As with
officer retirees, our cross-sectional analysis does not
reveal much of a transition effect for enlisted sep-
aratees, but our longitudinal analysis does indicate
that it exists.

Not surprisingly, officers and enlisted personnel
working in different military occupations do not fare
equally well in the civilian work force. In general,
those with timely and relevant skills fare better in
their post-service careers. Military personnel who
worked as scientists, engineers, physicians and den- :
tists earned much more, on average, than all Census

* veterans, and earned about the same as Census veterans
in comparable occupations. Individuals retiring or '-
separating with less timely skills fared worse than
Census veterans in the same occupation. For example,
retired aviators earned less than all Census veterans ,--
and much less than Census veteran aviators. In con-
trast, aviators who separated earlier in their military ,-
careers fared much better in their post-service employ- ;. ' .. . -

ment. While the skills of both groups of aviators may .- :":,'-"
be similar, the retirees appear either to have a .% . - .
greater difficulty finding jobs in aviation comparable . '
to those they held in the military, or simply to have
chosen to leave the field of aviation for lower-paying
jobs.

.P 4
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The prospect of declining post-service earnings C .
relative to civilians as an individual stays longer in . . '-". .-. . . .-.

., the military creates financial incentives that probably
\.\ affect the decision to separate or retire. The nature

of these financial incentives can change over the
course of an individual's career, and is determined in
part by the value placed on military experience by civ- 0 '0

ilian employers, as well as the structure of retirement
pay and in-service pay. ---...

One measure of the changing financial incentives is '

" the present discounted value of expected future earn- .
ings streams, calculated at different career points for

* military personnel. The present value of future earn- -

ings is highest for an eight-year military career
~ length for officers with a high rate of time preference . : -

(discount rate). For those officers with lower rates
%1 of time preference, the present value of expected

future earnings (including retirement pay) is highest
for a thirty-year military career length. For enlisted '.

.* personnel, a four-year military career length has the .,.....'• ' . ... ..

highest present value for all discount rates used. For
_-: enlisted males remaining in the military longer than
? four years, a thirty-year length of service has the " -

highest present value. Thus financial incentives for
officers are in general for eight-year career lengths,

x-.. and for enlisted personnel are in general for four-year ..-.-. '.

career lengths; once those points have been passed, the
.', financial incentives are to remain until retirement -... -.

eligibility.

The analysis in this report provides a broad under-
standing of the factors affecting the post-service - .
earnings differentials of both separatees and retirees.
The differences between retirees and separatees can '

have important effects on retention behavior. To the . -
extent that separatees working full time fare better . __ -. '
than full-time retirees in their post-service careers,
current officers and enlisted personnel face financial .
incentives to choose shorter military careers and enter -. . ,-

the civilian work force to increase their post-service
earnings potential. While many other factors, includ-
ing the nature of retirement benefits as well as non- .. v..,
economic factors, affect retention behavior, the anal-
ysis of post-service earnings can provide policymakers
important insights about the retention behavior of cur- .. " ' . -.

rent officers and enlisted personnel. "- -
. -a . -. . -6
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I. INTRODUCTION .

The military compensation system has beea an .
important public policy issue for at least the past 15

:' years. The compensation system is one of the ':- -:"

"-' military's principal tools for attracting and retaining
the required number and types of personnel. The S. 0 .0
compensation system also has important consequences for
the way the force is managed. And, the compensation ..... .--.' -

- system is a key determinant of military manpower % -"-.,
costs. It is thus important to understand the nature .... : .'.-.

. of the incentives for military personnel to remain in .. .. -.
or leave the military, so that military manpower
management may respond to changing conditions in the .,,' .. , ..,-
civilian marketplace and thereby ensure the efficient . ''-

satisfaction of changing manpower needs to meet .
national security objectives. :.: ,,..

To address these issues, the Fifth Quadrennial
Review of Military Compensation (QRMC) was officially
established October 1, 1982 to evaluate the military -.

retirement system and certain special and incentive
pays received by military personnel, in relation to
national security objectives, force management con-
cerns, and cost. In support of the QRMC effort,
Coopers & Lybrand has examined one issue related to the
compensation system, the post-service wage and salary .-.--- .
earnings of officers and enlisted personnel separating . ,

-, from the military both before and after eligibility for .. .- . .. ,
, retirement benefits. .: .

The military must compete with civilian employers .*w"

. to both attract and retain personnel with the needed %;
"- skills and attributes. Military personnel, just as - ". . .

-*.: civilian employees, decide whether to remain in their . j ..

. job based on a number of factors, such as working '..

',. conditions, geographic location, career prospects, " " "
current salary and other earnings opportunities. This

, report focuses on only one factor, the potential post- .... - .
.,, service wage and salary earnings of military personnel. *

To examine this factor, we analyzed the differences .,.
Sbetween the wage and salary earnings of military .. ,.

personnel after leaving military service and the
* earnings of their comparably aged and educated civilian

peers. This focus helps manpower management to __________

evaluate the incentives created by post-service .
earnings opportunities. To the extent that military
personnel can earn more in the civilian economy -- and

,', 4 *,4..- 4. . 4. - .
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are knowledgeable about such opportunities -- the I 0 -

military must pay more, all other factors held
?-. constant, to retain the requisite skilled and trained -.

personnel. Information about post-service earnings-can
also help to assess the welfare of retired or separated
military personnel. Former military personnel,
particularly retirees, may fare poorly in their post- I O 0
service careers and therefore could merit special

.I consideration.

The effect on retention behavior of the percep-

,. tions, expectations and attitudes of current military

:* personnel is not examined in this report and thus
requires separate study. Important issues not

. '. discussed in this report are how actual post-service
.- earnings differentials affect the expectations of

.. current military personnel, and how these expectations
Z'-. together with preferences about working conditions,

geographic location, career prospects and non-economic .. .... i
factors, affect retention behavior. 

1 ",

To examine the interaction of post-service earnings
and the retirement system, this report analyzes an '.-.-.
important new data base developed for the QRMC by the

.4 Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC), the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) and the Social Security
Administration (SSA). This data base has several
important advantages over previous data obtained
through the Census Bureau and mail surveys (e.g., 1977
DoD Survey of Military Retirees). First, it is based
on reliable, consistent data from military personnel 2Z.

"' files and IRS/SSA records. Second, for the first time,
a large number of individuals separating before _
retirement eligibility have been included in a data
base. Third, the data base provides the capability to
examine post-service earnings differentials within .-. . -

occupations. This capability provides a unique
contribution to the literature on military
compensation; no previous study has examined how - .. -

individuals in specific occupations fare in their post- ......--
V service careers. This data base supports the analysis

of such questions as:

(1) Do military retirees and separatees "?:-;-"-:-:'1
earn more or less than comparably
aged and educated civilians and
working veterans?

APPENDIX Q %
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(2) Is there a transition period 9 . , .4
following active service during
which retirees and separatees earnappreciably less than they will

later in their careers? If so, how
long is this transition? What is m_________________

the magnitude of any reductions in . 0 0
earnings?

A." (3) Does length of service affect
retirees' and separatees' post- -
service earnings? *AC.',."." "

(4) Does military occupation affect " " -
post-service earnings?

The analysis of retirees' and separatees' post-
service earnings presented in this report is based on
the IRS/SSA data base, but it gains much through
insights obtained in earlier work. Chapter II reviews O" ' ... "'
findings of previous studies, discusses the approach .. -.
used to estimate post-service earnings, and evaluates ... ...-.

the data sources used in the analysis. An econometric .
model of post-service wage and salary earnings only,
estimated for officer and enlisted personnel, is . -. .
described in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, separate
models for six occupational groups are described. .....

Chapter V presents graphs depicting the life course .
earnings of military personnel -- including in-service .
earnings, post-service wage and salary earnings, and
retirement pay, where applicable -- as well as present .
discounted values of selected career earnings -

streams. A longitudinal analysis based on earnings
reported to the Social Security Administration for a .'
sample of those leaving military service between 1972 ,'-'

N1 and 1980 is described in Chapter VI. The longitudinal -.. '",- "

datacoul beanalyzed further, and such analysis could
have a bearing on the interpretation of the cross-
sectional analysis discussed in this report. However, .. ,
the technical difficulties resulting from the 'A . .-,

truncation of the distribution of earnings at the V,- *.' A,

Social Security maximum made such analysis impossible
within the time frame of this study. Chapter VII

'i discusses the implications and conclusions of the - '-
analysis. K,.
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II. DATA SOURCES AND APPROACH O O W 4'" .'2 . -.- ,.v ,:.''.

This chapter contains a brief description of our *"-.* - --
,:, approach (a more detailed description is presented in ... '.. .- : -?.- .?,
• " Chapter III), followed by a description of the data on - .
i. which this report is based. This chapter concludes -.'..'-: -'

with a comparison of the report's data with previously *0
used data bases.

' Approach

In order to assess the relationship between
military retiree or separatee earnings, and civilian
earnings, it is essential to compare similar groups...........

~ Comparisons between groups that do not have the same
individual characteristics and attributes can be
misleading. For example, without taking education into
account, a comparision between the earnings of the '
entire civilian working population and those of post-
graduate military separatees would overstate the O -  O .

overall average civilian - separatee earnings differ-
ence. Further, such a comparison would imply to ,.. ', -. '-
policymakers that the potential civilian earnings -.
available to military separatees are generally higher
than they are in fact.

Ideally, the individual characteristics and
attributes used to construct comparison groups of -"' -
former military personnel and civilians should include
personal preferences related to work as well as mental
and physical characteristics. For example, a different
comparison would be in order for military retirees
voluntarily working half time than for those invo-
luntarily working half time. In addition, appropriate
comparison groups must be selected with reference to
the question at issue. In the above example, if one
were concerned about the well-being of military
retirees, then one would like to determine the extent

to which retirees choose or are forced to work less
than full time. However, if one wished to adjust the-*. .- '..-.,'...

timing and magnitude of military pay in order to affect '

force size and composition to meet national defense ::.:".:' .
goals, an assessment of the extent of voluntary part- :,; .-. o.-
time employment would not be appropriate; rather the -.-
focus would be the civilian versus military earnings _ .O_'__._,____
available to groups defined on the basis of key vari-
ables. Unfortunately, some of these variables, such as
personal characteristics, are difficult, if not impos- I Z'U':.*--.,,,..Z -
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sible, to measure. Here, we have chosen comparison
groups with the goal of minimizing the degree to which
comparisons are biased by such considerations.

We have chosen several individual attributes with .' -
which to stratify our data sets and obtain similar
comparison groups. First, the military and census
comparison groups represent the same work status ,
categories; i.e., most of the analyses concern full- .ll

time workers from the IRS sample compared to full-time -
workers from the Census sample since inferences about
most determinants of wage and salary income may be made
with more confidence for this group. All veterans in
the Census sample were selected as the basic comparison

, group to ensure that both comparison groups had at one -

time passed similar military mental and physical
,-: screening tests. Appendix VII contains the results of
,.' our analysis concerning the effects of using veteran

status as a stratifying variable. We chose to control
for age and education in our overall officer and en-OS . l4

listed IRS sample comparisons so that officers and
., enlisted personnel were compared to the same group of .;.

, veterans working full time, with age and education .-

controlled for in the comparison itself. The occupa- - -'-. -
tion comparisons are described in Chapter IV. Finally,
we chose to analyze male officers and enlisted person-
nel only, since sample sizes for females were insuf-
ficent to draw significant conclusions.

S.:-V- ." ."" -' -'.-

Once comparable groups of former military personnel
and Census veterans were defined, we constructed an .-.

ordinary least squares model of post-service earnings
differentials as a function of career length, time - ,. -.

since separation or retirement, and a number of per-
sonal and military attributes. The models help us to .,. . .
analyze the factors affecting the magnitude of the
differentials and to assess the impact of relevant ..

variables, such as career length, time since separa-
tion, and occupation, on post-service earnings.

:v ~~~~ ... ... .. .. ...-.. ..

Given this brief outline of our approach, we now .... ..
turn to a discussion of the data base used in our .
analysis.

IRS/SSA Data Bases ,.

The data bases used in this report were developed
for the Fifth ORMC through the cooperative efforts of . -.

@..
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the Defense Manpower Data Center, the Internal Revenue A .

, ; Service, and the Social Security Administration. The
data for this report were drawn from four sources: -- -

1. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) data fileson individual's wage and salary earnings.-..-... -.

for 1979, 1980 and 1981; : . 1W

2. Social Security Administration (SSA) ".
employer reported earnings up to the
Social Security salary limit for 1973
through 1981:

Social Security Salary Limits . "

1973 $10,800 1977 $16,500€#:.;1974 13,200 1978 17 ,7?00"-"
"1"

- •"- ':. : .:,:,... ...,...:.. :
.. ?' .1975 14,100 1979 22,900..,,. .- " ...
'.'" 1976 15,300 1980 25,90O0" •""- -""

19129,700P 0

3. Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) , "..' ". h

military personnel separation files for ,.-.
1972 through 1980; ..-. -.- .

4. 1980 Census Public Use Microdata Sample
(PUMS).

:, " .,,. . ,. ..... .

Data from the first three sources were combined to form
, data sets for officers and enlisted personnel. Data
; * drawn from the 1980 Census of Population formed the - " .

civilian comparison group.

Construction of the Data Bases. The data files for
the retired or separated military personnel were formed z. . ..

by 1) stratifying DMDC files into cells to safeguard - " .
individuals' privacy, 2) selecting a sample of retirees ...... '.

and separatees from these DMDC personnel files, and 3) , . --
appending wage earnings from the IRS (as reported on W-
2 Forms) or from the Social Security Administration.
Of the three steps, the first merits further discussion
because the construction of cells imposes important ...

:, limitations on the analysis. (For a complete discus-
sion of the sampling procedure, see Appendix I.) "-,"-"" . ..

The stratification procedure sorted the data base . .

, by a number of individual attributes. Enlisted person-
nel and officers were arranged in cells according to - - "

4;j. . 4.4. %. 4. '

6
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their classification based on the following seven O O ..
variables: 1) service (Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force) ... -

2) sex and race (black male, non-black male), 3) pay -
grade (0-4 or E-6 and below, 0-5 or E-7 and above) 4) "
education (high school graduate and above, less than
high school school), 5) year of separation (1972
through 1980), 6) length of service (16 categories, 2.5 .years through 30 or more years; See Appendix II) and 7) % -[...?'-L- -.

occupation (6 categories, described in Chapter IV).
Each combination of variables (e.g. black, college- "-.'-'.'" "

educated, Navy aviator officer of five years service,
pay grade 0-5 or above, separated in 1974) defines a ". .

cell. This sorting resulted in a total of 41,472 cells
for officers and the same number for enlisted per- O 0. .
sonnel; however of these cells, however, 30,299 officer
and 26,827 enlisted cells were empty. The sample drawn
included all individuals from cells containing at least
3 and no more than 25 people and randomly selected 25
individuals from cells containing more than 25 -

people. Table I shows the breakdown of the sample sent O . '* .. *

to the IRS and SSA by the size of cell for officers and
enlisted personnel.

Table 1 , -- "

DMDC Sample Sent to IRS/SSA by Cell Size *.

Offic ers

Number of Total
Cell Population Cells Sample Population * .-

1-2 4,053 0 5,278 -.

3-25 5, 128 47,826 47,826 ... .'.

26 + 1,992 49,800 202,180 ., ....

Enlisted Personnel ..

Number of Total ' ."-

Cell Population Cells Sample Population -.

1-2 4,264 0 5,680 "
3-25 5,699 53,033 53,033
26 + 4,682 117,050 2,261,733 ,.

This sampling procedure was designed to capture the ... . ..
effects of variables over small as well as large cells
in order to examine the effects of policy relevant

' .. .~ ***,*****
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variables over the full range of variable values. As a p 0 -result, the procedure censused (sampled 100% from) the

smaller cells, and randomly selected from the larger
cells, with 25 observations chosen for each large cell,
regardless of cell size.

Each record in the IRS file contains the former
military member's wage earnings for 1979-1981 as filed
with the IRS, branch of Service, race and sex, career
length, education and pay grade, year of separation or
retirement, and military occupation. The SSA file .
contains the individual's wage earnings for 1973-1981
as reported to the Social Security Administration, plus
the other variables. In addition, each record carries a e.

number of variables that describe the cell to which the
person belongs rather than the individual. These cell
variables include the percent distributions of the cell
population for the Armed Forces Qualifying Test (AFQT)
categories and for pay grade, mean AFQT score, mean age _,.,._+___.___

and education at separation, the longest, shortest and O " --
median time in grade, and the sampling fraction for the Q..,..--..+

.. ' cell. --

For a number of variables crucial to the analysis, . .
the cell structure imposed two important limitations.

First, privacy restrictions necessitated the use of
cells in the data collection process. In order to keep
the number of cells down to a manageable number, cer- -

tain variables describing individual's characteristics - '-- ."
were constrained to have a smaller number of possible
values than would be desirable for the data base. The
length of service variable also grouped several years
together in the same cell. Second, the variables that
contain averages over the entire cell introduce "mea-
surement with error" when used to reflect individual %

..* observations. The use of group averages reduces the .'a.. "-'
efficiency of the estimates and therefore tends to -
increase the variance of parameter estimates, as well
as creating a downward bias on these estimates. This
problem is significant, because to obtain a more
detailed breakdown (more than 2 categories) of ..

educational levels, the cell average for years of
education was used to create dummy education variables
in all regression models; age was measured as a cell
average as well. ,

The IRS data base used for the analysis in this .
report includes 80,308 officers and 151,892 enlisted .-.- ,-...

%. %
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Tab le 2

mRS DATA BASE SJ4MARY
(Nuber of Individuals) . *

OMFCERS (80,308) ENLISTED (151,892)
Retiree Separatem Ret iree Separatees . K

Male 37,282 ('16%)* 37,933 (417%) 60,826 (410%)t 81,196 (53%) ..-

Femae 42 (.5%) '1.670 (6%) 844i (.6%) 9,026 ( 6%) ,*

Total 3r,705 (417%) '12,603 (53%) 61,670 (411%) 90,222 (595)

less: Peatle '123 41,670 84j4 9,026
less Hales with: ,

- zero earnings 5,159 (6.41%) 3,378 (41.2%) 7,840 (5.21) 8,188 (5.14%)
- between $0 and

$60DO earnings 3,237 (41%) 2,4124 (3%) '1,964 (3.3%) 10,167 (6.7%)

total fmeer of in- 5

dividuals in data

base used: 29,886 (36%) 32,131 (410%) '18,022(31.6%) 62,841 (411.14%) ?-.

*The figure In parenthese reflect the percent or all officers. %5.:~ .::
"I________ 5..%

t The figures in parentheses reflect the percent of all enlisted. -'
4

y FUL.~.

.N.
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personnel as shown in Table 2. Of the officers, 53 :
percent of the sample are separatees, 47 percent are

v"' retirees. For the enlisted personnel, a larger percent
of the sample were separatees. Females account for 6.3
percent of officers and 6.5 percent of enlisted person- ... . . ...

.. :. nel. .

As discussed earlier, the basic group whose earn-
.'- ings we would like to compare is comprised of full-time

workers. While it would have been interesting to con-
struct two comparison groups, one of all former mili-

:. tary personnel and one of all full-time workers to
>: compare to census counterparts, limitations of the IRS -"..'."-_______

data base prevented such comparisons. 1/ A comparison
.;. of Tables 1 and 2 shows that of the-97,626 officers -- ".-
.,d included in the sample, the IRS had no W-2 earnings

information for 18 percent. The IRS could not locate
[ @ W-2 earnings information for 11 percent of the enlisted %" %--
,.* personnel. Furthermore, the IRS was unable to describe -

the work status of the individuals with missing data. l! '' ..
Because the distribution of missing data could bias a .

". comparison of all retirees or separatees to census . .
counterparts, we chose to focus on full-time workers .--

'" where we could define an appropriate comparison group. .. '......

Work status is not included in the IRS/SSA data
base. To develop full-time earnings for military ...
retirees, an adjustment ratio (constant across age) was .-.
developed from Census data by dividing average earnings .'.'.'.-.

% of full-time workers by the average of all workers. ..
_ For separatees, the ratio of average full-time earnings
. to the average earnings of all workers was estimated as

a function of age and age squared. The resulting para-
meter estimates were used to calculate the appropriate
full-time adjustment ratio given the age of individuals .. ...

in the IRS/SSA data base. The ratio was then multi-
plied by an individual's earnings to obtain estimated '.

full-time earnings. To eliminate retirees and separa- -
tees working for less than a full year, those earning
less than $6,000 in 1982 dollars were not included in" ' "

.% . . -.. .**,.- %

1/ The IRS data base includes only wage and salary _ ._____
earnings. Self-employed persons would thus show -. .'.-..-.
zero wage and salary earnings, as would persons .. .
not employed at all. %

I , .. '. ".. .. 2 .- %.
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Table 3 A, *
IRS DATA DM SINY: BERVICES -

(number ot individuals, male and final.)

Arw mmv Marines Air Force Total '-

Officers 16,013 10,070 41,091 12 429 42,603
alisted 29,3411 21,906 16,957 19,018 90,222

Tbtix 45,351 34,976 21,018 31,4417 132,825

Nastires-

Officers 12,5116 10,4186 3,756 10,917 37,705 1

Rdsted 17:619 16:028 6,4198 21,525 61,670
ltl3 1626541,53,4299,375 ..

* %
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the sample. The $6,000 floor reflects the full year . .. -,
* earnings in 1982 dollars of a worker earning the

minimum wage in 1981. As a result of this earnings - -.
floor, the analysis group included 76 percent of the "

. officers in the IRS data base and 73 percent of the
enlisted personnel. These adjustments do not enable us
to identify only those separatees and retirees working
full time, but these adjustments provide a better base
for comparing the IRS da to the Census data than do
the unadjusted IRS data.-

The IRS data base contains a broad sample of
separatees and retirees from all four Services, as __.--..-.-_.-....

shown in Table 3. A substantial number of retirees and . : .
separatees from each of the six occupational groups are
included in the IRS data base, as shown in Table 4. In -
sum, the IRS/SSA data base contains a large sample of ..
important subgroups within the population of retired or .
separated officers and enlisted personnel. ,..-.

1980 Census Data Base

The civilian comparison group was drawn from the
1980 Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) . The PUMS
files are based on detailed questionnaires from five
percent of the U.S. population as a part of the 1980
Census. For this analysis, a subsample from the PUMS
file was constructed. The PUNS subsample was drawn ,.
from 17 large and geographically diverse states.3/-- . %.

2/ Any bias from this adjustment other than shifting
all IRS earnings up compared to Census earnings
depends on the extent to which part-time work " '".
status is related to the other variables within
our groups of separatees or retirees. Separate .
analyses for retirees and separatees should reduce.'': -
such bias to the extent that part-time work status
depends on whether the individual receives ..- ' -
military retirement pay.

I/ The states were Arizona, Arkansas, California,
Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, m
Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana,
Nebraska, New York, Pennsylvania, and Texas. .
These were the first 17 states available from the
PUMS data set.
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Disabled individuals were excluded (as they were from -

the IRS sample) from the subsample, as were individuals
with ages less than 16 or greater than 80. The sub- .. '..
sample included 4.1 million individuals. For each --. , ...

individual the following variables were drawn from the -- ..-.- -- -
PUNS file: 1979 wage earnings, race, sex, age, educa- '""""" '
tion, occupation, and work and veteran status. ,-

The Census sample includes a broad variety of the
U.S. population, many of whom are not comparable to the

' military retirees and separatees in the IRS/SSA
. files. To avoid a comparison of a group which has
i passed a screening test to a group which had not, we ""'*"." ..

chose as our basic civilian comparison group veterans . 0 0 '.

included in the Census sample. The veterans in the
Census sample have passed the same screens as those in
the IRS/SSA data files and thus form an appropriate
civilian comparison group. The Census veterans include .*.-*.* . .

all reservists, national guardsmen and others who had ._...
never been in active full-time military service, as .. .
well as veterans of World War II, the Korean and. - -
Vietnam Wars. The Census veteran group could also -
include some of those who retired or separated between
1972 and 1980 who are included in the IRS/SSA file,
which could impart a downward bias on our results.

To match the IRS/SSA comparison group, individuals
working full time and earning $6,000 or more were
selected from the Census. We defined full-time workers .- *-

from the Census sample as those working at least 35 .
hours a week for at least 48 weeks a year. This sub-
sample of the Census data formed our basic comparison
group. -

Data Sources and Previous Findings -.- "-

Little systematic work has been published on the
subject of military personnel separating from the
Services before their twentieth year of service.
Several studies have examined separatees' post-service :-. -.

earnings, although all but one have focused on the - -  - -
.

different question of estimating the return to military

41
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training /  The one study, done for the Center for
Naval Analysis (CNA), found that potential civilian
earnings grow while an individual remains in the mili-
tary. This study analyzed data for former enlisted
personnel only, and aggregated these data into categor-
ies defined only for a fairly small number of charac-
teristics, limiting the model's ability to make
detailed distinctions. Ongoing studies at the Center .'

for Human Resource Research at Ohio State University
and at Mathematica, Inc. exami, specific age cohorts ',..-.
of separatees and civilians.2' These age cohort ..
studies do not contain analyses of a broad range of
separatees and their civilian counterparts. "_,_-."".".-""...

A number of impo rpant retiree data bases have been
*. previously analyzed.2-' The 1966 DoD Survey of Military
;: Retirees was one of the earliest data bases produced. .'.'
." Some of its results were reported by the First QRMC.

This study found that military retirees earned con-
siderably less than their civilian counterparts, even ,.. ..
when full-time, full-year workers were compared. How- .::.-. .
ever, a large portion of the survey participants had " "
left the Services within five years of the survey date,
thereby weakening the survey's conclusions concerning
long-term adjustment to the civilian work force.

.- . .7 ' . . .

4/ Matthew S. Goldberg and John T. Warner, "Earnings
of Military Veterans," Center for Naval Analysis,
1983. See Eva Norrblum, An Assessment of the
Available Evidence on The Returns to Military .
Training, Rand Corporation, R-1960-ARPA, July 1977
for a discussion of other studies. . - '

.
- - ,

5/ These studies have not yet generated published 1% ,._.. .'.
material.

6/ William T. Raduchel, et.al. , "Post-Retirement * "
Income and Earnings of Military Personnel Who
Retired from 1970 to 1974," In Supplementary .
Papers of the President's Commission on military
Compensation, U.S. Government Printing Office,
1975. Patricia Munch Danzon, Civilian Earnings of
Military Retirees, The Rand Corporation, R-2353- "-"
MRAL, March 1980. '"""'*,'.' ... '""

., 4 .* , .. . . .
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Using the 1970 Census public use samples, Munch
developed a data base of earnings and other information .-.
for individuals in the Census presumed to be military
retirees on the basis of a number of questions concern-
ing timing of active duty. Although the data base "
included a reasonable sample of military personnel
retiring between 1964 and 1969, it was unable to ..

specify in which year individuals retired and included
•-, very little information on individuals' military "-"
'< attributes or experience. 6

Another data base, developed at the request of the
Senate Appropriations Committee, drew on records of the
Defense Manpower Data Center and the Internal Revenue I 0 0 .
Service. The data were arrayed into 1,100 cells, with -

cell averages for different variables representing the
"-. data entries. The civilian comparison group was selec-. > . ..

ted from the National Longitudinal Survey from 1966.
Similar to the 1966 DoD Survey, most of the sample was
made up of recent retirees. Using this data set, I.,"* *" .
Raduchel et.al. found much larger earnings differen-

-y tials when comparing all military retirees to compara- .
5'..Y bly aged and educated civilians working at least 44.,.,
.v weeks than when comparing military retirees and civili- .ans where both groups worked full time.

One study was able to examine the transition to the
civilian work force over a longer term. This study, by
Richard Cooper, was based on the 1977 DoD Retiree

'-. Survey.!. The 1977 survey included a large number of
individuals who had been retired for ten or more
years. The 1977 survey also included a number of mili- -. ""., -
tary attributes as well as some characteristics of the AW WW" W W---M

individual after leaving the military. ,..----;--.--

Cooper's earlier work found small differentials
between the post-service earnings of retirees who work
full time and their civilian counterparts in the long -_ '._
run (after at least 10 years). However, in the first -
five years of retirement, Cooper found that average
retirees earned less than their civilian counter- -:.'_ ' X

_ .7 rRichard V.L. Cooper, Military Retirees' Post-
Service Earnings and Employmen t, and Corporation,
R-2493-MRAL, February 1981. ....
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parts. Cooper also found that many retirees appear to .
voluntarily work less than their civilian peers of

, similar age using their retirement benefits to supple-
ment their income. This choice lowers the average wage
and salary earnings of all retirees relative to the
comparison group, but does not necessarily imply lower
income or a lower level of well-being.

The earlier data bases had several important .

shortcomings and strengths. First, none of the data .-.
%: bases with detailed military characteristics of- .-.

individuals included separatees. Second, the data, . . :--'.
except for the 1977 Survey of Retirees, included a _.'.•._.__"..'_._"

preponderance of recent retirees. The 1977 DoD Survey O O
responses were not always internally consistent, and -
the self-reported salary data could not be independent-" .. ...- :-..ly verified. However, the strength of the 1977 DoD

Survey of Retirees was that it included a number of '
important variables describing personal attributes and . .

behavioral choices, such as the amount of education O* O ' *.
received since separation and whether the retiree moved
to be near a military base. In addition, the 1977
survey provided a relatively high level of detail for
the personal attribute variables allowing for more
complete analysis.

Comparision of Data Bases. The IRS/SSA and 1980

Census data bases have several clear advantages over ...
the data bases used in previous work, as well as
several disadvantages. This section assesses the ..",:. - . ..

strengths and weaknesses of the IRS/SSA data base. ....

The IRS/SSA data base is exceptionally strong in M -4.
terms of sample and data integrity. The IRS/SSA data ,

base includes retirees and separatees known from DMDC
- records. Wage and salary data were drawn from IRS and - . -, --
a SSA records; military and personnel characteristics

were taken from military personnel files. The IRS/SSA '
data base includes only those retired or separated - -
between 1972 and 1980, making long-term transition *,..... .. ***,*..

e' effects difficult to ascertain. However, the SSA data % %
base does contain earnings information for 1973 through
1981, making longitudinal earnings analysis possible. -. ,
The IRS/SSA data base is exceptional in terms of con-
sistency and objectivity of the data and in the ability "
of the researcher to draw a random sample from the ..

relevant universe. N %

* -. •-.\=%.' . " ' .
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An important shortcoming of the IRS/SSA data is 0 O .
that no information on non-wage income is included on " -

an individual's record. Moreover, the IRS sample
;5_ includes only those individuals with some W-2 (wage and

salary) income over the period 1979-81. Another
weakness of the IRS/SSA data base is that it does not -.. /
include information on current working status, current
education level, or variables describing individual .
preferences or behavior. The overall number of cells
or subgroups in the IRS/SSA data base constrains the
level of detail in the personal characteristics
variables as described below. Finally, the IRS/SSA
data base contains accurate information about indi- --. "-,"-_-
viduals' military occupations, but no information on . "
post-service occupations.

In summary, the IRS/SSA data base contributes to " -.
" the knowledge of the post-service earnings of military

personnel. For- the first time, post-service earnings -.

' data were collected for a systematic sample of separa- i. ..
tees and retirees. The IRS/SSA data are based on
military personnel files and IRS and SSA files,* an
i mportant advantage given the lack of consistency and

i** uncertain objectivity of some earlier data bases. On _. . * .
!,' balance,the IRS/SSA data base cannot be used to examine

all the policy issues in as great detail as the 1977
survey used in Cooper's study, but we can state our
findings with greater confidence in the accuracy and

ii representativeness of the underlying data. These data .
will also permit follow-up analyses of post-service "
earnings over several years of personnel separation. -

...\\*- .-. o .:.
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III. METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS - .*

Kex Definitions. The analysis focuses on enlisted -
and officer males. Female officers and enlisted per-
sonnel were not included in the regression analyses,
because females comprised too small a part of the IRS/
SSA data base to provide consistent, reliable results, O . -
as shown in Table 2.

Officers and enlisted personnel are divided into .
two groups: separatees and retirees. Separatees in-
clude those leaving military service from 1972 - 1980 :.'
with between 4 and 19 years of service. Retirees
include those leaving the military during the same
period with 20 or more years of service. The Census
comparison group, drawn from the 1980 Census, is corn-

Sprised of veterans between the ages of 16 and 65; this
range of ages was chosen to reflect the full range of
the effect of age on earnings. In the remainder of 5.' .. ,
this report, this group will be referred to as Census ,-
veterans .--. 

.

"' , ~ ~~.. ... °. .,

The post-service earnings differentials are esti- .
mated from wage and salary earnings only. Retirement : .&. '.: -

income, income from self-employment, income from
investments, and other non-wage income are excluded.
In addition, all earnings have been converted to 1982
dollars using the Employment Cost Index as reported by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

All earnings differentials between military - - .

retirees and separatees and their Census counterparts
are based on full-time, full-year workers, from the . - 7

census sample and our estimate of full-time earnings
for the IRS sample.

Cross-Tabulations

Before discussing the statistical model of post- .. V_
service earnings, we present a brief description of .% %
cross-tabulations of the post-service earnings by dif- "
ferent subgroups. These provide a useful overview of %
some overall characteristics of the IRS data base. The
earnings of officers and enlisted personnel from the

* IRS data base are compared first to the average earn-
Ings of all Census veterans in the appropriate or work- -.-..
ing status group, and then to the average earnings for

IV
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subgroups of officer- and enlisted-like occupations in
the Census sample, divided according to the occupa- "" " ." -

_- tional split described more fully in Chapter IV. . .

Tables 5 through 8 present cross-tabulations of %-%
-: average wage and salary incomes for the IRS and Census

data bases. Tables 5 and 6 contrast the average earn-
ings of all and full-time military separatees, respec-
tively, while Tables 7 and 8 make a similar comparison

'u, for retirees.8/ For the purposes of these cross-
tabulations, iub-samples from the Census data base were
drawn to partially control for age in comparing post-
service earnings of military personnel to their civil- -. _ '-_-,_-'-'-
ian counterparts. To match approximately the distri- I " .

, bution of age within the separatee population, male -
.- veterans from age 25 to 45 were selected from the ... ,.'

Census data base. Male veterans from age 40 to 60 were ...... ; . .
drawn from the Census data base for the cross-tabula- •-. . .
t ions of retiree average earnings. The tables also ".-.
present average wage and salary earnings for former ,- . ,
military personnel from the IRS sample and their Census

. counterparts by level of education in order to control - . -
for the effects of different distributions of education
levels within the two groups. Appendix II contains the

*,. distribution of the two samples into the various cate-
i-} gories presented in Tables 5-8.

These tables enable us to make two kinds of com- "
parisons. First, we can compare the earnings of former
military personnel by education and officer/enlisted
status with the earnings of all comparably aged and
educated veterans in the civilian workforce. The "All"
veteran earnings column is used to make this compar-
ison. Second, we can compare the earnings of former -. "
military personnel by education and officer/enlisted
status with the earnings of comparably aged and edu-
cated veterans in "officer-like" and "enlisted-like"
occupations. For example, former officers with more

,,,$..-' <; "•.. ., . ,:;
.% - *.** ,

8/ The comparison of all former military personnel and .-.
civilians may be biased due to the missing IRS data
described earlier. The cross tabulation does pro- N '..Y,

vide a rough estimate of relative levels of earn-
ings for the IRS and Census samples. '
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than 15 years of education can be compared with vet- . ..
erans who have more than 15 years of education and who .-

are in "officer-like" occupations. The "By Occupation" . ,.. --....
veteran earnings column is used to make this compar- -

ison.

The data presented in Tables 5 and 6 support two * '0
general findings with regard to separatee post-service •.'*-.x"."."-"-"
earnings. First, officers fare better in relation to .. '..

their Census veteran peers, on average, than do enlist- . -•-. .
ed personnel. Table 5 shows that with the exception of . ,,.-...,

those officers with less than 12 years of education, .
officers earned about the same as their Census peers
with similar levels of education. It should be noted
that there are very few officers with less than 12
years of education in the IRS sample. Enlisted per-
sonnel, in contrast, earned between 25 and 30 percent

. less than their comparably educated peers.•.. .

Second, the position of military separatees rela- O'O "* ..
tive to their Census veteran peers improves when the
average earnings of full-time workers are compared. .. , . 1.
Average earnings of full-time officers were 34 percent-:.. .
higher than the average full-time earnings of Census .c• .qN . .
veterans. The gap between the average earnings of
enlisted personnel and their Census peers narrowed. -

The findings for retirees are similar although, ---
overall, retirees fared worse relative to their Census
peers than did separatees as shown in Tables 7 and 8. " N ",
The average earnings of all retired officers were 20
percent less than those of their Census veteran peers, 7.

while the average earnings of all retired enlisted per-
sonnel were 38 percent less than their Census veteran %
peers. Like separatees, the relative position of
retirees improves when only full-time earnings esti- -
mates are compared. .* --

The following table focuses on the IRS sample of -.

male retirees and separatees and begins to illustrate • ,
the effects of years since separation or retirement
from military service on post-service earnings. ,
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Table 9 0 .

1981 POST-SERVICE FULL-TIME EARNINGS BY
TIME SINCE SEPARATION

(in 1982 dollars)

Time Since Separation 0
' 0-5 years 6-9 years

Officers .. . . Z .
Separatees 38,478 42,653
Retirees 32,755 32,157 %

Enlisted 0 - .

Separatees 19,707 22,321 .- -.

Retirees 21,136 22,279

The data in Table 9 show 10 to 15 percent differ- -'" ** -
ence in the earnings of separatees working in the civ- . - •+ ....

.'. ilian economy for less than six years and those who had :
been separated for six to nine years. The table shows

.c smaller differences for enlisted and officer retirees. .-- '-J<f. .... -'

The effect of time since separation or retirement could.- -.
result from one or both of two causes. First, it could -%
reflect a transition period during which separatees and

. retirees adjust to their new careers. Second, the ef-
fect could be attributed to differences between retire-
es or separatees who separated or retired in the early -.-..

-S. 1970's and those leaving the military in the late ..
1970's. The personal characteristics of those leaving -

the military in the late 1970's could be different from
those of earlier retirees or separatees, or changed
economic conditions could affect earnings prospects.
The regression models discussed later in the chapter
will control for other individual characteristics and -\'---'.-
help isolate the effect of time since separation.

Methodology

The approach used in this analysis to modeling the ,

post-service earnings of military separatees and .. , .
retirees follows a four-stage process. The result of
the process is a model which estimates the earnings

differential as a function of the military and personal
attributes of military retirees and separatees. This
approach allows the discussion to focus on the differ-
ences between military and civilian earnings rather .

than the respective salary levels.
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In the first stage, civilian comparison group .
. equations were estimated from Census data. Earnings

for full-time veteran males earning more than $6,000 -
from the 1980 Census were estimated as a function of

',age, age squared, and categorical variables for race .. .
and education. (See Appendix III.)

In the second stage, imputed civilian earnings for
separatees and retirees were calculated. Imputed
earnings were derived by multiplying the coefficients .. '.

- from the civilian comparison group equations by the
appro nriate attributes of individuals in the IRS data
base The imputed earnings estimate what the mili-
tary retirees or separatees with their own individual .

characteristics (including age) would have earned if . ..-. '
they were like the average Census individual of the
same age and race, given their education level at time -.... -
of separation. .-.. '.

The third stage involved calculation of post- *r -* ...
service earnings differentials. The difference between
separatees' and retirees' actual earnings and the
imputed earnings constitute the earnings differentials.
In the fourth stage the earnings differentials were
estimated as a function of separatees' and retirees' ___.'-_...,_'..

personal and military attributes. . .....

Our four stage procedure for estimating the post- .. ,'.
service earnings differentials is virtually equivalent - --- -
to a single equation regression analysis for the ... ...
combined IRS and Census data sets, where the single ,
equation would include separate IRS categorical

' " ,.". " %+ -. -.-- : ..

. 9/ The Census veteran equation coefficients were:
Earnings (in 1982 dollars) = (1.279"(-5516.103 +
1471.896 * AGE - 14.265 * AGE2 - 4023.693 * BLACK .
-12284.598 * EDLT12 - 8510.971 * ED1215)]. These ,...-. .
regression coefficients were derived using observa- %7.

tions from the Census sample weighted by the pro- law*
% portion of all military retirees that resided in

1982 in the particular state of residence for the ..
observation. '• -
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variables for the intercept and each IRS specific A O .

coefficient. _L0 We chose the four-stage difference ...,'-.--,*.-.--
estimation procedures for two principal reasons.

First, findings concerning the differences between
earnings of those in the IRS sample and those in the
Census sample are more easily presented and interpreted
in this context. Second, this procedure was S O 0

computationally more tractable, since the Census sample '-C..- -
alone contained over 4 million individuals and over

900,000 male full-time workers.

The regression equations presented below explain
post-service earnings differentials for officer and :. .-

enlisted retirees and separatees. The differentials
are based on full-time workers earning more than
$6,000. Regressions were also estimated for each " ". "--
Service as well as for each occupational group. The
occupation regressions appear in Chapter IV; the
Service regressions can be found in Appendix V. The O * ...

dependent variable in all regressions is the post-
service earnings differential as defined above. The
explanatory variables are: education, race, career - 4.
length, pay grade, time since separation or retirement, .
and time spent in the last pay grade before separation
or retirement. ,.

The coefficients reported for the models estimated
relate to the difference between actual and imputed
(Census) earnings of separatees and retirees, not to
the level of earnings. Thus, depending on sign, the . - •

coefficient alters the magnitude of the differential. ' ..- ,--..
For example, if the coefficient for enlisted separa-
tees' high pay grade categorical variable (E-7 and
above) is $1,000, holding all else constant, separated .. .:.. ...

10/ The reason that this approach is "virtually" equiv--. .[

alent is that, due to multicollinearity problems, --.. "-. -,-
we constrained the military age coefficients to be
the same as the Census age coefficients. If we had "-.
not so constrained the military age coefficients,
but had rather incorporated them into our differ- _ . ..
ence equation, then the two approaches would be .. .
precisely equivalent. (For a discussion of the
reasons for and effect of constraining the age .

coefficients, see Appendix VII). .
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enlisted personnel earned $1,000 more in 1981 post- .
service earnings relative to Census veterans than did
enlistees leaving the military in lower pay grades.

-9. - - , . - --

These variables were chosen to include the key
determinants of post-service earnings differentials
that are of interest to military manpower analysts. l O ot
Determining the effects of these variables on post- .7-

service earnings differentials is important not only
for the explanatory power of the variables but also to '

,. develop an understanding of their potential effect on ....-.

the composition and strength of the military manpower -
force. Education level as well as race of an indivi- -- - -.

dual have been found to be important determinants of
earnings in past studies of individuals' earnings
streams. The effect of career length on post-service *-. ',."--
earnings differentials has important implications for
the structuring of basic pay and bonuses required to
attain the needed mix of experience in the Armed
Forces. Pay grade and time spent in the last pay grade O' .. "'#
before separation serve to control for quality differ- .
ences that might affect post-service earnings among '
separating military personnel. Time since separation
or retirement may affect post-service earnings differ-
entials if there is a transition period during which _-..-__-_'.___

the earnings of separatees or retirees are below their
longer-run earnings stream. This catch-up effect (if V-- , .'"-.

*' any) may be due entirely to the difficulty in changing
Jobs from the military or may be due in part to any .-- .

.' catch-up that occurs if separatees or retirees obtain
more education (this additional education after ' -
separation is not measured in our education variable). WT

As noted above, age was not included in the regres-
% sion model for earnings differentials, which constrains

the effect of age on earnings to be the same for the
IRS sample as it is for the Census sample. Initially,
age and age-squared were included in the regression
model, and the coefficients for both variables were
found to be insignificant. This most likely is due to .- -
the multicollinearity among age, length of service, and
time since separation. The sum of length of service
and time since separation represents experience in the
labor force for most individuals, and most individuals .'-.

also enter the service at similar ages (depending on t,§*
whether they enter as officers or enlisted person- "
nel). This problem makes it difficult to sort out the .

* effects of the three variables (age, length of service,
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and time since separation) individually. Therefore we I 0 ....
chose to eliminate age and age-squared, since theseK; effects are captured in the Census estimates, and in- -
elude length of service and time since separation in -.

our regression of earnings differentials, since these
effects are potentially important determinants of post- -
service earnings differentials. Thus after nine years
(the longest time since leaving the service included in ...... the data base) the post-service earnings streams by age",..-.-v-.----..-

.-.r. as estimated by our model have the same shape as the
C5. estimated Census earnings streams, although they may be

higher or lower.

While the specification of each variable is discus- .-
sed in detail in Appendix II, the complex specification
of three variables, career length, time in last grade
and pay grade, merit discussion here. The career
length variable for officer and enlisted retirees is .--

defined as the number of years of service after retire- - -'-
ment eligibility for each individual. This specifi- .
cation assumes that the effect of each additional year

, of service beyond 20 has the same effect on post-serv-
A ice earnings. For separatees, the specification is

more complex. For separatees, the career length vari- . .. .,
able is specified as a spline function. The spline
defines four variables and a control group correspond-

.2 ing to different lengths of service. Separatees with '---.'

, . military careers less than five years form the control ".--'-
. group. The four variables are separatees with careers
_. of 1) five to eight years (LOS 5), 2) nine to twelve ..-

years (LOS 9), 3) thirteen to sixteen years .OS 13), "-",'.. ..
and 4) seventeen to nineteen years (LOS 17) This
specification allows the effects of different career--
lengths spline variables to be added together. Thus,
the earnings of an officer leaving after an eight year
career would be reduced or increased by four times the .- . -.*-.* .

"

____________..____-,.. , .i '.

o ..= '* - ,= ,.. .. .

111 The cell definition variables for length of service
were not fine enough to allow us to treat length of
service as a continous variable and thus to derive
a more complicated functional form for this effect
on earnings differentials. See Appendix II for the _ ____

cell definition groups for length of service. K" ""--"'""
Appendix VII conitains a discussion of different .. " "
specifications for the model that were tried. ". -...-- '"
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LOS 5 variable. For an officer leaving after a nine .- - .
• year career, the differential would be altered (depend-

ing on the variable sign) by four times the LOS 5 coef-
ficient plus one times the LOS 9 variable. This speci-
fication constrains the slopes of the LOS variables to
join, thus forming a smooth curve. The assumption un- -

derlying the spline specification is that for separ- ! 0 0 0''' :-

atees, the effect of an additional year of service may
' change as the number of years served accumulates. For

.. example, it might be advantageous to leave the military .-...-

,- after four or five years of service, but disadvanta- ..-

geous to leave just before retirement eligibility. .." ..-- " -

The time spent in last grade variable is intended
to measure the relative promotion pattern of a parti-
cular individual. The variable is specified as the .
individual's actual number of years (measured as the
median for the individual's cell) spent in the last pay
grade less the mean time spent in the last pay grade O.er ,. " -.
for all officer or enlisted personnel. Those officers
or enlisted personnel remaining in their last pay grade . •
longer than the mean time may be of lesser ability than % N4 A %

those promoted more quickly and thus may have lower - . . -.
post-service earnings.• . " - "

The pay grade variable for retirees is a straight- . ._.- **

forward categorical variable which distinguishes be-
tween individuals retiring while in a low or high pay ,. .*;.
grade, and estimates the effect of retiring in a low .'"* --
pay grade on the post-service earnings differentials - -
(0-4 and below for officers, E-6 and below for enlisted
personnel). For separatees, the specification includes
two pay grade variables, one for separatees with less
than seventeen years of service and another for sep- .

~ aratees with seventeen or more years of service. The -.. :.,.
N, two variables provide estimates of the effect on the

post-service earnings differentials of separating while .. . .
in a high pay grade (0-5 and above for officers, E-7 . - ___

and above for enlisted personnel).

Regression Results - .

The remainder of this chapter discusses the regres-
sion models and their findings. This section discusses . ". ..
the interpretation of the statistical model and the
magnitude of post-service earnings differentials.
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The tables below include parameter estimates - - .
(asterisks indicate statistical significance at the .05
significance level) standard errors (in parentheses),
and means for each variable (or percent of the sample
for categorical variables). The models explain between
2 and 16 pefrent of the variance in mean earnings dif- -___o______o__-_

ferentials.-E The coefficients on almost all the var- lot

iables are strongly statistically significant at the . .

.05 significance level. ....

Officers

Separatees. The model of officer separatee earn-
ings shows that all else equal, a white, college edu-
cated officer who worked as an 0-4 or below and who had
been separated from the military for between seven and ....
ten years after four years of service earned about - .. ,
$5000 more than his Census veteran counterpart in 1981
(see Table 10). Figure 1 shows the effect of addition-
al years of service on post-service earnings for offi- 
cer separatees holding all else equal. Starting from
the $5,000 positive differential for officers who have .- .
been out of the service 7 years or more, officers serv- -
ing additional years after four added about $1,100 to. -

the $5,000 differential for each additional year up to
eight years of service. Thus officers with eight year V,-
careers earned $9300 more than their Census veteran
peers (i.e., 5011 + 4 x 1,065 = 9,271). After the
eighth year officer separatees lost about $1300 for "
additional years of service through twelve. Between -.--.-

thirteen and sixteen years of service separatees lost - .-.'""- -

$2400 for each additional year served. Separatees -..
leaving after fourteen years of service earned less
than their Census veteran counterparts in 1981. Those
separating after 17 to 20 years of service did not fall

_ ; , -....- L ...

12/ Several specifications of the model were tried,

some using logarithms and some looking at earnings ' .

rather than earnings differentials (see Appendix ,,"
VII). We found that the model's ability to explain
variations in earnings did not improve signifi- SIMM
cantly with more complex specifications and have -....... .o..
presented the results for the linear specification -..
of the earnings differential because these results .'-..:.."::.-

are the clearest to interpret.
.• -o4 . . -a,,. "_
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Table 10 ~
OFFICER NALE MEARATEES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS 1

RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNYERPART3a

Independent Variables
Constant soil1

(3a2) _____________

Length of Service:

LOSS 5 1065 ".. *
(130)
365

-4,.L039 6 -12641
a.. (165)-

215

L0S 13 9 -2383
(337) I, 0 0 ~ *

LOS 17 296%III~ _ ____(1034)_
1%

Education: -

Le than 12 years 30869
(26148) 6 (4.a

0.25 i
12 to 15 years *1978 %.

10%

Time Since Separation: %
0-1I years 0 -8762 d /

(526) 4.

95

2 . 3 years 0 -14299 e- :
(376) % ... %".

235 1a q

44 1- 6 years 0 -2666.r
(332)

35% a

Tears in Last Grade Less & -635
Nean Time In Last Grade (106)

0

Race: Black 4412.
(565) Na

65 a>

Pay Grade 1: 0-5 and 4R8717 a

Above for LOS less (7 12)
than 17 11% a

Pay Grade 2: 0-5 and 20610
Above for LOS greater (12333)
than or equal to 17 0 *01 " ..

.1635

N 32131

Dependent Variable Nean 5655

Wean Census Earnings 29088

a. Regression model vith the dependent variable caleulated as the a
difference between *oearatees actual earnings (adjusted to 19S2 ' ~

ar ae nregression ooeffilet from naue data tor full- %\ .a

dollar eterans wit) an ng geatr tn~s $6.0ngs00e
.~ *a a . ~ *a. - %
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further behind their Census veteran counterparts... .
SHolding all else constant, separatees' earnings, rela-

_. tive to the census veteran comparison group, peaked for
those leaving with eight years of service; those leav-
ing after longer careers fared increasingly poorly.

A strong transition effect for officer separatees
is evident as shown in Figure 2. The shorter the time , .
since separation, the less officer separatees earned
relative to the Census veteran comparison group. Hold-
ing all else equal, the earnings differential for offi-
cers separated for one year or less was $8,800 below
the differential for those separated for seven years or
more. However for separatees who had been working in O 0 O -
the civilian economy for progressively longer periods,
the negative differential narrowed. Figure 2 shows
that, looked at in isolation, the effect of time since
separation is zero after seven years. This result .- " .

stems from the limitations of the data base. The larg-
est value for time since separation in our IRS sample * O .
was nine years. ".','L. ./ -, C.

Figure 3 combines the effects of time since separa- . -. '-

tion and length of service. The figure projects the
earning streams of officers beginning their careers at , .

age 22 and leaving after careers of four, eight, twelve
and sixteen years. Officers leaving after eight years ..
of service fared better than other officer separatees. . .

In 1981, those separating after eight years of service
began earning as much as their Census veteran peers in
the first year of separation; after the first year sep- .

aratees fared better than Census veterans. Officers ______ _

with eight years of service who had been separated be- ". W"IM."_M
tween seven and nine years earned roughly $9,300 more *.'"

d'. than their veteran peers in 1981. Officers separating
-= after sixteen years of service earned substantially ...

- less than Census veterans. Even separatees with six- -R '
W teen years of service who had been in the civilian

workforce for seven years were not earning as much astheir Census veteran peers, although the differential

narrowed considerably over the period. ..- -,

Figure 3 shows that for some officer separatees the
transition to civilian employment is relatively smooth .
-- officers with eight years of military experience IM
never earned substantially less than the census veteran .. '-.-
comparison group, on average. However, for officers .

leaving after 16 years the transition is more diffi-

% % % O' ..

%%

!%% %

.4% C

,,,,,.' ... ,,"O " 'O ,-. --," ,O " 4", ,'O .. .5 .. . -. . ... O- .C.*l,..-,,
." ",,J' .r . .. . ,," " .' ,, . . ,,C. . .C . . . . . .... ..
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L01- ult. These separatees, even with seven years experi-
ence in the civilian economy, continued to earn less
than their Census veteran counterparts.

The other variables included in the regression
model control for military attributes and personalc__ haracteristics. The two education categorical vari- "

ables show that separated officers with less than a ..

college degree did better relative to Census veterans
-. without college degrees than did college educated offi- .

.-.- ' cers compared to their peers. Officers with less than .. *.-.,.

a high school diploma (who served 4 years and have been
separated at least 7 years) earned $35,880 (5011 +
30869) more than their Census veteran peers, although

-* only at most 0.2 percent of officers in the sample fall
. in this category. Officer separatees (with four years

,.... of service and at least seven years of civilian experi- ""-,
-.. ence) with 12 to 15 years of education earned about
-"". $7,000 more than their Census veteran peers, all else

equal. 7

The variable time-in-last-grade less mean-time-in
' last-grade proved to have a small though statistically

significant effect on earnings differentials. For each
year an officer spent in his last pay grade over the
mean, the post-service earnings differential was re-
duced by $635 relative to his Census veteran counter- -

:- p arts. - -

The differential between black officer separatees
.-i and their Census veteran peers was not significantly
e .V greater than that between white officer separatees and ,-,-

their peers. Finally, the two pay grade variables show " -- -
that, as expected., officers separating in higher pay
grades fared better than those in lower pay grades,
other things equal. The size of the effect is substan-
tial, especially for those serving 16 years or less.
The almost $49,000 differential is due at least partly
to the small number of individlials achieving the rank
of 0-5 or above after less than 16 years of service and - . .-. i- ,.'.-"
to the fact that most of these individuals in the " - -sample are physicians or dentists. (See Chapter IV). -2,"-""-.".

• . .~ ~ ~..- .- ' -... -.'-.'

Retirees. Officer retirees are the second part of -.20
the stream of individuals leaving military careers. lo p .. .

Retirees face many of the same career decisions as sep- .
aratees, with the additional consideration of retire-
ment benefits. Thus, the specifications of the regres-.', .. % 5

381,.
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sion models for retirees and separatees are very sim- -,,
ilar. Regression results for officer retirees are pre-
sented in Table 11.

The regression constant can be interpreted as the -.-

post-service earnings differential for a college edu-
cated, white, retired officer who spent the mean time
in his last pay grade, retired while in grade 0-5 or
above, retired after a 20 year career, and has been
retired for seven or more years. The constant shows ... .. "
that these retirees earned about $1900 less, not .- .-.

including military retirement pay, than their Census - " .

veteran peers.

The effect of different career lengths is much - .

weaker for retirees than for separatees. Other things . .

equal, each additional year of service after retirement .,.
eligibility reduces retiree earnings by $262 relative . ..
to their Census veteran counterparts. .

Unlike Cooper's earlier study, the regression re-
sults for the time-since-retirement variable show a
very weak transition effect for officer retirees. None .. '

of the time since retirement variables is significant, .

indicating that most retirees earn less than their
Census veteran counterparts no matter how long they
have been retired. However, this result is based on - - -
regression analysis of cross-sectional data. Our long-
itudinal analysis in Chapter VI indicates that there is
a "cohort" effect that depends on the year of separa- -
tion, and that within any cohort there is a noticeable
transition effect for officer retirees as well as sep- % -

aratees. 1WE',WWW -. .*

Unlike black officer separatees, retired black .
officers earn significantly more than their Census-'-."
veteran peers relative to the comparison group (non- * ; ..

black) differential. Blacks who remain in the military
until retirement may represent a self-selected subgroup ._ '_-
of the black population. In addition, a successful . .

military career may serve as a form of certification % . .
for minority personnel who otherwise mig have more
difficulty securing attractive employment '. '  

- ,'- - .
",r.. " -. ,

13/ Cooper, Op. Cit., p.24. . %:
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Table 11

OFFImU WALE WEBuo 19.1 POST-32EVICE IN

Servie After .. ..

agmagtien: 0

Lose than 12 eara 13731

12 to 19 years •7990

12 t 15 61tS(47)
265

iUM Simoe Separation:Io "are -.-1.-. .",..

o - 1~eara(4132)
0 - 3 1aeS 299 : -"-' -".- .<-'-

41 6 years 266 8-( 309 )... ".'"-"-. -

Teare to Lost Ora"e Lessn -4 ''
Nean fle In Lost Grade (72)

laeo: l0lt •3773
(669)

35 %

Pay Grade: 0-1 and Below 0 -7861
(372)

.022-
l ~8886 % . '.. .. " -

Vependent larlable mean -321-2

NWen Comue larenlgs 29088

a. Regesson o Ie ith the dependent variable caculatta as the %-----"- .%.%,'41tromeon between retirer' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 %

dollars with the I), and estimated earnings. EstLmated earnings ,- " . -.
are based oi regression oeoffiolonts fr-m Consue data for full- q.1%
tie iale veterans with earnings greater than $6.000. 4'S.-O.: '
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The signs and magnitudes of the remaining variables
are consistent with the officer separatee regression J "
results. Retired officers with less than a college . --.
education fare substantially better in the civilian _% .. . .%% ,%

work force than do their Census counterparts. Retired .
officers in pay grades 0-4 and below earned about $9755 , - .
(7861 + 1894) less than their peers after at least
seven years since leaving, all else equal. Finally, .
the time in last grade variable is statistically insig- ".
nificant, consistent with the small magnitude of the , .. .-
coefficient for officer separatees. ...-

Enlisted Personnel _. .___ .__
*,O, S 0. ..

Separatees Table 12 presents regression results
for enlisted separatees. Figures 4 through 6 depict
the effects of career length and time since separation ..
on post-service earnings differentials for enlisted ... ....
separatees. The model yields findings similar to those --... 44

for officer separatees. The constant term indicates O ,, .
that the "typical" white, high school graduate enlisted
separatee who served four years and has been in the :."-.'.
civilian workforce for seven years or more, earned .. 4

about $1600 more than his Census veteran counterparts.- . -

For enlisted personnel the results show that BMC 4 * '

alone provides little financial incentive to remain in ,
military service beyond the fourth year, as indicated
by the career length variable coefficients. In 1981, ....

enlisted personnel separating after four years of ser- V
vice lost ground relative to their Census veteran peers --
with additional years of service. All else equal, "- ..-..-..-..-.-..-I
enlisted personnel seven years out who left the mili- ____ ,
tary after six years of service earned roughly the same
amount as their Census peers ($1600 constant - 2 (868). \. . ... ,..

The transition effect for enlisted personnel dif- - '-.
fers from the effect for officers. Officer separatees,.
went through a seven year catch-up period during which .
earnings steadily rose. The cross-sectional regression ,.,. ,.-.
results for enlisted separatees, however, as with offi- -
cer retirees, appear to be biased by the same type of -.
"cohort" effect, since our longitudinal analysis in." "
Chapter VI shows the existence of a transition effect . ---.. .
for enlisted separatees as well as officer separatees. , a

-.. .. ,. . .. .; ......

-
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S Table 12

M13LISTED WALE SPARATEES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTSa

Indecendent Variables

* Constant 6 1a07
(109)

Langth of Service: +l

LOS 5 *-868 .. . .
(37) . , . ..

315 % ~
L0S 9 a -957

21% .~

LOS 13 0 -10520 0
(75)-
91 +* + %' . O +O... ..

LO% ..- -e

* -88 . .. P.& . 4f=.L "-~LOS 17 ~~~(266) .& ~ :- ,

Education: ____________

Less than 12 years 22(87) p-" + "

Greater then 1S years % -1356(1647) % + ": +
0.1%%

Tis Since Separation:

0 - I years -127 ---.
(139) - -

111 *

2 - 3 years a 998" , %,

. *+. ''' .'.

4 - 6 years e a115--L . . .. . .
(96)
33%

Tears In Last Grade Less a III
Mean Time In Lost Grade (111)

Race: Black 0 3165" - -" 
" 
.

" 
"

4. (86)
3*4%

Pay Grade 1: E-7 and Above "230-'- -  -
for LOS less than 17 (2111) % r

Pay Grade?2: 3.7? and Above 05291 ~. i.--.
for LOS greater than (737) .% % ,
or equal to 17 0.55 .,.- .. *- _

II 62811 5 %.. -. .1- 
. . , 2. . 138 "t" . .

Dependent Variable oan 1259

Nean Census garninga n08 s •

a. Regres ion iodel with the dependent variable calculated as the . ,.-...-
difference between separates** actual earnings (adjusted to 1982
dollars with the 3nn) and eatimated earnings. Estimated earnings % e %

are based on regressIon coefficients from Census data t ull- -. ,-. or ful
tmes, mle veterans with earnings greater than $6,000.
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The education variables show that enlisted person- . .
nel with less than a high school diploma fared better
than their Census veteran peers without a high school
diploma while enlisted personnel with greater than 15
years of education fared worse, relative to theirle Census peers The effect of the time in last grade

variable is again very small, but is positive and sta-
tistically significant. Black separatees fared better . ....than other veteran blacks in the workforce. Like .

officer separatees, enlisted personnel separating in- '. -
higher pay grades tended to fare better relative to ---

their Census veteran peers than did the lower pay grade
group, all else equal.

Retirees Regression results for enlisted retirees
are found in Table 13. The "typical" white, high
school graduate retiree who retired after a 20 year ..- -.:-- ,.
career and was in the civilian workforce for seven , ,..-.,.....
years or more earned approximately $6,300 less than the
Census veteran comparison group in 1981. ter- ...

-' - ..-
The effect of different career lengths on post-

service earnings is weak, similar to officer retirees. -.... -.
For each year of service past 20, retirees lost $350 '-*'"
relative to the Census veteran comparison group. The A.._
enlisted retirees appear to go through a transition
period. In the first year after retirement, enlisted
personnel earned almost $9300 less than those who have ':''::
been separated for seven years. However by the second. :%
and third years the gap narrowed to $7,000 and by the"'".*"-
fourth year after retirement the gap closed to $6,400
all else equal. The other variables, education, time L- - 111.1W
in last grade, black and pay grade, all have the ex-
pected signs and are of similar magnitude to enlisted "
separatees. ..- "

.--'-.- - <",. -V.

.o- .% °~ . , - . . -.-. •
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lable '3

ENLISTED "ALE RETIREES 1981 POST*SENVICEaEAWNCS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS ODUNEPPAPTS

independent Variables

constant 9 -6303
1 17)

Length of Service After 0 -34'6 00
Retirement Eligibility (S

%.N 2.6 years%

Education:

Less then 12 years 4 6uLi

Greater thanl 15 Year81-3 I 0

Time Since Separation:

0 - years 0-2972

9'

2 - 3 years 0-7N:. (127 . -

& 6 years .3

349

Years in Last Orade Less 9 0____________
Wean Time in Last Grade (29, 4 .

0

31%

Pay ^Srade: E-6 and beiow -2..3D5.....

33%

.1093 ..-

: .N 48S022%

Dependent variable Wean -5517 %

Wean Cent is Earnings 290 !

a. Aegression mnode, with the dependent variable calculate! as tnt\*
difference between retirees' actisal earnings (adjuste,. to 19!2?
dollars with the ECI), and estimated earnings. Estimated es-nlings
are based on regression Coefficients fron Cenauc data for full. P e
time, male veterans with earnings greater than $6,000. .. .

% .. %. % .. *55~
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IV. OCCUPATION RESULTS0 0

One of the important advantages of the the IRS/SSA
data base is that it is large enough to examine sep-

_ arately subgroups drawn from the full data base. This
chapter analyzes the post-service earnings differen-. tials of each occupational subgroup within the IRS data

base. The analysis of occupation groups leads to a
fuller understanding of post-service earnings by iso-
lating particular occupational groups that may fare
substantially better or worse than their Census veteran
peers.

The tables presented below compare three groups. 6 .
The first group is comprised of former officers and
enlisted personnel sorted into twelve broad occupa-
tional subgroups according to the individual's DoD pri-
mary occupation code. The second two groups are drawn

.- from the Census and are compared to the occupational
subgroups of former military personnel from the IRS *_ . .
database. The first Census group is the same group
used in the regressions discussed earlier; all male ......

.v, veterans working full time and earning more than
... ~/ $6,000. The second Census group is broken into occupa-
.-', tional subgroups matching the occupational categories
* '3 for former military personnel.

The matching of military and civilian occupations
"'-" was based on the DoD Occupational Conversion Manual and
-C, a preliminary draft of the Booz Allen & Hamilton,
.- Inc. report "Military Crosscode Project" for the Office

of the Assistant Secretary of Defense. The military *, ,
occupation codes available in the IRS data sort offi-
cers and enlisted personnel into six occupational cate-
gorie,,based on individuals' primary DoD occupation
code - For officers, the categories are 1) combat

2.! For Army officers the DoD primary occupational
code is not always representative of the oc- .. . .
cupation in which the officer served his career. -. •

An officer can be assigned an infantry primary -"-"
code, but serve in an unrelated occupation.
Overall, a larger proportion of Army officers -
probably is classified in combat arms than is
reflective of actual Military occupation.
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arms, 2) aviation, 3) science and engineering, 4)
administration, 5) medical and dental and 6) other.

For enlisted personnel the categories are 1) combat
Sarms, 2) electronics, communications and intelligence,

3) electricians, mechanics and craftsmen, 4) adminis-
i tration, 5) medical and dental, and 6) other. The

"other" category combines all those jobs which could
not be classified into the first five occupations. I 0 0

Census job classifications were then matched, where
~. possible, to a set of 10 enlisted and 25 officer occu-

pation categories. These 35 categories were then com-
bined to the 6 officer and 6 enlisted categories used
in the IRS data set. No Census occupations were
classified as combat arms. Census occupations similar
to electricians, mechanics, and craftsmen were
classified in the enlisted "other" category. This
crosswalk ensures that the earnings differentials
compare military occupations with similar civilian
occupations, but cannot clearly distinguish between
individual officer and enlisted personnel in the
Census. For example, some occupations classified in
the scientist and engineer category in the Census (an - °''...
officer group of jobs) may in fact be filled by an
enlisted separatee. There is no civilian occupation on

- the military personnel files so that tracing an .-.

individual from military to civilian occupation is not
possible. However, most of the military occupations

-" included in the comparison groups have close civilian
counterparts.

The tables in this chapter present two sets of -
regression models for each occupation for which sep-

arate Census groups were identified. The first model F--oW
contrasts the earnings of military retirees and sep-
aratees to the earnings of all male veterans drawn from . .

-: the Census who are working full time and earning more.
--m. than $6,000. This model is presented for all 12 mili-

tary occupation groups from the IRS data. .. .•- .%

The second model matches military retiree and sep-
aratee occupational groups to male veterans working
full time and earning more than $6,000 in the matching

• Census occupations. The second comparison does not
\' necessarily contrast civilian aviators to retirees and /. ' ..

separatees who are aviators in their post-service
careers, but rather compares civilian aviators to those
individuals who were aviators while in the military, no
matter what their post-service occupations have been.

• o • . . •- "• ••
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As a result the reported occupational earning differen-
tials are due to at least two factors. First, the ... "'"..

earnings of civilian and former military aviators
(working in aviation) may differ. Second, some portion
of the former military aviators may not have found avi-
ation jobs in the civilian economy and may be working
in other, possibly lower or higher paying, occupations. '
Without additional information both about the actual ' •
occupation at the time of reported earnings and about
voluntary/involuntary occupation switches, it is dif-
ficult to draw specific conclusions about detailed
occupational comparisons.

Findings . :" .

Occupational regressions were estimated for officer
retirees and separatees and enlisted retirees and sep-
aratees. The regression models include the same vari- ..-. - .-

ables and can be interpreted in the same manner as the
regressions discussed in Chapter III. Therefore, dis- *-, , .-

cussion of the occupation regression results focuses on
the overall findings from the comparisons rather than .
on the details of each regression model. In partic-
ular, the magnitude of the earnings differential and
the impact of length of service and time since separa-
tion are discussed.

Officers

Separatees. Non-black male separatee aviators with.". .. z ...',
a college education and who left military service ..-
before their fifth year of service fared better after ..----

seven years out, all else equal, than all Census
veterans, but earned $7,000 less than those Census
veterans working in aviation, as shown in Table 14. -i- --.

~ Officers separating after careers longer than four ..-
years lost ground. relative to all Census veterans and

. Census aviators. For aviator separatees there appears " " " "
to be little financial incentive to remaining in mili-

, tary service past the fourth year. Aviator separatees -. . *.. °'
.~ appeared to pass through a transition period after sep-
. aration relative to all Census veterans. In the first

year after separation, the aviator with 4 years of ser- • .'.
vice earned about $6,800 less but by the seventh year,,-. . .

earned about $2,100 more than all Census veterans, all
else equal. The comparison of aviator separatees to
Census veterans aviators shows the reverse pattern. In

1 ~50 '.. . . .. '
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relation to Census veterans aviators, aviator sep-
aratees fared better in the early years after separa-
tion than they did after seven years since separation.

Officer separatees working in the military as
scientists and engineers fared well relative to all
Census veterans and Census veteran engineers and scien-
tists. Different career lengths did not have a signifi- I O 0

cant effect on post-service earnings differentials as -" - -

shown in Table 15. Scientist and engineer separatees
did best relative to Census veterans in the early years
after separation, probably reflecting the premium .

civilian employers were willing to pay for recent expo-
sure to advanced military technology. O

Officer administrator separatees fared about the
• same whether compared to all Census veterans or Census5.% .'- .-..... '."

administrators. Separatees with military careers less
,? than five years who have been in the civilian work

force seven or more years earned about $2,000 more than p. :O "
., Census veterans, all else equal, as shown in Table 16. ......-

Different military career lengths had little impact on
earnings, except for those officers separating with ""-
thirteen to sixteen years of service. Administrator - . %-
separatees appear to go through a transition period " -- "

where their earnings rise steadily after separation.

Not surprisingly, officer separatees working as ... .-

physicians or dentists fared much better in their post-
i service careers than all Census veterans. The compar-

ison of separatees to Census physicians and dentists
shows that separatees earned substantially less than
their peers in the first years after separation, but -: -w

, . rapidly narrowed the differential. After seven years, 7?... .
separatees with four year military careers, earned " " - --

•, k about $3,000 less than their Census veteran physician ....
v . peers, all else equal (see Table 17). '--.""" -y . ' • . ~ ~ . . .... .-.. .

Officers working in combat arms occupations are
compared only to all veterans (see Table 18). Combat %..-.
arms separatees appear to go through a transition
period where earnings catch up to Census veteran sal-
aries. After seven years, combat arms separatees .
earned about the same as civilians. Combat arms sep-
aratees did, however, face an earnings loss for remain-
ing in the Services beyond their eighth year.

*.. ° .-. ,. ".,- . .. . - ,

, " ~~*. -, . ...- . -
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Table 141

OFFICER MALE SEPARATEES 1961 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CZusus COUNTERPART~a

Aviation
.6 ~Comparison to Comparison to ......

Census Aviation All Census %
Independent Variables Occupat ions Veterans

Constant a -7081 6 2061
(697) (698).

Length of' Service: . 0 .
L03 5 -3117 a 11511

(255) (255)

LOS 9 4 -2715 9 -1225 .- -
(287) (287) *~

26% 26%

LOS 13 0 -2257 -1111 00
(633) (630)

61 61

LOS 17 9 -14386 0 -41270
(2130) (2131)

Education:

Less than 12 years 0 16955 6 13916 IV * '1
(6163) (6168) -

0.21 0.2% ~\,.
12 to 15 years 9 144115 5 14471 ".

(616) (617) '% .4
24% 241% -

Time Since Separation:

0 -1 years 5 4220 5-8901.

(975) (976)

2 -3 Years 6 6539 6 -3179
(695) (695) C.~i.

25% 25%r

1 -6 years a 11110 0 ..13147

(634) (631)
335 331 -:

Years In Last Grade Less * -665 -269
soon Time in Last Grade (203) (203) W,.'

0 0 ~*
Race: siacic e 18324 0 6890 ~ ... ,.,."'

' ~(1373) (1375)- C***

15 11%

Pay Grade 1: 0-5 and Above -9198 24131
for LOS less than 17 M606) (6511) %

0.2% 0.2% %%

Pay Grade 2: 0-5 and Above 167410 9 23206 \
for LOS greater than or (9879) (9887) %,
equal to 17 0.1% 0.11

R2.14121 .01139

x 5205 S205

Dependent Variable Mean -54417 2719 %I I
NP -s

Neon Census Earnings 50377 29088

a. legression model with the dependent variable calculated as the10I
difference between soearstees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 tie .

dollars with the ECI) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings
are based on regression coeffioients from Census data for two
subgroups: 1) full-time, sale veterans with earnings greater than -.-- % . ..
16, 00 n thl bos rofession, ad ) l full-time, male .. %* .

veterans earnngs greater thn *6,1W. C.
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Table 15 9 A....;-

OFFICIR NAiLE 3PARATERS 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS-

Scientists & Enners
Compariso, to Compar.on to

Census Scientists ll Census
Independent variables & Enalneers Veterans

Constant S 5393 0 3391
,4.. (6115) (61(5))

Length of service: - "-"-"

LOS S 339 442 4. -
(295) (295), . ;-.-.;

36% 36% %

LOS 9 -1169 -392 . T .
(333) (333)

.J 19% 19%

LOS 13 -993 -667
(750) (750) '

LOS 17 2193 2223
(34~20) (34a21) *

0.21% 0.2%

Education:

Less than 12 years 6 20616 a 2430.(6039) (6040)-.. .- . . . .- . "
0.2% 0.21 e-: " - ". ".

12 to 15 years 0 -3834 -699 -

Time Since Separation: %

0 1 years 6 -874 .-
(1176) (1176) -' .- .

6% 6%

2 - 3 years -969 " -1644Da' .'

(777) (777)
19% 19%

4 - 6 years • -1781 • -2112
(632) (632)

371 37% -...- -
Years in Lest Grad* Less a -510 0 -.75
Mean Time in Last Grade (229) (229)

0 0

Race: Bck 4.79 2152' -
(1655) (1655)

3% 3% . . -

Pay Grade 1: 0-5 and Above n.a. n.a.
for LOS less than 17 . ..

4... 4,. %' .. ,.,

Pay Grade 2: 0-5 and Above n.a. n.a.
for LOS greater than or .-.----.--. AIN

equal to 17 .. -.

.019 oils e - -

3987 3987 " "' "
" '

Dependent variable Nean 41617 2789 .

mean Census Sarnin$ 33992 29088 ., -
__________ - .- \ '. ->:.-'.-,,

' , 4*S 14,-

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated an the .-' .

difference between seperatees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982
are based on regression coeffiolents rom neus data for two

ubiroups: 1) full-time, male veterans with earniags greater then .- -,-
$6,00@ the above ro n, and 2) jfl full-time, male - -
veterans t earnnoa greater than $6, w.
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X.~

___Table 16 .__________

orrICERm MALI MEANATEES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTSa

Administration
Comparison to Comparison TO

Indeendnt VrialesCensus Adm. All Census- .

IndependentVariables Occupat ions Veterans .. -

Constant * 2200 * 1956 *
0545) (*5

Length of Service:
L0S 5 73 103(231) (231)3*4% 3*4% -. 5

LOS 9 -*437 -*405
(267) (267) 0 .
22% 22%-

LOS 13 6 -2*431 -2365 :
4. ~(489) (469)

6% 6%
LOS 17 1*40 152

V %(1275) (1275)
1% 1% JWL 7z~

Education: - .

Less than 12 years 7262 a 10861 %1.--. . ''

(*499*4) (*4993) * ***.
0.2% 0.25

12 to 15 years 1398 6 4812 ':.9 ~~~~(1035) (1035)____________

Time Since Separation:%

*0 -1 years e .5811 0 -6060 '.

(9*41) (9*41) 5

7% 7%

2-3 years 6 -2626 9 -3032
(613) (613)

23% 235 p

4-6years e 19210136

35% 35% %.. -

%4
Tears in Last Grade Less 0 -531 -518
Mean Time In Last Grade (175) (175) 'N" *

Race: Black a 1937 M26
(865) (665)

7% 7%

Pay Grade 1: 0-5 and Above -2316 -1226 , 1~s

for LOS less than 17 (3351) (3351) J5 1.
0.5% 05 1~

Pay Grade 2: 0-5 and Above ".a. n.a. .*

for LOS greater than
or equal to 17 Awl_____________

M2.0277 .02*48

*6*465 6*465 *

Deedent Variable Wean 72ial th , .\5
MenCensus enns116ol

.4a. D ernsion sdlWtthdeednvaibecalculated as the 6..~
difference between sesta actual earnings (adjusted to 1962 %..
dollars with the act) slid estimated earnings. Ba41timtd earnings '5.
are based en regreusion ceffricients from Census data for two
;ubgromps: 1) tull-tim, male veterans with marnings greater than%%

66,0lo" 1 n 2 l -tme, sale O

54APPENDIX Q -- r" ~~ C

..4 , .% .NV %%... * -
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Tablet 17*
*OFFICER MALE SEPARATEES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS.4A.

RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTSa %J

Comparison t oparo to
Indpenen VaiabesCensus N&D All Census % -

_____________Variables Occupations Veterans

Constant * -2725 0 232436 00
(1237) (1237)

Length of Service:
LOS 5 6 4567 a 4911

(506) (506)
36% 361

LOS 9 0 -3402 6 -3522
(759) (759) 0 6

221 221

LOS 13 1739 1808
(2247) (224?7)

31 31

LOS 17 6440 7326 ~
(2670) (12670)
10.11 0.11

Education:

Loss than 12 years 0 64029 0 41982
(7620) (7620)

12 to 15 years * 37105 10404
(5690) (5690)

152 1

Time Since Separation:

0 -1 years 0 -19775 6 -24168
* -~(2228) (2228)

10% 105

2 - Years 0 -8223 9-11260 % -2~ '::.4(1605) (1605)
24% 241 %______

4 -6 yars(1448) (1448)
331 33%

Years In Last Grade Less -999 -452 . -

Mean Time In Last Grade (584) (584) -

0 0

Race: Black -1082 -871 % .:4
(3045) (3045)

Pay Grade 1: 0-5 and Above 6 23800 0 27911 ~- **~* *..-
for LOS less than 17 (1794) (1794)

275 271 %R

Pay Grade 2: 0-5 and Above for na. n.a. % %*
LOS greater than or equal to 17 %

R
2  

.1273 .1483 m o ?O

N 14976 41976.

* .Dependent Variable Mean S987 314197

Mean Census Earnings 57847 29088'%

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the
difference between seperatees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 ~~,~~. dollars with the EdI) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings -

a 0re based on regression coefficients from Census data for two -
uoroups: 1) full-time, male veterans with earnings greater than %~

11.*00 in th9 1b2, profson and 2) nhi1full-t ies. male %.~,*
veterans wih Benig greater than $6,U. APPENDIX Q

APPENDIX Q

55 h .*

-. ~ ~ ~ --.- -*'~ * -
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Table 180

OFFICER MALE MEANATEES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTSa

Combat Area Other
Compar~son to CMpaant

All Cenaus All Census
Independent Variables Veterans Veterans

Constant %s ~ 65.
(560) (SOS)

Length of Service: . -'*

LOS S 0 916 9 -826

.4(233) (228)

LOS 9 -132 -4103

205 19%

LOS 13 a -3027 6 -2967
.1g.(535) (610)

LOS 17 763 805
(1518) (1851)

Education:

Lass then 12 years 11300 10555
(6220) (7591) .-

0.1% 0.1 1..%

12 to 15 years C 98 9167 %. . z

.~.Time Since Separation: %0 8

0 1 years a -7263 0 -41217 %N~.........

(932) (889) . .\.,- *'.-

9% 10 %

4'2 -3 years a -*1999 -620 %.

215 2415
1P_. ;.

1 -b years e -2586 -1135

375 34% r

Years In Last Grade Less e -767 -29
Mean Time In Last Grade (180) (193)

0 0

Race: Black 6 2063 -585
(80*1) (927)

115 8%

Pay Grade 1: 0-5 and Above n.e. -391 .

for LOS less than 17 (5028)
0.2%

Pay Grade 2: 0-5 and Above for n.e. n.a. %.1 . 4*.~-

LOS greater than or equal to 17

p4 
2  .03*16 .0341fo d0o %o

U5736 S762

.4Dependent Variable Mean -73 .56

mean Census Usanng 29088 29088

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the
difference between separateWs aotual earnings (adjusted to 1982. . . .

dollars with the SCI) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings are%
* based on regression seeffioients from Census date for full-time. sale 0...

veterans with earaings greater then $6.000. ~.*
* .. 4%. L %% .

APPENDIX Q -.. ' .. 4 44
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Retirees. Retired officer aviators fared poorly . , j

compared to Census veteran aviators, earning (after 20
years of service and seven years since retirement) be- .-:-. ,
tween $30,000 and $35,000 less than Census veteran avi- C. $.'

ators. This large differential may reflect in part the .-.;....
difficulty retirees have breaking into higher paying --..

jobs in aviation after twenty years or more in the . .
Services. Career length and time since separation have
either small or insignificant effects on the earnings
differential (see Table 19).

Scientist and engineer officers retiring after 20
years and having been retired for seven or more years
earned about $1,200 more than their counterpart Census O O .

veteran scientists and engineers. Retired scientists
and engineers did best relative to Census veterans in
their first years of retirement, as shown in Table 20.

Retired administrators, like scientists and engi-
neers, tended to fare best relative to their Census O* 'O .
veteran peers in the early years of retirement. After ...

seven years of retirement, officers with 20 years of .
service earned about $5,000 less than Census veteran
administrators, all else equal (see Table 21).

,.... ' %."..- - . . ","-

Similar to physician and dentist separatees,
retired physicians and dentists earned much more than
all Census veterans, but earned about the same as
Census physicians and dentists. Retired physicians and
dentists lost ground relative to Census veterans for
each additional year they remained in military service
past their retirement eligibility, as shown in Table s--" ;;.
22. Retiree military physicians and dentists evidently .,,_ _.

docthosh a transition period. All else equal, retired '-~

doctors after 20 years of service earned about $10,500 "-.'
less than Census veteran doctors in their first retire- ..
ment year, but by the seventh year of retirement earned
about the same amount ($1000 more). """'" ""

, .~P- ::,-a

,.9 .0A

"." . .- .-
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?able 19 0 0

OFFICER MALE RETIREES 1961 POST-SERVICE EARNINGSv RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTSa

IneenetVariables Ocuain -trn

Costn 0 -356a073

Length of Service After * -397 * -215 . . .
Retirement Eligibility (96) (96) . ...

2.6 years 2.6 years %
Education: .-. .

Loe than 12 years 01161516 6 11977
(34624) (34612) 0 6

12 to 15 years (77 120)

3161 3465

Time Since Separation:

0 - 1 years 1028 9 16
(973) (969) * 9 .

105 105 %

2 - 3 years 965 -621

26% 265 %~-

.d41 - 6 years -1231 0 -1838
(675) (672)

Tears in Last Grade Less -103 -166 ..-

Mean Time in Last Grade (138) (137) .f
0 0 *:*.

.4 Race: Black Mo865 6370 * pd. .

(2382) (2373) P.

5/ Pay Grade: 0-46 and Below a -4108 6 -5077 -a 4. ~
(786) (783)

p2 .0530 .06746

N 1616479 16479 N-

Dependent Variable Mean -32398 -7061-

Mean Census Earninga S0377 29088

* a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the '
difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 %,~
dollars with the ECd) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings ' .

are based on regression coefficients from Census data for two % %
asubgroups: 1) full-time, sale veterans with earnings greater than
$6,o In teabove oprofession, and 2) all full-time, male %~P,
vete~ranswt ernings greater than %61~ ~ *-

:-7- 7r 47 e'.

58-- APPENDIX Q
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Table 20

OPZOR WALE RETIREES 1981 POST-3ERVICE RARMuzus
RELATIVE TO CE9UU COUTBRPART3&t

Census Scientilots AlCeus-
Independent Variables A nieers Yetermna.

Constant 1196 10412 0
(706) (706) * .~---

Lentht1 of Service Ate a -398 a -317

* ~3.0 years 3.0 years - -~

Education:

Less than 12 years a 19117 * 23D56
(9657) (96541)

0.11 0.11

12 to 15 years 6 41785 0 78941
(1326) (1325)

161 161

Times Snce 3sparstion:

0 - Iyears 0 2980 6 2279
(1001) (1001)

2 2-3 ears 6 26418 0 21041
(796) (796)

23% 231

4 -6years 556 267
(722) (722)

3111 3111

Tears In Last Grade Less 216 231
Mean Time In Last Grade (202) (202)

0 ~0 -.

Race: Black 3993 a 5775
(28641) (2863)

Pay Grade: 0-11 and Below 0 -61136 0 -6651 _______

(935) (935)
331 331 0

N 1518 11518 %

Dependent Variable Mean -202 341. ~
Mean Census Earnings 33992 29088 . - .

.7 -A

J*a. Regression mcol with the dependent variable calculated as the ~
% ~difference between retireesl actual earnings (adjusted to 1982

dollars with the 8C1) and estimted earnings. Estimated earnings %r%- t% -"are based on regression eoefficients from Census date for two % 6 4%

subrous: 1) full-time, male veterans with earnings greater than ~. wli e%
.4-., 66.00$61 0 In the above arofstsInad2 11 full-time, sale ~~~

veterans witnrnig orar than $6, % % -

lb. %*,*** %
%.4 %.

%4 4..

% * '
% %

APENI % %.
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Table 21 S
OFFICER MALE RETIREES 1961 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS

-, RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS&

MadInistration 
-

Comparlso to msparlson to -

Census Adm. All Census
Inldependent Variables Occupations Veterans

Constant 0 5S019 0 _44000
(506) (506)

Leangth of Service After 3% 91
Retirement Eligibility (70) (70)

* 3.5 years 3.5 years *

4 Education:

Less than 12 years 4699 0 6216
(3*418) (3*448) 0 0

* 0.115 0.11%

.~12 to 15 years 0 3755 6 7127

Time Since Separation:

0 - 1 years 1*409 995
(750) (75) * @

115 1

2 -3 years *445 99
*~1~(572) (572)

251 25

4- 6years 567 355
(531) (531)

35355h IiRi

Tears In Last Grade Less 156 166
Mean Time In Last Grade (1*45) (1*45)

-'40 0

Race: black 56*400 55758
(95*4) (95*4)

Pay Grade: 0-41 and Below 0 -6230 9 -6361
(731) (731)

K.2 .0165 .0197 ~ *

N 500 500 *.'.*J

~~ .1 Deapendent Variable Mean -S620 -3973 -..-... ,

Mean Census Earnings 31616 29088

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the . * ~
difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1962 p.
dollars with the ECI) end estimated earnings Estimated earnings
are based on regression coefficients from enu data for two.-..
subgroups: 1) full-time, male veterans with earnings greater than
$6,1000 In the above profession, and 2) all full-time*, male veterans N
with earnings greater %ban 65,000.

V0.

% %. %

d. . ,- .' . . ...

*4. a*4

%~% % %. %.~ ~ . p ~ P r * a . .



Table 22 9
OFFICER KALE RETIREES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS

RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS'

Medical & Dental
%Comparison to Comparison to

Census MAD All Census
Independent Variables Occupations Voters

Constant 1028 0 29931
e(2251) (22119)

.. % ength of Service After -25 -60.
%Retirement Eligibility (370) (370)

a..2.3 years 2.3 years

Education:

Less than 12 years 0 73873 a 50720 0
a..(15387) (15379)

-. .. 0.35 0.3%

* *a~12 to 15 years 0 35955 a 99112 . -.

(3693) (3691) -

125 125

Time Since Separation:

0- 1 years 4 ..11525 6 -9862 0 ' *
(3209) (3207)%

115 115

2 -3 years a -6610 -41771
a(2555) (25541)%

265 265

11 6 years -1726 -252 ------ ~-*..
(23415) (23W1

385 385 1
Years In Last Grade Less 713 725

Mean Tise In Last Grade (623) (623)
0 0 a

a. Race: Black -44112 -5222 0 a . -a

(7295) (7291) a .*..*. .

Pay Grade: 0-11 and below C-31936 -31893--
(2786) (2765)%

215 215 -. '

R2  
.1165 .1307 *

N 1587 1587 a ''%J

Dependent Variable Moan -10080 15967

Mean Census Earnings S78117 29088.

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the ? -. ~ -- ~
difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 ' ' *

dollars with the ECI) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings
are based on regression coefficients from Census data for two
subgroups: 1) full-time, male veterans with earnings greater than

*6,oo inthe boveDrofsion, and 2) all full-time, male veterans '4 P 'S
with earnings areatrtn *c0

a4%'
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Table 23

OFFICER MALE RETIREES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS

.F. 4 RELATIVE TO CENSUS COONTERPARTSa

Combat Arms Other
Comparison to Uropariso0 no

Al essAlCensus ____________

Independent Variables Veterans Veterans

Constant * -54103 * -77T2
(627) (626)

Length of Service After 17 2
Retirement Eligibility (89) (86)

3.3 years 3.1 years

Education:

Less than 12 years 7604S * 16092 60
(7088) (3719)

0.1% 0.55

12 to 15 years a 8188 0 10159

275 315

Time Since Separation: 17

2-3 years -159 a 21811

(734) (6998)
32% 311

Mean Tine In Last Grade (169) (1416)
0 0

.PRace: Black 6 11285 0 5J108
(1267) (1318)-.

Pay Grade: 0-11 and below 6 -40882 0 -6082
(618) (767)

33% 1165
R2  

.03110 .04106 -

N 41968 418341

Dependent Variable Mean -11909 -6071

Mean Census Earnings 29088 29088

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the
difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982%
dollars with the EI) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings
are based on regression coefficients from Census data for full-time, , *.4\
male veterans with earnings greater than $6,000.z

% .~~J

62.

%. %* .e
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%p %
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Enlisted Personnel 9 ,

Separatees. Technicians (electronics, communica-
tions and intelligence personnel) separated for seven
or more years after a less than five year military
career earned $2200 more than Census veteran techni- .

clans, all else equal. This positive differential •O
eroded with each year served beyond four as shown in
Table 24. Technicians' earnings appear to peak rela-
tive to Census veteran technicians after two to three
years as the differential rose to about $3100 (2218 &
900) for separatees with two to three years of civilian
experience and fell to $2200 by the seventh year in the
civilian workforce.

Administrators who separated after four years of
service fared relatively well compared to Census
veteran administrators after seven years in the civil-
ian workforce. Administrators staying longer than four .
years earned less relative to their Census veteran '0 " "
peers with each additional year served. Similar to
technicians, administrators' earnings peaked relative ,- . - -

to Census veteran administrators after two to three ,
years in the civilian workforce. After seven years .- "-. .. '-
out, the differential narrowed to about $4500 (Table ......
25). 1,

The difference between the occupation specific and
all veteran comparison is not as dramatic for enlisted

personnel working in medical and dental professions as -.

it was for officers (see Table 26). This finding ref- .'.'. ,, -

lects the nature of enlisted medical and dental ocupa- ..
tions -- the occupations are not high paying relative
to other jobs in the civilian sector. The findings are .,-'.- .-

very similar to those for separatee administrators. - ..- -.'. .
Separatees ending their military careers after four . -.

years of service and who have been in the civilian % .. ..
economy for seven or more years earned about $5200 more
than Census veterans in similar occupations. Separa- 4V
tees working longer than four years in the military, , , ... "
lost between $700 and $900 from the $5200 differential .

(after seven years out) for additional years served. ... . ..
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b1. Table 2110 0
ENLISTED MALE SEPARATEES 1961 POST-SE RVICE EARNINGS

SCLAf lYE 7O CENSUS COUNTR~pARTSa

Technical
oMaparison to Compariao to

Census 9Techni.cal Al Cnsu
-Independent Variable Occoat:n:...

Constant lg 83 .-

a.(274) (2711)

Length of Service: . -.

LOS 5 -.1116 e -A5

(93) (93) */

30% 30%

LOS 9 e -932 e -957
(110)(1)0 0 0

235 23%

LO a -1061 0 -1121
(162) (162)

LOS 17 e -18 e -1532 -a

(629) (629) ___________

Education:

Less than 12 years a 790 0 2212
(217) (217)
285 265 %

-I reater than 15 years * 9233 5 -141773 '
(1966) (1989) .*

0.25 0.25

Time Since Separation: 
Rm"~

0 -1years -1115 .

(323) (3241) ,'--

105 105

2- 3years 0 900 ' 10541~
(2415) (2416)
235 235

S- 6 years e16a?
(223) (223) %f '

33% 335%,- ,

ersIn Last Grad* Less -79 -82 A

Mean Time In Last Grade (109) (109) '

0 0 .. 

Race: Black 337 a 2937 F -

(209) (209)
315 31%

Pay Grade 1: S-7 and Above a 2912 a 26741 %,..,

for LOS less than 17 (1135) (1135)

Pay Grade 2: 3-7 and Above for a 7108 72
LOS greater than or equal to 17 (1606) (1607) .--

p2.0671 .1101 _________________

313195 13195

Dependent Variable Mean 936 2729 ~
Kean Census Earnings 26257 2956 5X

a. Regression model with tine deoendent wGilble ealeulated as the diffrence betwseen2 -.- .*

soearateWs actual earnings (ad justed to 1962 dollars with the EI) and estimated
erig. Estimated earnings are based on regression eoofticients from Censusdt

for two subgroups 1) full-time, 214le Veterans with earnings greater than $6,000 In * - .

the above ofr onR, and 2) !al full-time, male veterans with earnings greater thran

APPENDIX Q
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Table 25*

ENLISTED MALE SEPARATES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
40 RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS8

* Administratilon
* ~Weparlson to moparison to

Census Adm. All Census.
Independent Variables Occupations Veterans

Constant a11512 a * 2*
(227) (227)

$ Length of Service:

LOS S * -1025 0 -960
(73) (73)
301 301

LO3 9 0 84 6 .817
(90) (90) P
23% 231

~ 'LOS 13 6 -908 0 .879

12% 121

LOS 17 -382 -3611
* . (419) (1119)-

21 21
Vo6

Education:

Less than 12 years 623412 9 2760 .*.

(170) (170)
34%1 3111

Greater than 15 years n.e. n.a.

% .~ Time Since Separation:

0 -1 years 204 -137

(279) (279)

2 -3 years e1173 a 915 *** -

221 22% % *

11 6 years C816 0 683

Td ears In Lest Grade Less .1811 0 .177 * *

Race; Black e 3090 e 3230
(167) (166)

361 361

Pay Grade 1: t-7 and Above 0 1916 0 1972%
for LOS less than 17 (391) (391)

61 61

Pay Grade 2: 3.7 and Above tor 1805 1812
LOS greater than or equal to 17 (1168) (1187) **. 4

R
2  ~~.1893 .1958 ______

%N 111579 111S79

Dependent Variable Mean 3637 1641

Mean Census Earnings 29821 2908

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the **,
difference between moeatees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1962 . *',

dollars with the RCI) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings ... %%.
are based on regresmion coefficients from Census data for two sub- , **

.4. g~~roups: 1)full-tme, 1501e veterans with earnings greater than . ' .'

@6,000~~ th boeroift , anid 2) Wlfull-time, "Ies* *

APPENDIX Q
65
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Table 26
ENLISTED MALE SEPARATEES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS

RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS*

Medical A Dental
Compariaon to Comparison to
Census HAD All Census

Independent Variables Occupationh Veterans

Constant 0 5161 11541 0 0

(332) (333)
Length of Servl.e:

LOS 5 0 -739 • -81"-
(126) .'(126)%

% 321 32%5

LOS 9 • -950 • -1010
(163) (163) **%.~

175 17% . .

LOS 13 -7641 a -89 ."- .

Lo.(35 ,so , D +.... . . .
-

21) 215

Pi0

Greater than 15 years -976 -3335

(2105) (21208)

0.15 0.15 W

Tme Since Separation:

0 - 1 years 9 -39 3 -13827
(3123) (313) %

1151 115 ,j.*.. ..- . ."

2 - 3years 52 391 "-. +,'- .. . "- " . - .°(338) (338).
11 t6 year s -356 -1033

(40) (300),W0

Tears in Last Grade Less -56 -110

4 O0-..----'.-..-Mean Time in Last Grade (153) (153) .-.. *" \ ..-.. .
0 0 ,.... . .

Race: Black a 1301 a 3715 %

(271) (271)
325 32%

Pay Grade 1: E-7 and Above a 3132 6 3355 p%-*for LOS les then 17 (124) 124

Pay Grade 2: 19-7 and Above for 5959 5867 ....... .. .
LOS greater than or equal to 17 (6251) (6256) .* -"

40.15 0.15

2 .1129 .1_15

N 5909 5909 r.

Dependent Variable Mean %383 31.8,. . ,...,

Mean Census Earnings 21665 29088 •___ __._ _....,%;, ' , ... ...

a. Regresslon model vith the dependent variable caloulated as the tie * ..

difference between oeparatees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 -
dollars with the ICR) and estimated earnings. tetimated earnings . ,.. ..........
are based on regression eoeffiioente from Census data Tor two sub-

eroups: 1) full-time, sale veterans with earnings greater thana, -
,000 in the above rese-n and 2) all full-time, male ." . ."
veteans wth eari1gs greatlr than 16,1UW. "6 *,.,

APPENDIX Q ' _
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Table 27 0 9
* MUISTED MALE39SPARATES3 1961 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS

RELATIVE TO C303US COUNTZAPARTSa-

Combat
. *Arms Mechanical Other

Indecendent Variables Veterans Veterans Veterans - -0

Constant 9 19 083
(234 (250 (39

~ %.Length of Service

LOS 5 C 1099 e -66 % 10
(78) (53) (136)
325 30% 285

LO19 6) 0 ..1093 0 -1019
(16)(101) (295)

215 235 75

LOS 13 0 -1265 0 .10241 -1601(189) ('53) (826)
75 105 15

LOS 17 -536 -953 n.e. *, * .,.
(690) (517)

Education: % %

Less than 12 years 0 3001 6 2195 3151 %~-
(186) (187) (331)

355 355 295 j
Greater than 15 years n.&. ".a. 5-141232

(5392) eNMI
0.15

Time Since Separation:

0- 1 years -230 392 * -1200 .(3041) (301) (5116)
115 11% 10%5

2- 3 years 0 981 017041 -587
(2311) (233) (393)

2115 23% 265 %-- *-

16 years 6 468 ' 723 -351
(2111) (212) (375) 'i?

3115 335 32%

Years In Last Grade Less 55 -1110 0 581
Mean Time in Last Grade (91) (91) (133) -

0 0 0

Race: Black 9 2787 9 3079 9 38116
(183) (192) (322) %r

365 335 325 .

Pay Grade 1: 9-7 and Above e 2339 9 5T7? 10183 r-4for LOS less than 17 (556) (0173) (2696)
35 115 0.35 5-S

Pay Grade 2: 9-7 and Above for 0 65416 0 5611 na.%%
LOS greeter than or equal to 17 (1668) (1515)

0.115 0.55 __________

.1728 .1113 .1293 P

0 10656 111269 11033 % .p9', .%,.

Dependent Variable Mean 322 2123 1201 * N

Nean Census Barnings 29088 29068 290588~

a. Regressiem0 model with the dependent variable calculated as the difference between%* separatees, seal earnings (adJusd to 1982 dollars with the SCI) and estiated%ernings. Ustimsted earnings are based on regression coefficients trom Census data
for full-time, male veterans with earnings greater than $6,000. %-

APPENDIX Z., .*- .*%
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The findings for enlisted separatees working in .
combat arms or mechanical occupations are similar to
those for administrators (see Table 27). Combat arms
and mechanic separatees leaving before their fifth year
of service and who had been in the civilian workforce
for more than seven years earned slightly more than all ___-'--_ -"-_-_--
Census veterans in the comparison group. Separatees O 0
face disincentives to remaining in military service .. , '

beyond the fourth year because their post-service earn- :>:.'- .""
ings declined relative to their Census veteran peers Ox.
for additional years served after four. Both combat .,. -"

arms professionals and mechanics make a relatively'__ ----.-- '--.--,
smooth transition to civilian life -- the first years "
after separation were not associated with a large drop
in earnings relative to all Census veterans.

Retirees. Enlisted retirees' post-service earnings _. . J
follow a similar pattern across most occupations. (See
Tables 28 through 31). In the early years of retire- -" -
ment, after 20 years of service, retirees earned up to " " .-

$11,000 less than their Census veteran counterparts.
However, over the first six years of retirement the gap . ..
in earnings between military retirees and Census veter- . %
ans narrowed, but earnings never caught up to those of
the Census comparison group. Retirees leaving after 20
year careers and retired for seven or more years still
earned several thousand dollars less than their Census *..'-'.-..

veteran counterparts. In addition, retirees remaining
in the service for more than 20 years lost several . .
hundred dollars relative to their Census veteran peers
for each additional year of service past 20. _______

- - %

. .- ..-,' ' -.- -.. ,..-

,. " .. , -- .. •. -
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ENLITED ALI Table 28

ENLITED ALERETIREES 1961 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS6

Technical
Comparison to Comparon to

.adnenen VaiabesCensus Technical All Census
Independent__Variables Occupations Veterans

Constant 0 -11792 0 -483& ' O
(268) (269)

Length of Service After -337 9 -396 .

* Retirement Eligibility (112) (112) -

* ~~2.5 years 2.5 years 2. , * *

Education:

Loe than 12 years 63311 4 41738 _ ___________

(265) (265)
215 215 %

Greater than 15 years na. n.s.

Time Since Separation:

0- 1 years 0 -2798 a -.2406
(383) (383) _____

95 95 6 *-

2 -3 years o ..812 -1188
(286) (286)

215 215

4 -6 years -279 _81 - -

(2417) (2417) A . ~ -

355 355

Tears In Last Grade Less -109 -lo9
Mean Time In Last Grade (60) (60)

0 0

Race: black 6 2863 054178

Pay Grade: 3-6 and Beleoa .2123 -21125
(262) (262)
3115 34% 5

.0509 .097415 -*~*~~
N10056 10056

Dependent Variable Mean -54113 -41339

Mean Census Earnings 28257 29088

V'a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the
difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982
dollars with the EdI) end estiated earnings. Estimated earnings%
are based on regression coefficients from Census data for two . %
subgroups: 1) full-time, male veterans with earnings greater than

*6OOi h bv rofs n and 2) all full-time, sale - .. . Or* .
veern ih! earning s. ratrthan $6,T.1U.~.

.40rain-AT P

66

APENI % -. 1. 1. .*. %%

k % %

pqA '@ ~ 0 '*om 4*' 0' ' - -0. ' 0 0
% %* .... * ---- -r V -r r--7
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Tale 21

ENLISTED MALE REIRE 1981 POS?-SgRVXCE EARNINGS
RELATIVETTOCENSUS COUNTERPARS .

* Administration

Cesu Admin. AlCnu

IdpnetVariables Occpato Vetras

Cosan -3763 *-7003
(224)(24

Length of Service After 9 -292 *-292 */ a

Retirement Eligibility (31) (31) -r %
2.8 years 2.8 years .

Education:.

Less then 12 years 6 3560 0 4005*. - . -

(190) (190)
285 285

Greater than 15 years n.o. n.a.

Ties Sine@ Separation: a.

0-1I years 6 -.3571 4 -36239
(317) (317) __________

2 -3 years a6-1051 '-1077
(234) (23J4) *"

205 205

4 6 years 0 4al 9i

35% 35%

Years In Last Grade Less * -323 e-322

Mean Time In Last Grade (57) (57) tW A p"5fr T ZW

Rae*: Black e 5706 * 5835 % %. ..-

(212) (212)
355 35%

.1222 .1299

a.N 13715 131

'S ~~Dependent Variable Mean -2890 -5968 . .. *. *.

Mean Census Earnings 29828 2908.....

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the
difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982

* dollars with the RCI) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings . *

are based on regression aeofticients from Census data for two
s ubgroups: 1) full-time, male veterans with earnings greater than

*6,00 n he boe rotessio and 2) all full-time, male*, a.a., . '

Veterans with earnng gratr than $6,1=. aV'.

"" 01

% %
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Table 30

39L13TED MAL.E RETIREES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
,.4 RELATIVE TO CENSUS COU3NTERPARTS&

Medical 4 DentalComparison to Compari son tfoCensus HAD All CensusIndependent Variables Occupations Veterans

Co st n (329) (329) 06

.4Length of Service After 6 .. 331 * -4120
Retirement Eligibility (56) (56)

2.11 years 2.11 years

Education:

Less than 12 years 6 11873 6 41250 ______________

(4413 ) (4441)

Greater than 15 years n.a. n.a.

Time Since Separation:

0-1 years e -11721 a -41116
(1185) (1185) *. - .-

9% 95 %~*~ ~
2-3 years 0 -2553 a -2061 ... . -

(375) (375). .. --

20% 20%

4 - 6years e.-973 9 -6841
(316) (316)
33% 33%

Tears In Last Grade Less -59 -59 -~

Mean Time In Last Grade (86) (86) U 4W W"~'U
0 0 p

Ra: Black a361C5~~.. ,

(312) (313) ...
25% 25% -

Pay Grade: E-6 and below a ..2030 0 -2123
(3417) (3J47)

30% 30%%

N 180546105%

pnetVariable Mean -2115 -744*5

Mean Census Earnings 241665 29088 ~-

aRegression model with the dependent variable Calculated as the

a. difference between retirees actual earnings (adjusted to 1982

dollars with the SCI) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings %

are based on regression coefficients from Census data for two % r . .:::2:u::'. ) full-tie, Male veterans with earnings greater than
*6000 In the above prfssio, and 2) all full-time, male %4'.* ~*.-

ail 

4

71 %.V~' .~
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Table 31

% BULISTZD NALK RETIREES 1981 POST-sgAVICEtAISNINGSF:;. NILATIVE TO CISUS COUNTIEtPARTS8

Combat Area Mschsnical Other. .

% UompaMisonT to comparison IT Coma-F-&-F to .. -. .

Zadoenen Isiabes All Census All Census All Census .
__________________ Veterans Veterans Vtrn

Constant a -7744 0 -5528 0 -Basil '
(277) (254.) (654) .- '4

Length of Service After 0 -169 -390 -104
Retirement 9ligibility (44) (36) (1a9)

yeas2.4 years 2.5 years 1.7 ij
Education:

Less than 12 years 6 4699 6 5203 0 5106
(273) (221) (951) S
23% 271 23%

Creater than 15 years -4604 n.s. na. 2
(4719)

0.1%%

?ime Sint* Separation:

0 1 years 0 -3436 0 -2547 6614&

9% 9% is%

2 -3 years 0 -672 .35. 1415
(314) (268) (1558) -.-

19% 20% 71 . ~ .

4 6 years -so -7 651%
(263) (229) (1765)

34% 35% 5% .*-

Years In Last Grade Less 6 -220 47 a 600 -
Mean Time in Last Grade (60) (62) (149)N

0 0 0 ,

Race: Black 5 4117 6 6221 0 6823 ...

(253) (213) (875)
271 31% 28% %4. %..-

Pay Grade: 3-6 and Below 0 -1210 0 21 -3164.
W37) (216) (869)
28% 35% 381 % - ~Vq''

22.0933 .1178 .1482

U7191 11677 578 .

Dependent Variable Mean -6711 -4402 -6952

4.Mean Census Sarnings 29086 29088 29086

* a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the 4

difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982
dollars with the ZI), end estimated earnings. Iatimated earnings
are based on regression coefficients from Census data for full- -4.--

time, male veterans with earnings greater than $6.000. .*. :%9. j
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V. AGE-EARNINGS PROFILES

The previous two chapters have contained the
results of our regression analysis of post-service . -
earnings differentials for separatees and retirees. In -- -J -,
this chapter we use those results to construct age-
earnings profiles for some different groups of former
military personnel, to provide some insights into O O O
potential career earnings profiles for individuals who
choose to enter the military and leave at different
points in their careers. -

This chapter presents age-earnings profiles for -_._ --_ ...-_ -
_ _

typical former officers and enlisted personnel as
estimated by a three-stage procedure. In order to
estimate earnings as a function of age, we have to make
several assumptions about the appropriate values to use -.-

for the other explanatory variables in our model. The - .

first stage in the estimation process takes the Census --

sample and estimates earnings as a function of age, *Ov: Ve, V*-
education, and race. For our "typical" officers we ... - -./
assume that the appropriate comparison characteristics
in the Census sample are a college degree for, level of . .......

education and non-black for race. Thus, the Census ..
equation we use for officer age-earnings profiles gives
us an estimate of earnings as a function of age for a
college-educated, non-black male veteran. This
represents the estimate for the mean earnings for non- '-
black, college-educated male veterans in our Census .- - . -

sample, as a function of age. .. -. . -

The second stage in our earnings estimation
procedure is to estimate the difference in earnings
between a male officer from the IRS data set and the
comparably aged and educated Census sample. In this . ,-..

stage of the estimation process we have to choose %
"typical" values for the characteristics that determine
post-service earnings differentials. We first want to -$,-._ .... ,
choose the same characteristics that we have used to
derive a Census age-earnings profile, i.e., college "
degree for education and non-black for race. It should
be noted here that the education variable in the IRS ..... .
data set measures the level of education at the time of,-
separation from the military, not at the time the wage
and salary income was earned. To the extent that
separatees and retirees add to their education after
leaving the service and move into a different education * .--'.'--.-
category, the education variable for the IRS data set -.. "- """"" "44 :

4, 4 , 4.

73...
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understates the actual level of education achieved. .O •

Thus using the level of education as shown on an IRS
.'.' record as the appropriate level for comparison in the .. -

Census sample tends to bias the Census earnings .: -.

N-. actually compared downward from the truly comparable
'.,S (for education level) Census earnings. Thus in our

age-earnings profiles the Census earnings profiles are
biased downward slightly as age increases.

The other characteristics which explain post- - -.

service earnings in our model and need to be chosen are
X.", pay grade, time in grade less mean time in grade, .

- length of service, and time since separation. For our .
typical officer we chose low pay grade for separatees, " .

_.: high pay grade for retirees, and zero for time in grade -

less mean time in grade (i.e., the separatee or retiree
served the mean time in grade for the population in -.

, question). We have presented separate age-earnings N '4t

/JJ profiles for length of service of four, eight, twelve, _-___.___.

sixteen, twenty, twenty-five, and thirty years, and the . O -'--,

time since separation variable has the appropriate ...-

<.P value as age is 0-1, 2-3, 4-6, or greater than 6 years
.-.> greater than the age at separation. The age at . -
- separation is determined by adding the length of -
"- service to the age at entry, which we assumed to be 23

years for the "typical" officer.

For enlisted personnel, the same procedure for .--.-. . . '- .
. non-black male veterans was followed, with the "-• --. : """.

*-.Y following differences: "typical" education level was .:-.V"..
assumed to be a high school degree, and age at entry " "
was assumed to be 19 years. The same caveat applies
about the downward bias of the Census profile due to - . -m.:!

the education level of the IRS data being measured at
separation. 2-~~~~~~Z .%''' ¢' g''-

The third stage in our procedure is to add the ". -"-"-
estimate for the Census earnings (a function of age) to
the estimate for the earnings differential (which is
also a function of age from the time since separation
variable with the entry age assumption) to obtain an , -.

~-: estimate for post-service earnings for the "typical"
officer or enlisted separatee or retiree. The shape of . ..\-.•-,--\..

~ this earnings profile is determined by the shape of the ....

Census profile for ages greater than 6 years after
separation due to the structure of our model, which
assumes no change in earnings differentials beyond this
point as our sample does not contain observations
beyond nine years after separation. .".
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In addition to the estimate for mean Census
earnings, which is shown on our age-earnings profiles,
there is a profile that represents an estimate for the . ..-. ..... .

75th percentile of earnings from the Census sample.
These estimates are derived from data from the Current ..,-

Population S)rvey conducted by the Bureau of the Census
for 1977 'L5 Appendix IV contains an explanation of
the procedure used to obtain this estimate. 0 0 0

The age-earnings profiles also include a profile
for Basic Military Compensation, which was derived '.

using information on base pay for officers and enlisted
personnel by grade and year of service and on force
strength by grade and year of service. Our profile for 0 .
Basic Military Compensation includes base pay, basic
authorization for quarters, basic authorization for
subsistence, and the tax advantage. It does not
include any special and incentive pays. Appendix IV
contains a detailed explanation of the computations for -.

Basic Military Compensation. It should be noted that * . ,• .,
as this earnings profile was derived from the existing
force strength and the distribution of that force
strength for a given length of service among the
different grades, it represents the actual 1982 .-

distribution of education levels, pay grade levels,
entry ages, and time in last grade levels, and not the
"typical" values for these variables used to estimate
post-service earnings.

The last earnings profile on our graphs is the . . ... .
estimated post-service earnings plus retirement pay, .
for officer and enlisted retirees (length of service 20
years or more). Retirement pay was derived from the IF :'- W__
BMC earnings profile described above, using the formula
which assigns retirement pay of 50 percent of the base . ..?.
pay portion of BMC at separation if the retiree leaves ". - :. ." "'.,'
after 20 years of service, and adds 2-1/2 percent of " " -"

base pay per year of service up to a maximum of 75 -

percent of base pay at separation if length of service

is 30 years or more. - ' a

1__.Asreported in Cooper, Op. Cit p. 42-43.
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To summarize, the officer earnings profiles that
follow are for college graduate (at separation), non- ......

°""... black males who entered the service at age 23, and the ."-oL-

enlisted earnings profiles are for high school graduate - - .

(at separation), non-black males who entered the ."" """
s ervice at age 19. Age-earnings profiles for other
groups are contained in Appendix IV.

Career earnings profiles for officers separating•
after 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 25, and 30 years of service are
shown in Figure 7. Earnings profiles for enlisted
personnel who separate after 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 25, and -- "-

•-. 30 years of service are presented in Figure 8.

Figure 7 indicates that immediately upon P 0 0
separation post-service earnings for officers
separating either after 4 or 8 years of service are
somewhat higher than the officer's last BMC. In all of
the other cases (separations after either 12, 16, 20,

,.- 25, or 30 years of service), post-service earnings are
initially lower than the last BMC. The drop-off ranges .
from about $2,500 (12 years of service) to $22,000 (30

"- years of service). However, for retirees (20, 25, or
.'> 30 years of service prior to separation), retirement

pay more than compensates for the drop. Thus, officer
retirees who obtain full-time employment received about
$11,000 more than their last BMC.

Figure 7 also shows how the age-earnings profiles
-.- compare to those of the Census counterparts. Officers

separating after four years begin earning less than the
mean earnings of comparably aged veterans, but quickly
catch up and surpass their Census counterparts.
Officers separating after 8 years start earning more "

.. than the mean earnings of their comparably aged peers,
and continue to do so over the course of their
careers. The post-service earnings for this group of

-. separatees is well above the mean Census profile, and
for a time approaches the 75th percentile. Those .
officers separating after 12 years show a pattern - - .
similar to that of the 4-year separatees. Officer ...

retirees have age-earnings profiles which lie below the
Census mean profile throughout their careers. However,
when retirement pay is added to their post-service
earnings officer retirees are close to or well above

* the 75th percentile.
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Figure 7.
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Figure 8 presents the age-earnings profiles for : 0
enlisted personnel separating at various points in

~.( their military careers. Only for enlisted personnel
'- separating after 4 or 8 years who receive full-time
3' employment does initial post-service earnings exceed
. their last BMC. As was the case for officers, those

-- personnel receiving retirement pay end up initially
receiving more than their last BMC (about $3,000) upon

:N separation from the service.

A different pattern of age-earnings profiles is ..-.-- ..
seen in Figure 8 for enlisted personnel than was seen .....

" for officers. In all cases, except enlisted personnel
separating after 4 years of service, the age-earnings
curve is below the Census mean earnings profile. "
While the career earnings profile of 8-year separatees
is close to the mean, the profiles of all other
separatees are well below the mean Census profile.
Retirement pay makes a large difference for the three t -er.
retiree groups examined. Retirement pay plus post- O O. "
service earnings places the 20 and 25-year retirees
between the mean and 75th percentile, and the 30-year
retiree above the 75th percentile.

Figures 9 through 12 present lifetime earnings ,\- .
profiles for officers and enlisted personnel separating
at 8 and 20 years by military occupation. Officers .-- "-
separating after 8 years are shown in Figure 9. " ..-

'. Initially, post-service earnings are greater than the
<" last BMC for those officers in medical and dental pro- : .-

. fessions, and scientific and engineering military "_-_
-. occupations. Those officers in aviation, combat arms,

and administration and supply services received post-
service earnings at about the same level as their last
BMC. Over their careers, medical and dental officers . ;
have earnings well above the 75th percentile. .
Scientists and engineers have earnings between the mean
and 75th percentile throughout their careers. Those
officers in aviation, combat arms, and administration
begin with earnings lower than their Census veteran
counterparts. Within five years, earnings for these
officers catch up to and surpass the earnings of their ... *......

comparably aged Census veteran counterparts.
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Figure 9

POST SERVICE EARNINGS
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Figure 10 presents the age-earnings profiles of ,
officers separated after 20 years. Looking only at

{. post-service earnings, only medical and dental officers
earn more than their last BMC. However, if retirement
pay of $16,801 is added to post-service earnings, all
occupations receive more than their last BMC upon
separation. Without retirement pay, earnings remain
below those of comparably aged Census counterparts
except for civilians in medical, scientific and
engineering occupations. Physicians and dentists have
career earnings well above the 75th percentile, and

* scientists and engineers have career earnings just - ". .-.

above the mean Census profile. Retirement pay,
however, has a large impact in that post-service . . '
earnings plus retirement pay results in all occupations
having earnings profiles well above the mean Census
profile.N•.

Figure 11 demonstrates that those enlisted ___
"

____-'-___

personnel separating after 8 years who were in M O .
technical occupations or who were electricians,
mechanics, or craftsmen initially received earnings . -.
above their last BMC. The age-earnings profiles for
these two groups are close to the mean Census
profile. Enlisted personnel in the medical and dental,
administrative, and combat arms occupation groups had
lower earnings than their last BMC, and had age-
earnings profiles about $3,000 to $4,000 below the mean
throughout their careers.

Finally, Figure 12 shows that enlisted personnel
separating after 20 years of service initially receive
from $3,500 to $7,000 less than their last BMC '-
depending on their military occupation. In addition,
their age-earnings profiles range from $5,000 to $8,000 *,.. -

N below the Census mean profile. If retirement pay of ,
$8,417 is considered, the age-earnings curves would be ,''-''.-
pushed close to or above the Census mean, again : - * "
depending on the military occupation of the enlisted
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Figure 10 v
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Figure I1I

POST SERVICE EARNINGS
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Figure 12 is.
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Present Discounted Values of Earnings Streams ..

Figures 7 and 8 presented age-earnings profiles * ..

for different lengths of service derived from the
.A results of our regression analysis on post-service

earnings differentials for officers and enlisted
personnel. Another way to look at the implications of

our regression results is to compare present discounted -

values of earnings streams representative of different
lengths of service-lf/ Tables 32-37 show present
discounted values of the earnings streams depicted in
Figures 7 and 8 for discount rates of 10%, 5%, and
3%. These discount rates represent the range of values
chosen by the QRMC for its work. For each discount

,S. rate, present values of future income streams through - - "'
age 65 are calculated at three different points in the
"typical" officer or enlisted career: at 0 years . a.-.'-

' length of service (i.e., before entering military
service), at 4 years length of service (i.e., having -''; ,
completed 4 years of military service), and at 8 years t O . O
length of service (after completing 8 years of military -
service). At each of these career points, the present
discounted value at that point in time is calculated -., . -- -.'.

for possible earnings streams corresponding to ... , -
different lengths of service: 14, 8, 12, 16, 20, 25, _-___'_-_."-._

and 30 years. Also calculated is the present value of
the future mean Census earnings stream (and the 75th
percentile earnings stream) at those three points in .

time. As in the figures presented above, all dollar - % %
amounts are in 1982 dollars. .

For example, in Table 32, potential future
-i: earnings streams for typical officers with a discount

.;*. rate of 10% at. age 27 after 4 years of service are
shown in the center two columns. The 4 year length of
service row shows the present value of expected future
earnings if the officer left immediately after the 4
years (i.e., it does not include military earnings for
the first four years of service, as do the first two

16/ It should be noted that our regression results do

not specifically estimate a stream of earnings for
one individual, but rather estimate the way earn- ..

ings for individuals with certain characteristics -,,.-

vary across different ages. '
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columns). The 8 year length of service row shows the .. 0

present value of expected future earnings if the
officer left after 4 additional years of service (i.e.,
it includes 4 years of BMC between the ages of 27 and
31 and then expected post-service earnings after
separation at age 31). For lengths of service 20, 25,
and 30 years, retirement pay is added to each year's O O 0

~ post-service earnings in the present value calculation -' ---'h-s
for wage and salary income plus retirement pay (the .. -.
other lengths of service have the same present value of
earnings with and without retirement pay). -

The present value calculations presented in these 0
tables provide some additional information about the
age-earnings profiles estimated from our regression
models. At a discount rate of 10%, which represents "
time preference since the earnings streams are .-. ..

calculated in constant dollars, for officers a career ".'.j '.-
length of service of 8 years has a larger present value *,O * l

than each of the alternative lengths of service at each
career point presented. Only the Census 75th l. .
percentile has a higher present value of earnings. .
When we look at the present values for a discount rate -

of 5%, however, which discounts future income less than
a 10% rate, for a typical officer a 30 year career -

length of service has the highest present value -.

(including retirement pay) at each career point,
followed by 25 year and 8 year lengths of service. For .
a discount rate of 3%, 30 and 25 year career lengths of..
service again have the highest present values at each .
career point, and the present value of the 20 year -

length of service career has become larger than that 5 -- Ite
for the 8 year length of service. Thus those officers -'
with higher time preference will tend to value the
career monetary earnings of an 8 year career length of
service the highest, while the longer (30, 25, 20 year)
career lengths of service will have monetary career
earnings values highest for those officers with less
strong time preferences. ....... -.

For enlisted personnel, at all three career points 'e,. .. ,
and for each of the three discount rates presented, a .

four year career length of service has a higher present
value of earnings than each of the career length
alternatives. Again, only the Census 75th percentile
has a higher present value. Only after 8 years of ° .
service, when it is no longer possible to leave after 4 ... .. ...:....:.......
years, does a career length of 30 years (and 25 and 20
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as well) have a higher present value of earnings, even 4
for the 3% discount rate. Thus financial incentives
appear strong for enlisted personnel to separate after:..
J4 years of service, even including retirement pay and -. . . C-

even if their time preference is very weak (i.e., at a . .\

* 3% discount rate).________

The present discounted values of earnings on ~'*~
Tables 32-37, like the age-earnings profiles on Figures *

. ~7-12, are based on. our regression results, which are -~

S based on cross-sectional data. Thus, cohort and period
S effects may be present. As indicated in Appendix VII,

this may bias the type of longitudinal implications
that the above analysis implies. In particular, it may 4

* tend to bias the estimates of the earnings differential
S upward for officer separatees. The next chapter
? addresses some of these issues relating to longitudinal
'. analysis with the IRS/SSA data sets.
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VI. LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS -

The previous chapters have focused on a cross- - - .' -
sectional analysis of the IRS data base. We turn nowto a longitudinal analysis of the SSA data base. Using
earnings reported to the SSA for the same sample of _"_-'-_'.'--.-_

military personnel leaving military service between ' lo t
1972 and 1980, the distribution of earnings over time ..-. -
for each of the year-of-separation cohorts was exam- .
ined. The analysis of the IRS data base described in ., 2,
Chapters III-V is based on cross-sectional analysis of - -...-.1

post-service earnings for the year 1981, so that find-
ings of the existence or lack of transition effects in
particular may be biased by the distribution of
individuals among year-of-separation cohorts. To the - --
extent that individuals who left the service in 1972 -. ° -
and 1980 faced different labor market conditions upon ..
separation, or had different individual characteristics
(including preferences) for which we were unable to "- -- -
control, the estimates of transition effects will be
affected by the different post-service earnings' his-
tories of different year of separation cohorts.

The SSA data set is a potentially rich source of . ... ----- r....
information which could be used to examine the transi- -
tion effects on individual cohorts through time. The
SSA data set could also be used to analyze occupational
groups of officers and enlisted personnel. A careful -
approach to the technical problems created by the ..-.. *.. .

truncation of the distribution of earnings at the .
Social Security maximum for each year would need to be -..-
developed. Unfortunately, given the time frame of the
study, this work could not be carried out. .. ....

In order to gain an understanding of the nature of '- --c'"---
these cohort effects, we used the SSA data set to track "
the distribution of earnings over time for each of the -..
year of separation cohorts. Tables 38-41 show the _,,_,_ _

overall results. The tables show for each cohort the =7; .
percent of full-time workers in each year with wage and .
salary income for that year greater than or equal to- .. '"
$21,297, the Social Security maximum for 1973 expressed .
in 1982 dollars. The 1973 maximum was chosen because .
it is the lowest cutoff level in 1982 dollars for the
period 1973-1981. By choosing the lowest SSA cutoff,
we eliminate misleading results due to higher incomes
being truncated to a lower SSA cutoff than the level .
chosen for our longitudinal analysis. For each group -,-V.-.. <...-............

.....; , .. " -.- ": :.-..- ,
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.-* ~ * .... . ... 1
(male officer separatees and retirees, and male enlist- 9

, ed separatees and retirees), the percent of full-time
y workers with incomes over the 1973 SSA maximum increas-

es as the time since -separation increases. This seems
to indicate that in broad terms, at least, longitudinal
analysis may indicate evidence of a transition effect. .'

Appendix VIII contains further longitudinal distribu-
tions of income by length of service and education, and
this finding is borne out by those results as well. 44..

The diagonal entries of Tables 38-4 1 illustrate the. .'

cohort effect, and perhaps explain why our cross-
sectional regression analysis did not find a stronger J

transition effect for some groups. The diagonal repre-
sents the distribution percentage by year of separation .

cohort for the first full year of earnings. Except for *.....

enlisted separatees, the more recent cohorts have a
higher percentage of full-time workers with income at
or above the 1973 maximum than the earlier cohorts.
Since our analysis for 1981 earnings would have more 0!
recent cohorts representing those separatees with a
shorter time in the civilian labor force, this would '

tend to blunt the effect of time since separation on
earnings, reducing the estimate of a transition effect.

The continued building on the IRS data set with
.~additional years of income data should provide valuable

information to better estimate the transition effect. 4 .
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TABLE 380 0 0

IMMI NINAL DISTRIMMION OF EARKMG .

OFICER HALE SEPARAEE WOWING FULL TIME -

FPtCDI WM~ EARNING AT Olt ABOVE 1973 SSA HAXDM *' -

Year of Earnirgs 0 0

Year of
Sepi-tin 173 1911 97 176 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 *~

19262 68 7 75 78 80 81 83 83

1973 62 66 70 741 79 80 81 820 0

*97166 68 73 77 79 82 83 *'

1975 59 641 69 73 77 79 ,'

1976 67 72 76 81 83 p

1977 68 75 79 81 ket. - ve

1978 7 8 8

1979 75 79

1980 7 .'

% - % %
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TARLE 39 ~.
* -~~~ LONGIMMNA DISRIUTON Or EARNINGS

OFFICER M= EMTIRME WORKING FUL TD4E
FDSfl WITH EARNING AT ORt ABOVE 1973 WSA MAXDMI

Year of larnirgs

Tow of
3speratlon 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 197b 1979 1980 1901

1972 55 62 63 65 65 67 60 b60 6w .

1973 60 62 64 66 69 66 69 70 .6 0
1974 ~ 60 60 63 65 67 b9 69

1975 57 61 65 65 68 69

1976 57 63 66 66 7U

1977 62 66 70 71 -

1978 bb 71 73 .-

1979 72 7J4

1980 73 :% '.%
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TABLE 460 0 0

- W~~LTN DINAL DISTRXUIYON OF EAMRNGS
DUISTED MALE EPARATEES WOMUING nU MDe

MCENT WInh EARRIJIG AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA KAXDIN4.. *

Tear of Earningsp

Year of
Separation 1973 19746 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1972 27 35 314 37 460 43 466 46 *6 ,-,

1973 27 29 33 35 38 *62 462 1*3 0

197*6 23 27 30 35 38 38 39 ..

19520 26 32 36 38 38 .

(n 1976 22 29 346 35 36

1977 25 31 34* 35 pp

1978 28 33 346

1979 26 3
-S30

1980 23

we ON",w......

s .. % %

5- % ,



TABLE 41 I 0
LAI~rMIINAL DISTRIBUTON OF EARNINGS
NLISTED MALE R ES WORKING FULL T3lE -..

MEWF Wn%1 EARNINGLS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA MAXDIAl

Year of Earnirgs

loar of
3eparation 1973 1971 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1972 20 28 29 32 35 36 39 39 40

1973 23 26 30 33 3b 37 39 4100 0
19741 21 27 31 314 37 9 410

1975 19 26 32 36 39 11

1976 23 31 35 36 410 _________

197725 33 38 4

197d 2b 36 39

1979 30

1980 3

4 a
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 0o.0

The analysis in this report has provided, for the
first time, comparable analysis of post-service earn- "
ings differentials for military separatees and retire- .- '

es. The examination of post-service earnings over the
entire spectrum of career lengths is an important link

.. in developing a firmer understanding of the financial
incentives affecting the career choices of members of ..
the Armed Forces. . ......

The findings drawn from this report must be tem-

pered by an understanding of four limitations of the .- -..-......-...
IRS data bases used in the analysis. First, the data
includes individuals leaving military service between . . . . .-.

1972 and 1980; therefore the longest time since separa-
tion is nine years. As a result the data cannot shed
light on retirees' and separatees' civilian careers .
past their ninth year in the civilian work force. ."
Second, the data for some attributes such as age and
education reflect cell averages rather than individual

•L: specific attributes. The use of cell averages reduces .
the efficiency of the parameter estimates and increases ,

S! estimate variances. In addition, the overall number of
cells constrained the level of detail contained in the iW UWF,
variables. Third, the occupational crosswalk between ,. .
the IRS and Census data bases matches individuals from - . .
the Census based on their current occupation to retir- ..
ees and separatees based on the occupations in which " : " "
they worked while in military service. Earnings dif- .''..'..-..
ferentials reported for an occupation may then reflect
either a voluntary or an involuntary choice to switch
to a lower-paying occupation, as well as differentials "
between individuals in the same occupation. Fourth,
the IRS data set contains information on an individu-
al's level of education at the time of separation or
retirement from the military service, not at the time
the wage and salary income was earned. No attempt has * - -7.
been made to analyze the effects of Veterans Adminis- A J
tration benefits for education, which serve to increase
the educational levels of early separatees. Depending . %
on the extent to which separatees and retirees have
received further education, the imputed Census earnings
are biased downwards (because actual education levels
would be higher than those recorded in the IRS data - yY .- '-
set). The size of the potential bias cannot be deter- -".
mined without information about the additional educa- - -
tion received after separation or retirement.
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While the limitations of the IRS data base con-
strain the analysis presented in this report, the limi-

• tations are not insurmountable. First, updating the
IRS data base will strengthen longitudinal analysis.
Second, improved information about retirees' and sep-
aratees' current occupation and education levels would
address two other limitations. Data on the Veterans

- Administration benefits by cell are available on the
IRS/SSA data tapes. Only the need to employ cell aver- ... ., .,

. ages to protect individuals' privacy appears to be dif-
ficult to overcome. Notwithstanding the above limi- - ...'.'- -

tations, the analysis in this report supports several
important findings. .... ..

Overall, officer separatees who separate prior to
the 16th year of service earn more in the private sec-
tor than the mean of their Census veteran peers. The ..-

private sector earnings for enlisted separatees with . .
greater than four years of service is less than the -. '." ',.
mean of their Census veterans peers. Both officer and ' O .
enlisted retirees earn less in the private sector than
their Census counterparts. The difference is much more ..-
significant for male enlisted retirees. When a mili-
tary retiree's retirement benefit is taken into consi- c -." %' .. N .'.%

deration the overall earnings picture significantly J...
improves. This observation must be coupled with the

' fact that those reaching a career length of 20 or more . .
2. years have been subjected to a continuous quality ..-4' screening to weed out poor performers. '

The differences ,etween retirees and separatees can .

have an important effect on retention behavior and ._.. -
illustrates the need to analyze both retiree and sep- ""
aratee post-service earnings. To the extent that sep-
aratees working •full time fare better than full-time

4 .' retirees in their post-service careers, current offi- -

cers and enlisted personnel face financial incentives
to choose shorter military careers and enter the civil-

ian workforce to increase their post-service earnings
potential. Many other factors affect these financial -' .. ,-
incentives; e.g., the nature of the military retirement
system clearly has an important effect on the decision
to separate or remain to retirement. .
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Another important finding is that officer separa-
tees and enlisted retirees go through a significant
transition period where their earnings are signifi-.

... cantly less than those of their Census veteran peers.
For both groups the transition period is about seven to .: .- ... %

nine years -- earnings continue to rise relative to -'-.

civilian counterparts through the longest period of
time since separation in our sample, nine years.

The occupation-specific regressions showed striking - . -
differences between retirees and separatees in differ-
ent occupations. In general, those with timely and

\ relevant skills fared better in their post-service
careers. Scientists, engineers, physicians and den- 0
tists earned much more, on average, than all Census ....- .
veterans, and overall, earned about the same as Census

,' veterans in comparable occupations. Individuals retir-
-- , ing or separating with less timely skills fared worse ,
,m-* than civilians in the same occupation. For example,

retired aviators earned less than all Census veterans ' .. ..
and much less than Census aviators; however, aviators
who separated earlier in their military careers fared ,..
much better in their post-service employment. While

*£' the skills of both groups of aviators may be similar,
.. the retirees appear either to have greater difficulty --.-

finding jobs in aviation comparable to those they held -

in the military, or to choose lower paying jobs in avi- . ..

. ation or in other occupations.

The analysis of the IRS data base has provided
4 important insights into the factors affecting the post-

service earnings differentials of military separatees
and retirees. These insights, together with analysis .-...-- ,--.
of individuals' perceptions of post-service earnings,
can aid the understanding of retention behavior. - .- , --

6 1

; ,. ..'.:',-' -.-,

* . .. .. % -
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APPENDIX I: CREATION Of THE IRS/SSA DATA FILES

I. Introduction
The Post-Service Earnings History File was created

from data in the files of the Social Security
Administration (SSA), the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS), and the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) in .. :....

"... order to form the basis for an assessment of the post- .:

service earnings of military personnel. Because the
,,.-. file contains earnings data over a number of years for
<"-." a large sample of individuals, its usefulness will - '  '

• ,a. extend far beyond the purposes of the QRMC; in
cooperation with the IRS, DMDC will continue to O 0

supplement and maintain this file. Currently, the file
consists of two files, with data from SSA and IRS
records respectively. At some future date, these files

nwill be merged, and information on additional years'- earnings of the sample members will be added as it -","'--"":

becomes available from IRS. Occupational data may also ' * O, -
be available in the future. Further, the file will be. . ...

-. supplemented with samples drawn from DMDC's annual
separation files in later years.

, II. Sample Screening, Stratification and Selection from , /. .

DMDC Separation Files
The first step in constructing the Post-Service -. *,-

Earnings History Files was to draw a sample from DMDC
separation files. The following describes the universe
from which the sample was drawn and the techniques used
to construct the sample. .

1. Screening

The DMDC Separation Files contain records on some

6.7 million enlisted personnel and 468,000 officers who -
have separated from the military since 1972. Records
from these files were sampled and merged with earnings .
data from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and Social
Security Administration (SSA) in order to provide a
source of data for the analysis of post-service

,'N earnings of military personnel.

The DMDC Separation Files are organized with one .......... .......
record for each separation from the Service; thus a

-. q given individual may appear several times if he or she
had discontinuous service in the military. The YV--\* .- ,.-.

'. frequency of multiple separations is shown by the .
following table.

APPENDIX Q -
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2. Sample Stratification

The remaining 2,320,446 enlisted personnel and
255,284 officers were arranged in cells according to
their values of the following variables: service (4 " " '"
categories), sex and race (3 categories), pay grade .... -
(low and high: 2 categories), education (2), year of
separation (9), length of service (16), and occupation I 0 ' q
category (6). This results in a possible total of

.-'" 41,472 cells each for officers and enlisted; however, :.- -
most of these cells were empty.

These cells form the basis for the sample ..-

selection. The following table shows the number of I, . "
cells for various cell populations.-"

Of fic ers Enlisted
Cell No. of Total No. of Total .-...-.-.-.Population Cells Population Cells Population _......_____,_=__-

0 30,299 0 26,827 0 I "
,. 1,2 4,053 5,278 4,264 5,680

3-10 3,388 18,914 3,734 20,292
11-20 1,348 19,963 1,508 22,281
21-25 392 8,949 457 10,460

2b+ 1,992 202,180 4,682 2,261,733 .-......
Total 41,472 255,284 41,472 2,320,446 .. .

Records were selected from these cells using the 1 .
-. following method: everyone (officers and enlisted) was
s.-o selected from cells of size 3 to 25 (and for reasons of .-
_ confidentiality and cost none from cells of size 1 or

;e). Then, from cells of size 26 or higher, 25 records
were randomly selected. This results in the following
sample sizes:

Officers Enlisted

F irom cells 3-25 47,826 53,033. From cells 26+ 49,800 (25 x 1992) 117,050 .

(25 x 468b2) I: .@--' .,\ ,

Total 97,626 170,083 • .-

~%
Total officers and enlisted: 267,709 . .•'.4 .

0. %". . - . - , % %
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3. Random Sampling Procedure 0 * * .

For cells of size 25 or less, no random sampling
s was done; those in cells of size 1 or 2 were dropped,

and all records in cells of sizes 3 to 25 were
selected.

For a cell of size 26 or more, where N is the cell p O
size, K =25/N is the sampling frequency. For each
cell, a random number between 1 and K was drawn, and
the corresponding record for that cell (the Rth record
to appear in the cell, where R is the random draw) was
selected. Then every Kth record in that cell was -- "..-".•
selected. Records on the separation file are arranged P 0 0 74
in order of Social Security number; this systematic
random sampling procedure is widely used for such
files.

".Soo ' -.- . . -

III. File Contents

The Post-Service History Earnings File contains 'J
three types of data, taken from three sources of
administrative records. For each individual we first
have a group of variables which simultaneously describe
the individual and define the cell structure of the '..-.

file. These variables, derived from the DMDC Separatee
File ("Loss File"), include: Branch of Service, Years
of Service, Education, Grade Level, Year of Separation -
from the Service (1972-1980), and Military Occupation ,
Category. Each of the variables is categorical; - - -.

jointly, their values can be combined in 82,944 ways. ,..-°-.---..,
Each of these possible combinations (e.g., Army
veterans of five years service, less than a high school W';
education, pay grade E6 or below, separated in 1974, . -- -- ,*.., ;
with an occupation in the combat arms) defines a cell. ... -...

Files containing these variables, together with
Social Security Numbers, were sent to SSA and IRS to . '
obtain the second group of variables, the annual
reported income for each individual. Those agencies
matched the income data to the file using the Social~ .--, -.-

4 ecurity Number, which was then removed before the .-..-
merged data were returned to DMDC. ...-.

Data from the Social Security Administration
included reported W-2 earnings up to the Social
Security reporting ceiling for years 1973 to 1981. --.• .. ...... ........ < .. •.. .

: . . . .. .- .. .
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Also, only earnings from Social Security covered .'~ ~

employment were reported. From IRS, W-2 earnings were
reported up to a confidentiality ceiling of $150,000,

' but only for years 1979-1981. In both cases, earnings
were only reported for an individual beginning with the
year following his or her separation from the Service.

Finally, each record carries a group of cell-
specific aggregate variables. The cell-structure
variables are common to all observations in that -

. cell. But these variables describe the cell rather*.-.-.. ,

.. than the individual and represent "measurement with
S error" when applied at the individual level of_______

observation. These variables include the percent0 0 0
,~distributions of the cell for AFQT category and pay

grade, mean AFQT score, mean age and education at last '-4

separation, the longest, shortest, and median time in
* grade, and the sampling fraction for the cell. Where
., sampling was done (cells of size 25 or greater) these .-. .* *

aggregate variables refer to the sample and not to the *
cell population from which it was drawn.

' 
%

*~%
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APPENDIX II: CREATION OF ANALYSIS FILES I. O.

This appendix describes the process by which the
analysis files (SAS data sets) were created for the
four groups used in the analysis. The four groups are:

male officer separatees,
* male officer retirees,

male enlisted separatees,
* male enlisted retirees.

The main steps in the process were: .

"Raw" data tape was read and desired variables I O
were put into two SAS data sets (one for.-'. -

officers and one for enlisted personnel); .- "

additional variables were generated from the .. . .-
"basic" variables. These analytic variables are
not group-specific, i.e., these variables are
created in an identical manner for each of the -.-
two groups; * .

• .. % .*.. *.Z

both the officer and enlisted data files were
"split" into separatees and retirees thus --.
forming files for the four groups identified
above;

group-specific variables were created in each of
the four files.

A more complete description of the formation of '"

the analysis files follows. 1:. .. .

The initial stage in the analysis-file creation
process involved reading the "raw" data tape and
creating of SAS data sets for officers and enlisted
personnel. The following variables were read from the - -

"raw" data tape: .

(1) Service category
(2) Race/Sex category " ' .

(3) Length of service category ".-'" -
(4) Education/grade level category
(5) Year of Separation category __

(6) Military occupation category .--
(7) 1979 W-2 wage earnings ,:-'.-.-. .

(8) 1980 W-2 wage earnings ..

(9) 1981 W-2 wage earnings

APPENDIX Q % N
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(10) Mean age at last separation (cell average) _ .4
(11) Mean education at last separation (cell

average)
(12) Median time in grade (cell median) . .

The second stage generates variables which are not %. .. --
group specific:

(1) Three education variables were created from
the mean education at last separation. The variables .

were education less than 12 years, education greater .

than or equal to 12 and less than or equal to 15 years,
and education, greater than 15 years.

(2) A categorical variable for black males was
created from the race/sex category. ....-. ',. -.

(3) Median time in grade was converted from months
to years. -_"______._.___-

The officer and enlisted files were next segmented
into separatee and retiree subgroups, and observations
with an unrealistic mean age (such as less than 18) at . .
last separation were dropped:

(1) The following groups were formed:

Officers Enlisted . " " "
male separatees male separatees
male retirees male retirees *.

Separatees were defined as those individuals with
at least two but no more than 19 years of service
(length-of-service category less than 10). Retirees
were defined as- those with 20 or greater years of " -
service (length-of-service category greater than 9). . ..

(2) Separatee observations with mean age at last
separation less than 18, and retiree observations with
mean age at last separation less than 37 were dropped. ,.

The next stage of the analysis-file generation
process involves creating a number of group-specific
variables:

ical(1) Length of service was recoded from a categor- -- ,
ical variable of the year of service in which . -

separation occurred to the number of years of service *.

completed or number of completed years since retirement - .
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eligibility in service. In the separatee files, the
recoding was:

V. Category Number of Years

1 (LOS 3 & 4) 2.5
2 (LOS 5) 4.0

* 3 (LOS 6 & 7) 5.5
4 (LOS 8 & 9) 7.5 O O
5 (LOS 10 & 11) 9.5
6 (LOS 12 & 13) 11.5
7 (LOS 14 & 15) 13.5
8 (LOS 16 & 17) 15.5
9 (LOS 18, 19 & 20) 18.0 . .- -

For retirees, the recoding scheme was: ... :.....

Number of Years
Since Retirement

Category Eligibility -'.
10 (LOS 21) 0.0 r O .
11 (LOS 22) 1.0 ~ .

12 (LOS 23) 2.0 '

13 (LOS 24 & 25) 3.5 .
14 (LOS 26 & 27) 5.5
15 (LOS 28,29,& 30) 8.0 ...
16 (LOS 31 +) 10.0

Thus, for retirees the variable created was the . . .....
time in service following retirement eligibility.

(2) The time since separation was derived from the """. "
year of separation variable. For the regression - """
analysis this calculation differed depending on the
wage earnings variable being used (1979, 1980, or.. ...
1981). Earnings observations for the first complete .

year and subsequent years after separation were used
(e.g. if years of separation was 1979 then only 1980
and 1981 earnings were used in the analysis). -

(3) Age and age squared were derived from the time ' -%
since separation. Age equals the mean age at last ,
separation plus the time since separation.

(4) A time since separation categorical variable
was derived from the time since separation. Thus,
creation of this variable involved recoding the time
since separation into four classes:
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7-1 r:; -~~ .. , .. ,- -. .• ..- wo •i1••
Time Since Separation Time Since Separation , .

(Years) Categorical I
2-3 2•4 -6 3 " " " ". . "

7-9 4

When the time since separation is defined as a
categorical variable in the SAS GLM procedure, this
variable enters the regression equation as three
dummies with the class associated with 7-9 years since
separation being the control group (omitted category).

(5) A pay grade dummy was created from the
education/grade level variable. -"- .-.

For officer separatees, the recoding is:

Education/Grade Level y- ... -
Category Pay Grade

5 (LT Masters, 0-4 & Below) 0
6 (LT Masters, 0-5 & Above) I

(GE Masters, 0-4 & Below) 0
8 (GE Masters, 0-5 & Above) I .... __.........

Thus 0-4 and below is used as the control group. .-

For officer retirees, the recoding is:

Education/Grade Level -.

Category Pay Grade

5 (LT Masters, 0-4 & Below) 1 '.=-..
6 (LT Masters, 0-5 & Above) 0
7 (GE Masters, 0-4 & Below) I
8 (GE Masters, 0-5 & Above) 0, __-

Consequently, 0-5 and above was the control group.
For enlisted separatees, the recoding was:

',
•  
-. '@- . .. .-

Education/Grade Level
Category Pay Grade

I (LT High School, E-6 & Below) 0 '----,
2 (LT High School, E-7 & Above) 1
3 (GE High School, E-6 & Below) 0.-
4 (GE High School, E-7 & Above) 1 . .*L..
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Thus E.-6 and below was the control group. -0 .

Finally, for enlisted retirees, the recoding was:

Education/Grade Level
Category Pay Grade

1 (LT High School, E-6 & Below) 1 -W lo
2 (LT High School, E-7 & Above) 0 ,a

3 (GE High School, E-6 & Below) 1 .. ~
4 (GE High School, E-7 & Above) 0

Consequently, E-7 and above was defined as the________
control group.

(6) For officer and enlisted separatees, a spline
technique was used to form a set of length of service
variables:

Length of Service ,
Years Served LOS 5 LOS 9 LOS 13 LOS 17 ..

-. a-.-aa'a%7

20 0 0 0 --

2 0 0
3 0 0

12 0 4 0 0
13 4 0 1 0 r.V
14 2 0 2 0 ~a..

89 1 4 0 3 0
16 4 1 4 0

17 4 4 0 1

18 4 4 2 20

19 4 4 4 3
*20 4 4 4 4

N.-.

% % % -

40.-@
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This specification allows the different effects of
different career lengths' spline variables to be added
together. Thus, the earnings of an officer leaving
after an eight year career would be reduced or
increased (depending on the sign of coefficient) by

, four times the LOS5 coefficient. For an officer %
leaving after a nine-year career, the differential - " " "
would be altered (depending on the coefficients' signs)
by four times the LOS5 coefficient plus one times the
LOS9 coefficient. This specification constrains the
effects of the LOS variables on the earnings differen- ......
tial to be equal at the end points of each LOS cate- -
gory, thus forming a smooth curve.

(7) Adjusted full-time earnings were derived from
the wage earnings variable. This derivation first . ..
recoded any outlying values of earnings. Earnings less
than $500 were recoded to 0. The earnings value was
then adjusted to 1982 dollars using the appropriate _-.__-.',

Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment Cost Index (ECI) - .,
factor:

".. -N %. -.
Year ECI Factor

1981 1.071.. . .,.% ..

1980 1.179
1979 1.279 ,-,--. .. " -

Based on information provided by DMDC, full-time

equivalent earnings were estimated. The adjustment
ratios applied to the ECI-adjusted earnings are: .,.... ..

Officer Separatees 1.75159 - .03208 * AGE + .00035483 * AGE2
Officer Retirees 1.16973
Enlisted Separatees" 2.28539 .05351 * AGE + .000581249* AGE2  % .'-." ,

Enlisted Retirees 1.16973 .-.

These ratios were derived from regressions on age .'.
of the ratio of average earnings for full-time veterans
to average earnings for all veterans in the Census ...- .
sample... . .. I

In order to further select only full-time workers, .s...,,'S.,.. ,
observations were dropped if the adjusted full-time N N
earnings were less than $6,000. _______________

440
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(8) Finally, the difference between adjusted full- O O
time earnings and estimated earnings was calculated. -.

Differences were calculated based on a number of Census - -
counterpart groups. Appendix III describes the Census -.-.-...

equations used to calculate estimated earnings.

A final variable was added to the data set once
the me-a-n value for time in last grade was determined. [.-.
This variable is the difference between actual time in % ..

last grade and the median time in last grade for the
group in which the observation falls. This variable,

-, like the age and education variables, provides informa-
tion about the average for the cell population and thus
tends to lessen the effect of these variables for the . .

individual observation.

The creation of the SSA analysis files was similar
to the process described above for the IRS analysis
files. The major difference is that wage earnings data
for the period 1973-1981 were available on the SSA I- ... .

tape. The ECI factors for the additional earnings -
years are: .- ' -

Year ECI Factor -

1978 1.378
1977 1.487 ' '
1976 1.589,. ."
1975 1.701 " * *%" * _
19714 1 .85'4

1973 1.972

Tables 11-1 and 11-2 contain the distribution of .-,

the IRS (1981 earnings) and Census samples in the ., ,...,,
different categories for which average earnings are '
reported in Tables 5-8 in Chapter II. y. ,

• . " . -. % Io o
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APPENDIX III: CENSUS DATA SETS 0 * .. 4

The source and make-up of the Census data sets was
described in the body of the report. This appendix
describes the subgroups drawn from the Census data and - ....'--.-. .
the equations used to calculate the difference between • O .*
actual retiree and separatee earnings and their imputed .

earnings.

The regressions presented in the report and the
4. appendices are based on comparisons between full-time

workers earning more than $6,000. Hence, full-time
workers earning more than $6,000 were drawn from the . 0
Census. The Census comparison group was further ......

restricted to veterans to ensure comparability with the
retired or separated military personnel. However, in
Appendix VII, equations based on veterans and non-
veterans are presented and compared with the results __'-________-.---
discussed in the report. .O ....

The following equations were used to create the
post-service earnings differentials, used as the
dependent variables in the regressions. The equations - ...... ..-.

subtract the imputed earnings (based on the Census
regressions) from the actual earnings adjusted to 1982
dollars with the Employment Cost Index (ECI). .....

Differential (male veterans from Census) = 1.071 * .
1981 earnings - [1.279 * (-5516.103 + 1471.896 * AGE -

14.265 * AGE2 -4023.693 BLACK - 12284.598 * EDLT12 _
8510.971 * ED1215)]. VIP&

Differential (all males from Census) 1.071 * " .. "" ""
1981 earnings - [1.279 * (-3575.390 + 1332.602 * AGE-
12.923 * AGE2 -3101.048 BLACK - 11163.586 * EDLT12 ".-
6875.967 * ED1215)]. .-........ .-

Differential (male non-veterans from Census)
a 1.071 * 1981 earnings - [1.279 * (-5 367 .5 4 3 + 1403.813"- - -- -

• AGE - 14.286 * AGE2 - 3466.655 * BLACK - 10117.103 * . ...-
EDLT12 - 5614.550 * ED1215)].

. 4.-- '

.; , -.... .---,:'; ;.
'. ".2- -,' ,,- 

.  
- ',.
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Where:

AGE =age,
AGE2 =age squared,
BLACK =black,
EDLT12 = less than 12 years of education,
ED1215 =between 12 and 15 years of education

inclusive,
1.071 =ECI to convert 1981 earnings to 1982

* dollars,
1.279 =ECI to convert 1979 Census earnings t o

1982 dollars.

In addition, a number of differentials were esti- 6 0 0
mated based on occupational categories. Individuals in
officer or enlisted- like occupations were selected
from the Census data base to form appropriate corn-

*parison groups. Thus retirees or separatees could be
compared to veterans in occupations similar to those
the former military personnel were employed in while in g g .

'S military service.

The following equations were used to calculate the
1981 post-service earnings differentials for '

'Soccupations. See Chapter IV for a discussion of the
occupation matching process. The equations are based
on Census male veterans working full time and earning

*greater than $b,000. EARNECI equals the 1981 ECI
inflator times 1981 earnings.- *

knlisted Occupations:

Differential (male veterans - electronics, *~W'"
communications, intelligence) .'-.

EARI*C1-1.279 *(-929J4.97b + 1490.683 * AGE -114.893 * AGE2-
19573 LC -6886344 *EDLT12 - 4215.266 * ED1215); .

4'. Differential (male veterans - medical & dental) *

=EAI*4ECI -1.279 *(-10106.308 + 1455.863 * AGE

-114.766 * AGE2 -21314.033 * BLACK '...'-

- -10859.160 a ELT12 - 6595.389 aED1215);

7. %.
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Differential (male veterans -administration) 0 0

=EARNi6CI -1.279 * (-8690.858 +* 1575.252 * AGE -15.299 'AGE2

-3921.564 * BLACK -13871.339 *EDLT12 -10~447.789 *ED1215);

Officer Occupations:

Differential (male veterans -aviation) .

-. 4= EAHNrCl -1.279 *(-100371.000 + 5859.118 AGE -56.010 £AGE2. -
* -13407.667 * BLACK - 14041.732 *EDLT12 -6128.2439 *ED1215);

Differential (male veterans -scientists & engineering)

= EAJINECI -1.279 * (-12370.091 + 16624.306 * AGE -15.442 * AGE2 ~.*
-26146.509 * BLACK -9202.925 *EDL.T'2 - 60141.282 ED1215);

Differential (male veterans - administration)

= AhNEkCl -1.279 *(-6233.^224 + 1469.985 * AGE -13.779*
AUzE2 - 4542.020 *BLACK -91498-344 * EDLT12 - 58514.0249

* LD12 15);

Differential (male veterans - medical & dental) % .

= EARNEU. -1.279 *(-2420246.1148 + 3959.082 *AGE -39.846 IAGE2 .- 4...

-3858.240 *BLACK -301 18. 121 *EDLT12 -29377.761 *ED1215);r.

1191
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APPENDIX IV: AGE - EARNINGS PLOTS I 0

This appendix contains a description of our
estimate of the 75th percentile of the Census earnings
and the computation of the Basic Military Compensation

", used in the age-earnings profiles. Also included are
additional age-earnings profiles based on the 0 •
regression results presented in the body of the report.

The estimate for the 75th percentile was calcu-
lated using the following procedure. Using the 75th . -. "
and 50th percentiles as calculated from the 1977
Current Population Survey and reported in Cooper's
earlier study', the ratio of the 75th percentile earn-
ings to the 50th percei.tile earnings was estimated for
officer and enlisted personnel civilian comparison-. - .
groups (different education levels). The ratios used, ..:... . [ .
given below, were a constant for the enlisted personnel ..--(high school graduates) and an increasing linear ,,.. '-s

function of age for the officer comparison group
(college graduates):

Ratio for enlisted personnel 1.25 '
Ratio for officers = 1.20 + .006 (Age- 25) '"-¢: ..-

These ratios were then used to inflate the mean Census
earnings from our sample. The estimate for the 75th
percentile derived in the above fashion is presented
for rough comparison purposes only and is not used in
any of the analytical work or regressions presented in .

this report. . . -" . . ". '" . ". '.

The Basic Military Compensation (BMC) and the
retirement pay were calculated using the following
procedure. Service strength by length of service (LOS)
and pay grade for officers and enlisted personnel was
combined with base pay per month, basic allowance for ., .
quarters (BAQ), basic allowance for subsistence (BAS),
and the tax advantage by LOS and pay grade, to get a --
weighted average BMC for fiscal 1982 for each year of
service. Thus for each LOS, the sum of 1982 yearly
base pay, BAQ, BAS, and tax advantage for each grade

/- Cooper, R., op. Cit., pp. 40-4 3 . These
percentiles were derived.

5,. .". - .%. .. . •
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was multiplied by the 1982 force strength from all four "
services in that grade, and the sum for all pay grades
was divided by the total force strength for that LOS,
giving for each LOS a weighted average BMC. Thus the
BMC used in our profiles reflects the actual distri- -
bution of experience and pay grades within the military
for the fiscal year 1982, and has not had personal
characteristics (such as education) directly controlled
for.

- "-- ,. -... -.- %

The retirement pay was calculated in the same way, ...

using a weighted (by strength and grade) average of
yearly base pay to get base pay by LOS. Then the
formula given in the text was used, where retirement . •
pay equals base pay (per year) times LOS times .025 for
LOS greater than 20 years, with a maximum of 75% of

, . base pay at separation.

The plots presented below are based on the same "
regression results as the profiles in the body of the ' "*' .,

* ~.paper. That is, earnings for non-black (except where
noted), high school (enlisted) or college (officer)
educated (except where noted) retirees and separatees
working full time and earning more than $6,000 are
plotted against age. Also plotted are basic military
compensation (BMC), civilian earnings for the mean and
75th percentile, and for retirees, earnings plus re- .,. .

tirement pay. ,- .. . -' -. -* .

Officer Plots .-. ' ,

The following plots of officer post-service -
earnings are included: .

1) Officers with college degrees
separated after 14 years

2) Officers with college degrees.... .. ..-
separated after 8 years- ..-

34) Officers with college degrees -

separated after 16 years I. - .-

5) Officers with college degrees -.

separated after 20 years
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6) Officers with college degrees I 0 •
separated after 25 years

7) Officers with college degrees
separated after 30 years

8) Officers with college degrees •
separated after 4, 8, 12, and
16 years overlaid " -

9) Officers with college degrees
separated after 20, 25, and 30
years overlaid

10) Officers with college degrees retired ...-- *-.-*..-

after 20 years compared to separatees

. ' . -. . -. "

This plot shows the earnings curve (PSESEP) .

estimated by using the characteristics of a retiree (20 "
years LOS) in the separatee regression. The pay grade
effect is calculated from the retiree, rather than the .- _
separatee, equation.

11) Black officers with college degrees .  .

separated after 8 years

12) Black officers with college degrees
separated after 20 years.. *'----.

,% ' . '. .

13) Officers with less than a high-school . . ..
degree separated after 8 years .. .- ' ...

14) Officers with less than a high-school -

degree separated after 20 years .. .:.:

15) Officers with a high-school degree ..-"

separated from the service after 8
years a

16) Officers with a high-school degree % -%
separated from the service after 20 "-.'-,'-. . >

years %

For the plots listed above separatees and retirees -,

are compared to full-time, male veterans earning more
than $6,000. P *'..' +'... ' ,,.+o,
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17) Officer aviators separated after 8
years .

18) Officer aviators separated after 20 -. -. .'. '':::.-

years. -. - -. .

19) Officer scientists and engineers •
separated after 8 years

20) Officer scientists and engineers
separated after 20 years

21) Officer medical and dental profes-
sionals separated after 8 years S O

22) Officer medical and dental profes- "-' -'-"
sionals separated after 20 years '

23) Officer administrators separated after
8 years - O -

24) Officer administrators separated after
20 years

For plots 17 to 24, separatees and retirees are .... __.____

compared to full-time, male veterans earning mere than
$6,000 in each respective profession. 0

Enlisted Personnel Plots '-

The following plots can be found in Figures 25 to
46 below:

25) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years .-.-

of education separated after 4 years

26) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years .
of education separated after 8 years

27) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years .: .- .:.....
of education separated after 12 years ".',. . .. . .

28) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years
of education separated after 16 years .- ,

29) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years

of education separated after 20 years ... .

, -' ".-" -v. . 2.. , ', .I
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30) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years 6:: -0 0
of education separated after 25 years

S.31) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years
of education separated after 30 years

32) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years
of education separated after L4, 8, 12.
and 16 years overlaid

33) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years__________
of education separated after 20, 25 -
and 30 years overlaid

341) Enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 years
of education retired after 20 years '*.- - :

compared to separatees .. :K

This plot shows the earnings curve (PSESEP)
estimated by using the characteristics of a retiree (20
years LOS) in the separatee regression. The pay grade
effect is calculated from the retiree, rather than the-.' *-

separatee, equation. . --

35) Black enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 .* -

years of education separated after 8
years .,~

36) Black enlisted personnel with 12 to 15 :-:-~~:~'
years of education separated after 20 A.
years

37) Enlisted personnel with less than a .-. &

high-school degree separated after 8
years

38) Enlisted personnel with less than a
high-school degree separated after 20
years ~-

39) Enlisted personnel with a college ~'
degree separated after 8 years .; ~ ~ ..

'40) Enlisted personnel with a college
degree separated after 20 years________
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For the enlisted perso.nnel plots listed above,
separatees and retirees are compared to full-time, male
veterans earning more than $6,000.

41) Enlisted personnel technicians
separated after 8 years

42) Enlisted personnel technicians .
separated after 20 years

workers separated after 8 years

43) Enlisted personnel medical and dental~~~4) Enlisted personnel medical and dental L ;" . ..

workers separated after 20 years

45) Enlisted personnel administrative
workers separated after 8 years

46) Enlisted personnel administrative %,Ve. . .
workers separated after 20 years

For plots 41 to 46 above, separatees and retirees .
are compared to full-time, male veterans earning more .*..* .
than $6,000 in each respective occupation. "

The key below provides a description of the labels
used on the plots:

*-"... %** . .. %,

BMC: Basic Military Compensation. _

Census: Mean earnings for Census
sample. I

Census 75: estimated 75th percentile ...- . '-
of earnings for the Census sample. :-. .'.'.

Earn 4: Mean earnings for officers or
enlisted personnel separated after 14
years of service.

. . *.. ... , .-

Earn 8: Mean earnings for officers or -- *'-,....

enl'isted personnel separated after 8 v
years of service. ' _ "

Earn 12: Mean earnings for officers
or enlisted personnel separated after -% 12 years of service.
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" * .' ""

Earn 20: mean earnings for officers
or enlisted personnel retired after 20 -'___"-"-,". -'-__
years of service. " " . ' -

Earn 25: Mean earnings for officers
or enlisted personnel retired after 25 ---

years of service. ' O-.:. " "O.. ! ' '.
E a r n 3 0 : M e a n e a r n i n g s f o r o f f i c e r s . . . . -- ._ . .[ .. .
or enlisted personnel retired after 30 - -. .- -, - -- .-,
years of service ... .. . ... - . ..,.-

ERP: Mean earnings plus retirement .
pay for retirees.

PSESEP: Estimated earnings using " " "
retiree characteristics in the '--- -.

separatee equation. .-- "

It should be noted that the post-service earnings -..-...
curves as shown on these plots have the same shape as
the Census curves for ages greater than seven years
after separation from the military. This is because we
have assumed no change in the earnings differential ' -...
beyond that point as we have no observations in our IRS
sample for times since separation longer than nine *-,,Q

years. ~.-.-
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Figure 21

POST SERVICE EARNINGS
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Figure 11

POST SERVICE EARNINGS
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Figure 12 1* -
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Figure 17
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Figure 21. 
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Figure 22
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Figure 25
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Figure 27 I .
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Figure 30
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Figure 31
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Figure 32
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Figure 34
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Figure 35 -

POST SERVICE EARNINGS
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Figure 37 4
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Figure 38
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Figure 40
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Figure 41
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Figure 44
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Figure 45
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APPENDIX V: SERVICE REGRESSIONS

This appendix presents the results of separate
models estimated for each Service. For each Service, -
models for officer separatees and retirees and enlisted
separatees and retirees were estimated. The specifica-
tions were the same as the models described in the body
of the * report, with one exception. To eliminate '0
differences in the regression results due to differ-
ences in the distribution of occupations within each
Service, the specification included categorical
variables for occupations.

The IRS data base included a substantial number of .
officers and enlisted personnel from all four Services , -.. .
as shown in Table V-I. The sample of retirees included
in the data base is smaller than the sample of -
s e p a r a t e e s i n p a r t r e f l e c t i n g t h e s m a l l e r n u m b e r o f -.-.. -
r e t i r e m e n t e l i g i b l e v e r s u s p r e -t w e n t y y e a r a c t i v e d u t y -'-... - .... ..-.

personnel, relative to total force size. Estimates of
sampling ratios were calculated by a three step P F

process. First, the service force size at year end4 -' -

minus the size at the start of the year plus accessions
for the year was used to estimate losses. Second, ['V. .

'

these annual estimates of separations and retirements -.--.-.-.-
were summed across years for '72 through '80 to obtain

* an estimated of total losses for the period. Finally

.'-.'. the IRS sample sizes by Service were divided by the 
,. % ..., : ..

estimated total number of retirements or separations.
' The sample procedure which concentrated on a 100%

s a m p l e fro m sm a l l c e l ls re s u lt s in th e l ow sa m p l in g -. -
ratios for the enlisted separatees. While the sample , - - . .-__. -_
design was structured to obtain adequate coverage o f i .
retirees and separatees, the largest number of records
is for enlisted separatees .,.'..- -.

The service regressions, presented in Tables V-2

through V-5, show similar results for most variables .
included in the model. However, the results show that
white, college-educated, Navy officers, spending the ,. ..

-,a.> m e a n t i m e i n t h e i r l a s t p a y g r a d e , a n d s e p a r a t i n g o r - . .
retiring from an occupation classified as "other"
tended to fare better in comparison to their military
peers in other Services. These findings generally hold . , - " -
for all occupations. Among enlisted personnel, white,
high school educated Marines spending the mean time in ______

the last pay grade and separating or retiring from an ,.-.. .

occupation classified as "other" tended to fare better
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in comparison to0 their military peers in other
'services. This finding was not universal across
occupations. Depending on the occupation, either the
Navy or Air Force enlisted individual fared better all
else equal.
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OFFICER HALE SEPARATEES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS 0RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS BY SERvICea

Independent Variables Army Navy Marine. Air Force.........

Constant -1028 * 57318 0 2648 -508
(656) (986) (883) (820)

Ltnath or Servlce:0

5. LOS 5 6 15548 1799 40 7648
(226) (3148) (280) (239)
325 385 395 375

LOS 9 a -1329 a-789 -236 -12 *-5%.(2181) (378) (1893) (235)
5% 22% 21% 3

LOS 13 *-1718 0 -26186 - 4180 6 -2263 710(1809) (10348) (11818) (7188) .85 3% 15 4%5
LOS 17 535 -2051) -31866 -3267 '%-

(1198) (24826)% (3327) (3752) %5~.
15 51 0.15 %C.1,.-

Education:

Less than 12 years 2265 na. 5558 0 26180 . @t
(15883) (13 231

0.25~ ~ 15 .."I-\4
12 to 15 years 025 (84 137) 93214

205 25 135 2%5 ,%

Time Since Separation: % ,~

0 - 1 years a -8979 0 -14511 a-10371 * -1030(791) (1095) (11480) (14812) hI(
105 115 125 55 1

a er -18230 9 -9263 C.48813 -253 K:~ :(589) (88) (890) (680)
225 235 265 225

48 - 6 years 0 -1898 a -5007 0 -3906 -812(5118) (7186) (811) (573) .. ..3185 335 33% 7 l it ~W
Years in Last Grade L@ss 4 -655 0 -781 291 *-990 ;.Mean Time In Last Grade (182) (338) (368) (195) .

RACe: Blackc 0 285: 107 046 2836 :(6918) (17718) (1337) (13518) .%%%.
1535 65 35

Pay Grade: 0-5 and a 36273 0 23792 n.e. C22812Above (159) (17118) (14412)

'5% ..5.

% ~ *-

'5%

9*. 
. ~ 5%

5",. 
. *0 1

%-- 06,9.*
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Table V-2 (Cont.

Combat Arms 222 603 *-1745 0 -3161
(638) (1077) (885) (10111)
215 195 275 log____________

Aviation 6 3663 738 1048 1551 004
(933) (1138) (938) (853)

125 15% 265 205

Scientists A Engineers 174 C3114 n.a. *2532
(812) (1178) (8147)

105 125 205 %-

Administration -659 498 -1824 -1553
(667) (1038) (950) (842)

185 22% 205 215 %

%Medical and Dental 6 18078 9 26354 n.a. *25350
%(731) (1159) (971i)

185 185 15%
%t2.2710 .2305 .0831 .2358 :

-IN 11915 7526 3247 94143

Dependent Variable Mean 4428 10000 -105 5720*

Mean Census Earnings 29088 29086 29088 29088

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the difference
between separatees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 dollars with the ECU)
end estimated earnings. Estimate*dearnings are based on regression .A

cofficients from Census data for full1-time, male veterans with earnings --. . . .

greater tan $6,0o0.-

* A %

% %

- C

%A.

* ~**.C- %
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JU0Table V-3

OFFICER MALE RETIREES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS .~.*

RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS BY SERVICE&

Indi~edet Vriale Ary M Nrines Air~ Force

Cos8n60- 3 _191 0 -3282 0-7313

4.0
Length of Service After *-7 1*

Retirmmnt Elibility 128 a .-460 -7019%

%(67) (76) (107) (115) .

R ain:3.0 yrs 3.6 yrs 2.8 yrs 2.9 yrs

9,~.Less than 12 years 17736 15009 0 14028 6 16627

0.01% 0.01% 1 %_____________

12 to 15 years e 7277 6 7658 9 104*03 C 9529
(885) (1064) (966) (1046)

0 .28% 37% 65% 6% % %

Tim Since Separation:

0 - Iyears 0 -139 3  -4*19 -l81 886 .4...

(681) (81) (1203) (972)
12% 12% 11% 8

2 - 3 Years 339 187 1202 195
(550) (662) (965) (710)

25% 23% 27% 26%

4-6 years 287 275 647 -350

33% 3*4% 35% 36% -. %

Years In Last Grade Less
Mean Time in Last Grade C -387 10 313 -78

(143) (143) (170) (231)
0 0 0 0

*Race: Black C 616 9155 3942 C 8851

(710) (8646) (3828) (2000)
9% 0.1% 1% 1

Pay Grade: 0-4 and Below C -6036 6 -.9513 e -822 6 .6090
(745) (871) (875) (944)

36% 46% 57% 31%

military Occupation-

Cbat ArMS -1146 C 1964 5 -2493 -1936 ~- a

I(584) (888) (1057) (1763)
22% 22% 31% 2%

Aviation -173 -1049 -1331 -1398 % ..
(745) (1049) (1150) (783)

10% 10% 21% 25% ---

ScientistaEnineers ' 4291 0 6731 130 * 7630 %** --.

7% 23% 2% 25% %I'.~

Adinitration a 1135 776 -312 C2701 -
(549) (832) (921) (770)

2% 32% 26% 28%

Medical and Dental C19306 9 22033 n.s. *25073
(573) (1280) (109*4)

6% 5% 7%

W20O0e .0727 .0607 .121%~ .-

N 9623 8115 2921 8227 * .A

Dependent Variable MWa -44137 -219 -298 -4912 .*., .A ..

Meow Ceneim Earnings 29088 29088 29088 29088 .

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the difference
betmfa retiMes' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 dollars with the ElI).
and estimated earnings. betmated earnings are based an regression ..

ooefficients fro Comus data for full-time, mae veterana with earnings
greater than $6,000. .
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Table V-4a

MNISTED MALE MEARATEES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS .. . ..-- .

RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS 3Y SERVICEa

Army Navy Marines Air Fo-rce

- Independent Variables

Constant a .14413 -272 6 11182 a 1332
(338) (276) (1190) (511)

Length of Service-

LOS5 0 -9115 a . 7 68 0 -13 0 -896 *'*.
(60) (71) (189) (1011) .-- : * -- -

305 285 315 335

LOS 9 0 937 a .1199 0 -900 0 -597
(741 ) (129) (110)

215215 205 195

LOS 13 6 -T67 6 .1233 4 .1258 -1036
(109) (142) (221) (181) -

135 95 55 65

LOS 17 -305 -653 C -15041 169 . ..- .

(295) (359) (658) (975)
*25 25 15 0.2%

Education:

Less than 12 years C 2951 9 3290 C 2770 2654 .7 -'*,
(1413) (162) (1911) (229) ** 4*%

3115 335 3115 2415 %v *
Greater than 15 years -141305 nas. C -132541 a 170 %s~o..~

(34108) (2273) (3618) . \ 1
0.0115 0.25 0.15 . .. **. %

Tine Since Separation:

0 -1 years 1741 C -671 .208 C -699 U ~ !
(2I11) (257) (312) (326)

95 125 105 115

2 -3 years C 11176 C 11311 751 0 7110
(181) (205) (238) (253)

215 2115 211 255 %.K

11 - 6 years 6 660 C 1120 C 4165 395 Z*5 .
(161) (190) (217) (232)

34%~~ 32 34 34 WE- . .1q~fT
Tears in Last Grade Less 0 132 C 505 13 lie .~. >

.4Moan Time in Last Grade (60) (93) (139) (125) 4 ~
C0 0 0 0 '

Race: Black a 3111 C 41007 C 3156 6 3782
(137) (1711) (196) (203) .

Pay Grade: 2-7 and Above 0 3261 C 5728 C 3669 37941
(309) (3113) (535) (2229) -

t75 75 5% 0.2%

*% P .. J.
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Table V-41 (Cont.)

Arm Nav Marines Air force

military Occupation: %.

Combat Arms %11 31 * 110a19
(318) (301) (1199) (503)
215 155 2115 105

Electronics, Communica- 6 24163 9 41656 *1532 6 3321
tions and Intelligence (321) (286) (1198) (4162) %

%195 215 225 225 i.

. 1Electricians, Mechanics 01210 416115 896 * 1723 - .
and Craftsmen (322) (279) (4197) (4160)

19$ 21 235 255

Administration 612 0 726 32 639
(319) (287) (1196) (41)
2415 19% 275 25S

Medical and Dental 6110 * 1187 n.a. -560 /-
4,(3112) (318) (1841)
%125 1 135

N19529 18212 12152 129418 . 0# .

Dependent Variable Mean -9417 2161 2052 2569 *

Mean Census Earnings 29088 29088 29088 29088 . *

%~

a. Rgresio moel iththe dependent variable calculated as the dfeec
between aeparatees' actual erings (adjusted to 1982 dollars with the
ECI), and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings are based on regression

%coefficients from Census data for full-time, male veterans with earnings .

%greater than $6,000. -

I%
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Table V-5

SENLISTED MALE RETIREES 1981 POST-SRVICE EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS BY SERVICE

a

4 ladeat, Variables *A hr Marine$ Air Force

~awltant * -9730 a -465 -112 0 -%572
(615) (678) (1965) (1371)

Length of" ESec afer .-. ".."--,-. -
Retirmmnt Eligibility * -213 0 -121 -329 9 -.-.

(26) (36) (62) (.1)
2.8 yrs 2.3 yrs 2.0 yrs 2.7 yr,

'" ~ ~~~~~~~Education: -. " '. % .. .'

Lea, than 12 yew. 163165 a 4288 * 3300 6 3970 "_%______
(232) (191) (368) (195)
15% 32% 175 26% . 0 0

Greater than 15 YearS. n.a. n.8. n.a. -7128 . - -
(5306) r.-
0.02%

Tim Since Separation: %

0 - I yews a -4001 * -2654 s -35D9 ' -3768
(298) (313) (493) (315)

8% 10% 10% 9% 0 '
2 - 3 years 0 -1679 -391 s -2038 , -1.90

(229) (239) (385) (228) ". " V•: .
17% 2219 20% 20% %

4 - 6 years e.-1110 -280 a -1199 -lei " " '"*f*' "(187) (216) (320) (192) -' "-",. ," ,.,"- " . i
30% 36% 36% 36%

Years in Last Grade Less
Mean Time in Last Grade -12 -28 131 -76

(57) (60) (122) (88) - -
0 0 0 0 4

Race: Mack 6 5661 e 6269 e 5687 9 6291
(156) (215) (345) (183)

42% 23% 20% 33% .- -

Pay Grade: 1-6 and below ' -2608 9 -3138 * -3556 0 -3026 '"" " "" "" __"" __" "_
(226) (237) (647) (227)

28% 33% 16% 42% - -

Military Occupation:

Combat Arms 523 866 e -6328 1586
(609) (698) (2004) (1380) . . - .

20% 16% 165 10%

Electronics, C Imunica- 0 2025 e 3012 -3178 4 2983 ..... y
tions, and Intelligence (612) (695) (1998) (1369)

19% 19%19% 216%

Electricians, Mechanics .
and raftmen '1614 " 3658 -3368 1596 .- .

(605) (685) (1990) (1369)
19% 28% 25% 26% . . - . . ...-. "."

,Adm.nistr.ation 1156 -19 • -5245 683..-'.-.-.-......,.
(605) (687) (1987) (1 369) -'.-, " -,_2_' -.

27% 25% 10 29%[

Medical and Dental 857 819 na. -188
(626) (718) (1381) . -. - . . . .

13% 10% 10% % .
.%. -.-.. .% -..- ,R2 142 .,45A .1067 .,,1. . .. ..'ig. .."-....,.

13124 IN 326 12792 186 17250 " V"."."e". . ..-

• ' ,,*.. p,.,- ...- ..eeiet Variable Mfen -7766 -16507 -6633 -1W5

Mew Census Earnings 29088 2908 29088 2908
a- . .- %" .1" - .. .

a. Rgres ion model with the dependent variable calculated as the difference , %-.. .. .
betWmea PetilreS' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 dollars with the ElI), and %% v %
satimated earnings. etimated earnins are based on rqresaion coefficients 'o'. , , -

% "%

. - a-. a...-. . T .

of a k, 0. 'a a-.

Ire
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APPENDIX VI: 1979, 1980 AND 1981 COMPARISONS

For many of the individuals in the analysis files,
earnings data is available for 1979 and 1980, in. .

addition to 1981. All of the estimations described in
the report Used 1981 earnings. Tables VI-1 through VI-
A4 below allow a comparison of the results for 1979,0 0

1980, and 1981 earnings where the same model is used
.for each year. The actual earnings used to calculate

the earnings differential were adjusted to 1982 dollars
by the appropriate Employment Cost Index factor. The
Census equation used to calculate the earnings
differential is the one for male veterans working full
time and having earnings greater than $6,000. The time .

since separation variable was recalculated prior to
/.. each run so that it would be measured as the time from

separation to the earnings year. All other variables .*

in the model we re not redefined since they are
* unaffected by the earnings year being analyzed. * ..

The tables in general below show few qualitative
differences among the coefficients when the model is ' 4 *

estimated for other than 1981. This implies that the
findings discussed in Chapter III are not greatly -. ~' .*

affected by the earnings year chosen for the analysis. e % 1
Chapter VI contains the results of longitudinal anal- FewiS';UY~

ysis using different years' earnings data. &-.:
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Table VI-i

OFFICER MALE SEPARATEES POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTEfiPARTSa

Independent Variables 1979 1980 1981

Constant 0 5628 *5384 a 501l
(550) (397) (322)

Length of Service: '

LOS 5 0 1518 *1392 0 1065
(169) (144) (130) % A .'

35% 35% 36% 7
1% r.

LOS 9 6 -1556 9 -1441 * -1264 p
--- (211) (182) (165)

20% 20% 21%

LOS 13 a -2309 a -1915 a -2383
(395) (361) (337)

5% 5% 5% A

LOS 17 514 380 296%6.
(1159) (1133) (1034)

Education:

Less than 12 years 40784 0 44835 e 30869 P '*
(4143) (3901) (2848) SA

0.2% 0.1% 0.2%%

12 to 15 years 1027 -67 0 1978 .,. , 'AA

- (627) (571) (514) ~'
11% 9% 10% A

Time Since Separation:

0 -1years 0 -9783 a -9732 9 -8762
(638) (528) (526)

-/,14% 12% 9%

P2 -3 years 0 -6515 0 -4658 6 -4299
(548) (424) (376)

28% 25% 23% '........
years a -.59* 3577 6 -2666 .*

(1)(385) (332) ' A*'
44% 38% 35%..

Years in Last Grade Less a -811 0 -799 0 -635
Mean Time in Last Grade (141) (120) (106) 7

0 0 0

Race: Black 9 1690 976 442
(687) (611) (565) A ---

7% 6% 6%

Pay Grade 1: 0-5 and 0 56000 * 50890 a 48747
Above for LOS less (904) (780) (712)
than 17 4% 4% 4% t,'-

'APay Grade 2: 0-5 and 9 31119 16811 20610 \
Above for LOS greater (12142) (11451) (12333) ' ~ -A--

*than or equal to 17 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% *

-A..
.1759 .1684 .1635

N 25888 29499 32131 -

Dapendent Variable Mean 5047 5452 5655

Nean Census Earnings 29088 29088 29088%

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the ~AA .% *'

diffrene btwen aparatee: actual earnings (adjusted to1982 dollars with th ECI) an stimated earnings. Estimated
earnings are based on regression coefficients froa Census data.. 0
for full-time, male veterans with earnings greater than .

-A..
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OFFICE HALE Table VI-2
OFFIER ALSRETIREES POST-SERVICE EARNINGS

RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS&

Independent Variables 1979 1960 1981

(332) (301) (200) __ _________

ReieetEiiiiy 024 025 0.356

122 tos 1.2 year 3. 780 79

TiueatineSprain

0 Les 1ha 1eyar s 1422 1014 91373
* ~~~(335) (30713) (21632) _ _________

12~~I to' 150 yers67800 4 79
2-3ear 22 eg414 2897

* . ~~~~~(508) ( 321)(35..**. '.

20% 385 255

16- years 8794 52 288
(517) (1663) (439) .

15% 22% 3115%,

2e in Leas Grad Less 289
(87) (794) (725)

Pa Gr de 0-y neaow ~ 88 09 a 8 -7 78a- 8 4%
(146) (4611) (3709)__ _________

43 22522635 28864%.

Mean C eu Eins 2908e84 298 29088 -45

thce: dlfrenc betwee reies actu 2 eanig (a 3utd7o3S
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 88 1982) dolr(it6h69) n simtdernns at-4*

mated3 eanig 3rae nrgeso oefcet rm4 .

.020 .01 .0223.44. 4 *~ .. 4 4
22652

-. 9235 28.............
%.

Deenen Vaial Mea -40 -30 34

Mean ensu Earnngs 9088 90882908
7.4

a. Reressin moel wih th depedentvariale.clculaed.a
th ifrnebten eies culernns(dutdt.

1982 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4. dolr ihth C) n etmtdernns .i

mated~~~ ~ ~ ~ eanig are bae nrgrsincefiinsfo

1e4-

% .

%

-- -- -- --

*~ Vt %f~*.* W 4
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Table VI-3

ENLISTED MALE SEPARATEES POST-SERVICE 1 ARMINGS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS

Constant & 259 0 6C10
(160) (122) (109) ___________

Length of Service:0 0
LOS 5 -940 0 *-88T 0-868

(113) (39) (37)
30% 30% 31%

LOS 9 6 -992 0 -1021 a ..957
(55) (51) (1.8)

-21% 21% 21%

LOS 13 a -io99 0 -1041 6 -1052 1
(88) (80) (75)

i'9% 9% 9%

LOS 17 6 -603 * -769 a -818
(289) (271) (266) '

Less Ed:tn 1 years a*3154. 02810 ' 2727

Greater tha 15yas 0-159 0-007 9-36

(1759)~ (1698 (147

0.1% 0.1% 0.1% ...

Time Since Separation: ~
0O1lYears -112 276 -127

(175) (11.5) (139)

2 -3 years 193 9 867 a 998%
(152) (117) (106) - .

4 -6 years .18 9 293 0 4118

Y. . ears in Last Grade Less 79 0 109 a III __

Mean Time in Lost Grade (1.6) (4.2) (41l)-
0 0 0 J

Rae*: blackc 9 2882 4 2962 0 3165
.5.'(100) (91) (86) *

Pay Grade 1: 9-7 and Above 0 32111 C 3636 4 4.230o~
for LOS less than 17 (253) (230) (214.) 'U IS W

Pay Grade?2: B-7 and Above 0 2697 e 4.029 e 5291 . * %.*% ' .

4for LOS greater then (805) (755) (737) .%or equal to 17 1%1%%." -'*%,

.14.64 .11.38 .1385 % s.

N 50117 56635 6281.

Dependent Variable Mean 1761 1528 1259-. - - -

mean Census Earnings 29088 29088 29088

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the%
difference between separatees- actual earnings (adjusted to 1962
dollars with the ICI) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings
are based on regression coefficients from Census data for full-* .

time, sale veterans with earnings greater than $6.000

%~ %
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Table VI-4 0
ENLISTED MALE RETIREES POST-SERVICE EARNINGS

RELATIVE To CENSUS COUNTERPARTSa

*Inldependenlt Variables 1979 1980 1981
*constant 0-6594 0 -6523 * -6303

(171) (134) (117)

Length of Service After

Retirement Eligibility 0 -395 6 -365 0 -346%

(20) (19) (18)2.5 yrs 2.6 yrs 2.6 yrs
Education:

Less than 12 years *4410 a4586 *4647 _____________

27% 25% 24%0

Greater than 15 years n.a. n.a. -6207
(4961)

Time Since Separation: '*4

a er -2466 4k -2244 a-2972 J'.(205) (178) (170)12% 10% 9% j!':
2 - 3 years a-813 a -449 *-676

(171) (137) (127)
27% 24% 20%

4-6 years -393 -223 -'30
4.(157) (120) (108)48% 40% 34%

Years in Last Grade Less
Mean Time in Last Grade -8 *.99 a -90(33) (31) (29)

0 00

Race: Black a5529 *5575 *5636 r~
(112)(105) (100) ~~

Pay Grade: E-6 and Below 0 -2065 a-2191 6 -2305 
*(121) (122) (117)

35% 34% 33%
R2.1040 .1041 %19

N 39522 44485 48022
Dependent Variable Mean -6105 -5721 -5517

Mean Census Earnings 29088 29088 29088 r

a. Regression model with the dependent variables calculated asthe difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to1982 dollars with the ECd), and estimated earnings. Estimated ' * .4 ~~earnings are based on regression Coefficients from Census data 1*' Pfor full-time, male veterans with earnings greater than 
... .$6,000.
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APPENDIX VII: ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATIONS I 0 O

Several specifications of the model were tried in.".......- -

the course of our research. This appendix identifies
some of the variations from the model described in _"__"___'___'__"__

Chapter III.

The results reported in Chapter III were based on
using as the dependent variable an earnings differen-
tial, defined as the difference between ECI-adjusted
actual earnings and ECI-adjusted imputed earnings. The
imputed earnings were based upon an equation estimated
using Census data for male veterans working full time
with earnings greater than $6,000. *'.--

The purpose of using veterans only for the Census
comparison group was to ensure that the Census compar- -. .-
ison group had passed the same tests that the IRS
sample had. We investigated the implications of this *' " "
stratification of the Census comparison group in the "".
following ways. First, we estimated the coefficients ...-.,,,,..
of the determinants of Census earnings for veterans .. .. * -
only, non-veterans only, and for both combined (using ,.,. " -,
male full-time workers in all three cases). These
regression coefficients are contained in Appendix III.
Figures 1 and 2 show the age-earning plots for college
graduates and high-school graduates derived from the
Census regression for veterans and non-veterans. These
figures show differences in earnings level (the con- . .1.
stant term plus the effect of the level of education) .--..-...- -as well as differences in the rate of growth of earn-

ings as age increases to the maximum earnings age of
~]

,* '.. ; .: . -' -.- .
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Figure I . .

CENSUS EA1NINGS
VETERAN VS. MON-VETERAN COLLEGE GRADUATES
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about 50 (the effects of age and age-squared).1/ The . . -
regression coefficients for these two g ro-s are
significantly different from each other (F=776). This
indicates that for 1979 earnings, veteran status did
make a difference in the determinants of earnings that
we were able to measure for our sample.

il o ot
However, in order to test this definition of a

Census comparison group further, we performed the fol-
lowing analysis. The major purpose in analyzing earn-
ings differentials between former military personnel
and the non-military work force is to assess the com- -*--
petitive marketplace that the military personnel face O
as they decide to leave (or not) the service, and how . -.

those who have left the service have fared in this
marketplace. One might argue, then, that a reasonable ..
comparison group would be all Census full-time workers,
veterans and non-veterans, since this group together
constitutes the marketplace that the military personnel
face. Therefore, we analyzed earnings differentials "'.7 ..... '

for the IRS sample compared to the estimated average
Census earnings (given age, education, and race) for
veteran and non-veteran full-time workers combined.

Tables VII-1 through VII-4 present the results of ..-.-- '"----,-.

this alternative specification of the comparison group. PW
These tables include the estimation results for the. . ..- . .
"veterans only" model. The alternative specification ",- • -..-. ,...

.- ., ,.' .. ,,.'.~

p ! A present value comparison through age 65 of the
veteran and non-veteran earnings streams shows
larger present values for veterans than non-
veterans in the college graduates case (as is "
obvious from Figure 1) and shows larger present ... ,
values for non-veterans than veterans for high- -*.-_.--- _'--~-u_.
school graduates at all three discount rates. - "

Present Values --  ' . : "
* -

Non-Veteran Veteran Non-Veteran Veteran ... d --
Discount College College High-School High-School -'- .,.-', "

Rate Graduates Graduates Graduates Graduates

3% $814,419 $895,963 $623,510 $606,613
5% 594,319 650,892 435,939 418,501

10% 331,230 359,901 225,255 210,115
,,-% -. - .. . - .. .. ,,.

-. , *.. .. ,.... a. .:

.. ,.'. - .- a.-., -.. .- '
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does not yield substantially different results. Figures 0 .0

1 and 2, however, do suggest that there may well be a
cohort effect, as was also suggested by our longitu-
dinal analysis presented in Chapter VI. This is seen
most clearly in the high-school graduates comparison of
veterans' and non-veterans' earnings. Since the Census _._"._____________

data represents a cross-section of earnings over dif-
ferent ages at one point in time, the differential .

rates of change and levels of earnings could be due
either to different earnings growth patterns as
veterans and non-veterans grow older, or to differen.
characteristics of individuals entering and leaving the
service more recently (younger ages in general) and
less recently (older ages in general). Thus for the 0 • "
Census veterans, the effect of age on earnings may
reflect in part a cohort effect over more cohorts (more .. . -.

variety of entrance and exit daTes from the service)
than even exist in our IRS sample. The result of this
would be that the earnings differential itself between
the IRS sample and the Census sample may depend on age 0 " • "

*' to the extent that the difference between the cohorts
of the two samples is a function of age. However,
multicollinearity among age, time since separation, and
length of service in the IRS sample resulted in insig-
nificant coefficients for age and age-squared when they
were included in the regression equation for earnings
differentials. For this reason, we left age variables
out of the equation, constraining the coefficients of
age and age-squared to match the Census sample.

Having run our regressions without age and age-
squared as variables in the earnings differentials . .
equation, we tested the residuals of our differentials
regressions to see if they depended on age. When we
ran regressions of the residuals with age and age- ._-.

squared as independent variables, in each of the four
cases (officer separatees and retirees, enlisted separ-
atees and retirees) the coefficients of both age and .-- '

age-squared were significantly different from zero, .. .
with t-statistics ranging from 5 to 19. Age and age-
squared appear to be more significant for the officer '

separatees (t:19) than for the other three groups (t=5 . -'. . ......

to 7), with an R for officer separatees of .012 corn- . .
pared to R2 of .002 for the other three. Figures 3 and '

4 show the relationship between age and the residuals ,J * , ."'S\ ~q
for officers and enlisted personnel. The largest ..
effect is, again, that for officer separatees, as shown " . .
in Figure 3. , " .
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OFFICER HALS MZANATEES 19.1 POST-39RVICZ EARNINGS
ULATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS&

(322) (322)

Length of Service: . +,

LOS 5 0 1105 • 1065
(131) (130)
365 36-

LO 9 0 -1236 0 -1264
(165) (165)
21S 211

LOS 13 * -2345 • -236 3 O
(337) (337)

51 51

LOS 17 307 296 
%

(03 ) (1031)

Education:

Less than 12 years 0 29476 e 30869 , :
(2850) (2848)

0.2% 0.2%

12 to 15 years -165 , 978
(51A) (511)

101 101 .

Time Since Separation:

0- 1 years a -9138 9 -8762 -
(527) (526)

91 91

2 - 3 years * -1587 0 -11299 -
(377) (376) *a.'*** -

231 231

4 - 6 years e -2822 e -2666 ' . .
(332) (332)
351 351

Tears In Last Grade Less a -612 9 -635
Noen Time In Last Grade (106) (106)

0 0 -.--.... :,. ,

Race: Black -6 11112 -% . '. .a a.

61 61 . a . %

Foy Grade 1: 0-5 and a 119060 5 1187117
Above for LOS less (713) (712) s+

4
j..."'+

than 17 i%111 4%-

Pay Grade 2: 0-5 and Above 20762 20610 .-
rfor LOS greater or (12339) (12333) -" -

" 
" "

equal to 17 0.011 0.011 -. - . .-

.%61 .1635 -. ' .

N 32131 32131

Dtpendent Variable Kean 701111 5655 ,'_ -. .%. .

Non Census Earnings 26133 2908" 'a' ' "

a..

* differencea between separateesl actual earnings (adjusted to ' a'
1982 dollars with %h SCI) sa estimated earnings. Estimated A- .6 - .t
earnings are based on regression coefficients free Census -o,
:ata for: (1) full-tim, male veterans jdnon-veterans with
earnings greater than *6.000, and (2) full-time, male I ***

veterans with earnings greater than S6,000.
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.5.. AS SIN9 19.1 POST-StRVICE EARNINGS
RLATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPART3S

NIndependent Variables Veterans A Non veto Veterans only

onstant 226 6 -16941

(290) (290) ____________

Length of Service After -261 0 -262
3.1 yr. 3.1 ire -

Education: .. 5.- -

Loe than 12 years e12301 613731 -

(2100) (2100) '5.

0.3% 0.35

12 to 15 years 5916 67990 I 00~

is, 265 2855. *5

* ~Time Sine* Separation: sf

0 1 years -172 -117 5 -.--

(4132) (4132) - % 5'

2-3 Years 263 269
(335) (335) r 0 "

.'* 255 255 %

41 6 years 266 288~

315 34115

Years In Last Grade Less -15 .145 .%f 6.p 4'1
Wean Time in Last Orade (72) (72) 'p.* p

0 0

Race: Black 3350 3773 *~5.

5,3% 35 p

Pay Grade: 0-11 and Beo 5 .7901 0 -7661.
(3741)(34

105 4105

Rt2  .01941 .0223

N 26686 26686.

Nependent Variable Olean -1751 -32112 %. .

Olean Census Earnings 26133 29088 %...
10.

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as 5. -
the difference between retirees' actual earnings (adJusted to .~'~~..
1962 dollars with the EdI), and estimated earnings. Eati-
mated earnings are based on regression coefficients from 5

- Ce~nsus date for: 1) full-time, male0 veterans dn non-veterans '? *.. .. %
with earnings greater then $6,000 and 2) fulf-ibe, male , *..' *

veterans with earnings greater than $6.000. %p,%

%sV\ .

% %
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SUL13TED NAtE 39PARATES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS - . .- . -RELATIVE TO CElNSUS COUlNTERPARTS
s 
&%'. - - .. ,.%

Independent-Variables Veterans A Non Vets Veterans Only

Constant • 877 s 1607
(109) (109)

Length of Service: .

LOS 5 * -773 * -868
(37) (37)
315 31.

LOS 9 * -911 6 -957
(48) (48)

.~~ -~~~ 21% 215 %_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

LOS 13 9 -1006 0 -1052 s O
(75) (75) --. .
95 95

LOS 17 • -791 9 -818
(266) (266)

Education:

Less than 12 years " 33 8 0 2727 0:0
W83) (87)

32% 325
Greater than 15 years C -11296 0 -13564 -". '.

(1645) (1647)
0.1% 0.15

Time Since Separation:

0- 1 years e -628 -127 VOW" W
(139) (139)

6115 11 99 , .5 " -"-", .'

2 -3 years 0611 998
(106)(106)

235 23% " "" . "

4 6 6 years e 245 6 448
(96) (96) -

33% 33S

Tears In Last Grade Less a 119 a 111 -. . .
Mean Tie In Last Grade (41) (41) . .*. . - I

0 0 .*-."

Race: Black • 2771 C 3165 " 
" 
" ,-

(86) (86) -

Pay Grade 1: E-7 and Above 0 41303 64230
for LOS less than 17 (214A) (214)

55 55 .f • M

Pay Grade 2: E-7 and Above * 5292 6 5291 '5. .> . 4
for LOS greater than or (737) (737)
equal to 17 0.55 0.55 .,%. %4 . .- ,,.--

.1282 .1385 .. ... ,

Dependent Variable Nean 627 1259 " .*-• %, ,- .- . ".- ,.., . .
Mean Census Earnings 26133 29088 r.. -• -.* ._...:,r.. .J"

CC *.%" C.. %. %% ,,.

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as 5%. *% '

the difference between separatee actual earnings (adjusted " , .%.. .
to 1982 dollars with the SCI) and estimated earnings. - - -
Etiated earnings are based on regression coefficients from -'

Census data for: (1) full-time. male veterans and non-
veterans with earnings greater than $6,000, and-) full- . -
time, male veterans with earnings greater than $6,000. % . -

4 .-. 5.,..... .. ,,, ,..-.,
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Table VII-0i 9

ENLISTED MALE RETIREES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS%
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COONTERPARTS8

Independent Variables Veterans & Non Veto Veterans only

constant *-6302 0 -6303
(017) (117)

Length of Service After -337 0 -3106
Retirement Eligibility (18) (18) *

2.6 yrs 2.6 pta-.s.

Education:

Less than 12 years 5299 0 406407.
(110)(10

2105 2405

Greater than 15 years -40026 -62076 0 4
4 (4960) (40961)

0.015 0.015 %

Time Since Separation:

0 -1 years 0 -3096 a -2972
(170) (170)

"S95 95

2 -3 years -757 0 -676 A'~ '
201 205

10-6 yeats -162 -130%
(108) (108)
34%1 3105

Years In Last Grade Less -91 0 -90 . 5

Mean Time In Last Grade (29) (29) Z
0 0__ _ _ _ _ _

Race: Black 52240 a 5636. *.-.*5- ... ,.

(100) (100)
31% 311

Pay Grade: Z-6 and below -2306 0 -2305
(117) (117)

33% 331 ..

.1108 .1093

* 108022 106022 .7.

Dependent Variable Mean -5505 -5517 %... . ~
Moan Census Earnings 29088 290886~

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as
the difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to
1962 dollars with the EdI), and estimated earnings. Esti- ~~

mate erigare based on regressi1ont cofficients from . *- 5
Census dat fr 1) full-time, al vetrans and non-veterans , .*

with earnings greater thn *6,000, and 2) fulT1T1ae, sale
veterans with earnings greater than $6,000. ......

% *5

% % %~

4k* %'%%%

J* {* A
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The effect of the bias illustrated in Figure 3 is . ,
to overestimate the earnings differential for officer .

separatees who are fairly young (i.e., officer separ- -. *-. - .-
atees with short lengths of service and times since
separation). Thus relatively young officer separatees ., -
suffer a somewhat greater earnings penalty than ndi-
cated in the body of the report. Of course, the R for O .
this relationship is only .012, so much of the varia-

.. tion in the residuals is still left unexplained. Also,
the largest effects of age on residuals are in the
younger tails of the officer separatee and enlisted .-. -.

retiree groups, which have relatively few members and . -

for which the estimated residual may be particularly 0 O
far from the actual residual. Given that we were
unable to separate the effects of age from those of :. ..-. .,
length of service and time since separation in our dif-
ferentials regressions, we chose to investigate the . - -

nature of the bias and constrain the effects of age on .
earnings for the two samples to be the same.

Given the fact that for most individuals in the IRS - -" .'sample, length of service plus time since separation
represented the individual's experience in the labor

A force, we also tried several different specifications
of the earnings differentials equations. A number of
different specifications of the length of service vari- .
able in the model were tried. These included specify- ...

ing length of service for separatees as a continuous
variable rather than as a spline function. Length of
service squared was also included in some versions of ...
the model. However, as discussed in Chapter III, the
LOS variable on the IRS data set did not allow fine
distinctions to be made.

Time since separation was also tried as a con-"- -'•"..
tinuous variable, and time since separation squared '"-

-
.

"

appeared in earlier versions of the model. In general,
these alternative specifications of the independent
variables did not explain more of the variation in
earnings differentials and did not change qualitative
conclusions of the model, which were judged easier to
understand with the specification presented in Chapter_-'.

The IRS data set contains wage and salary earnings
truncated at $150,000 for those individuals in the -.~~sample. The Census data set, on the other hand, has "'-'' - -['..wage and salary earnings truncated at $75,000 ($95,925
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in 1982 dollars). The comparisons we have done in this
report may thus tend to overestimate the earnings dif- 0
ferential for those earning more than $75,000 ($95,925
in 1982 dollars). In order to get a better idea of the
nature of this bias, we estimated earnings differen-
tials for our four major groups (officer separatees and
retirees, and enlisted separatees and retirees) with
the IRS earnings truncated to $95,925 in 1982 dollars. S 0 0
The results are presented in Tables VII-5 through
VII-8.

While comparing the IRS earnings truncated at .-
$150,000 with Census earnings will probably tend to
overestimate earnings differentials, comparing IRS 1 -
earnings truncated at $75,000 with Census earnings may
either be overestimating or underestimating the earn-
ings differential. All earnings greater than $95,925
in 1982 dollars are reported as $95,925 for each
sample, so average earnings for the Census sample are
biased downward. Whether or not the resulting compar-
ison tends to overestimate or underestimate the earn- ... .

ings differential thus depends on the differences
between the IRS sample and the Census sample for those
earning more than $95,925, which we don't know. How-
ever, we do know that of 32,131 male officer separatees
with full-time earnings in the IRS sample, 1638, or
about 5%, had 1981 earnings greater than $95,925 in
1982 dollars. Thus the differences in the regression
coefficients for officer separatees presented in Table
VII-5 (where most of the differences are) result from
changes in earnings reported for the highest 5% of the
earners.

Figures 5 and 7 contain the age-earnings plots for
these "truncated" regressions, and Figures 6 and 8 con-
tain the "untruncated" age-earnings plots, for com-
parison. Again, the only discernible difference is for
officer separatees, for whom the estimated earnings are
lower in Figure 5 than in Figure 6. This is not sur- " M"
prising since the highest earnings level that can be
obtained is $95,925, rather than $150,000. Figures 9 "-
and 11 show the time since separation effect for dif- "
ferent LOS groups with the truncation, and can be com- . ... •.
pared to Figures 10 and 12. The results again are that - ... ,
for officer separatees, the estimated earnings differ-
entials are lower, as shown by the lower curves on
Figure 9 compared to those on Figure 10.

• .*.. '. ,'...: .
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Table V11-5

% OFFICER WALS SEANATEES 1981 POST-1ERVIC& EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CZNUs COUNTERPARTS DATA SETS ~

* ~~~~~~~TRUNCATED AT $75,000 ............
.. J. %

Indeendent Variables
Constant 034139

(2119)
Length of Service:

LOS 5 0668 6
(101) "

L059 (127)

sd.%L 0 S 13 * -2 3 6 860

5%

LOS 17 (80

Education: 
-.................................................................

Less than 12 years 8 26.1192
0.2% -16 -4 AJ

12 to 15 years 3399
(397)

TieSneSeparation: a.68

2-3I years. 64

2 -6 3Year. 20

(257)
351

Tears In Last Grade Leass 0 -443
Mean Time in Last Grade (82)

0

Paoe: blackc 1252
(4138)

Pay Grade 1: 0-5 and a 34122:5..
Above for L0S 1ess (51)
than 17 * -

Pay Grade 2:, 0.5 and 0 20028
Above for LOS greater (95S44)
than or equal to 17 0.011 %..

.14122 -

'5 Dependent Variable Mean 3801-~ ~
Nae Census Earnings 29088

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the
difference between separates*' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 edollar. with the EdZ) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings
are based on regression coefficients from census data for full-
time, sale veterans with earnings greater than $6,000. -
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Table V11-6

OFFICER MALE RETIREES 1981 POST-SIN:C DANSETS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS1 AAST

TRUNCATED AT $75,000

'4 " ~ Independent Variables

Constant 9 -2957
(253)

Length of Service After p.239'
Retirement Eligibility (36) '

3.1 years......

Education: - 4..

Loe than 12 years a13078 --

(1837) '.
0.35

12 to 15 years a 8200
(391) %.4 .

Time Since Separation: 25VI.% -

0-1lyars 244
(378)

-3 years 524
4- .~(293)

25% .

N 6 years (20)

34%5

Tears In Last Grade Less -13 ___________

Mean Time In Last Grade (63) .-

0

Race: Black 4 1028
(586)

35

Pay Grade: 0-4 and Below -7156
(328)

E2.0269 t.--

N ~28886 . .

Dependent Variable Mean -3817 % *~* .~1.-

Mean Census Earnings 29088 -o%.

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as the
difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1982 % %
dollars with the ECI), and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings .
are based on regression coefficients from Census date for full- .Y~~ ~4K
time, male veterans with earnings greater than $6.000.
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Table VII--

ENLISTED MALE SEPARATEES 1981 POST-SERVICE EARNINGS
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPARTS&: DATA SETS

TRUNCATED AT $75,000
• . " -,' -,* 4 . . - , .-.-4 .. '.'

Indepe dent Variables - .. ,. ,.
• "Constant 6 1571"' "-'--*-"- - .

(107)

,* Length of Service:

LO 5 * -665
(36)
31%

LOS 9 a -958
S. .4* (47) '

215

(74) . 4

p4.4.4 ~~9% .. 4. 4

LOS 17 -81

(262) - - -

Education:

Less than 12 years 2739 J. --
(86) "

325
Greater than 15 years (-1358

(1626) ...-.- ... ..
0.1%

Time Since Separation:
0 Iyears -1 was

-112 4'
(133) - . -.- . . ,"

2 - 3 years • 1018 . " " - - . . ..
(105) " , ' , . .. % i, .

.4.49123%

4 -6 years 0 455 -. -'%---(95) - - --
335 " .

Years in Last Grade Less a 10g e.
Mean Time In Last Grade (40) - -*-

Race: Black C 3178
(85)

Pay Grade 1: 9-7 and Above 4242
for LOS less than 17 (212) 7.

55

Pay rade 2: t-7 and Above 5290i ~fro LOS greater than (728) " ', "

R2 .141

N628411 A 8
Dependent Variable Mean 1246 %-*'*.. '-,.

Mesn Census Earnings %988 '% " .4 ."

a. Reression mode with the dependent variable calculated as the ." .
difference between *sperate**, actual earnings (adJusted to 1982
dollars with the ZC) and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings
are based on regression coefficients from Census data for full- . % F.'....
tims, @alI veterans with earnings greater than $6,000. -

.-. '... ,- _ .'. , _
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Table VI1-8

ENLISTED MALE RETIREES 1981 POT-SARVICE EARNINGS 1 .-- ,. - -
RELATIVE TO CENSUS COUNTERPART3: DATA SETS

TRUNCATED AT $5.OO"

Ideendent Variables

Constant * -6309
(115) 1

Length of Service After S -349 ".
Retirement Eligibility (17)

2.6 years

Eduoation:

Lose than 12 years 4 1646
(108) :'.. -- .

Greater than 15 years -6181

0.015 .o~gl %. %.%% %% %

Time Since Separation: % %"L%

0 - 1 year. s -2957 4-4--.--

(167)

2 - 3 years * -670 , - . , ' .

205 •° ° .

RAE 6 years -138 . ." - " .. - . '
(106)

3115) '. e

18 8922 % %-. % . o. ..P -

Tear. In Lat Grade Leas 0 -83____________
Mean Time In Leat Grade (28).....- ','. 

° . -

0

d erne etoh stre ota rnn• ( 98)oe t 18 .. ; .-% . .. 4.J .

Race: Black 5638.

.31% 1

.4, % -4.. . . .

Pay Grade: 1,-6 and Beo -2319 ~44
335

P
2 

.1126

N 118022 .

Dependent Variable Mean -5535 \~...

Mlean Census Earnings 29088~.

- -.1

a. Regression model with the dependent variable calculated as theF%
difference between retirees' actual earnings (adjusted to 1962 .... . ,.4

dollar. with the EdZ), and estimated earnings. Estimated earnings
are based on regression Coefficients from Census data for full-. 4d '..'

time, male veterans with earnings greater than $6,000. "''* % r%

".- ... - __- :

%4 %
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As a final investigation into the effects of trun- ,r. eating the IRS data at $95,925 in 1982 dollars, we cal-

"ulated the present values of the earnings streams
represented in Figure 5, similar to those presented in
Chapter IV. The effect, as could be predicted from
Figure 5, was to lower the present value of the eight- .-.. ,...-_....
year LOS career path relative to the other career
paths, so that even at a discount rate of 10%, a 30-
year length-of-service career path had the highest pre-
sent value once the military career was chosen. Before
entering the service (at age 23), the Census average
earnings stream had a higher present value than any of
the other career paths. These results are not surpris-
ing, since the effect of truncating earnings greater 0 0

04 than $95,925 to $95,925 is to lower these earnings
relative to the others in the sample. This tends to
lower the eight-year LOS officers' earnings relative to
the rest of the sample since they had the highest wage
and salary earnings in the IRS sample.

Because of these problems in interpreting the bias .... "
of the results when the IRS sample is truncated below .-......-

$150,000, we have presented both sets of results.
" " Finally, we used the IRS data base to estimate a ,''-.-.'-,,-.-

model similar to that of Goldberg and Warner as de-

L scribed in their paper "Earnings of Military Veterans."
Our specification uses the natural logarithm of ECI- '- --.. ,-.. ,,, "-;-' '. .. . .. ,--...
adjusted earnings as the dependent variable. The esti-mation results are presented in Tables VII-9 through . . .

VII-12 below. This type of model is designed to answer
4., a different set of questions from our model of earnings - " "

differentials, since it analyzes the sources of varia-
tion in post-service earnings within a group of former
military members who separated in the same year but had --

different military characteristics. Our IRS sample
seems to confirm the results they found for enlisted . --
personnel. The model presented in this report, how- --
ever, is designed more to analyze the relationship (and
the military characteristics' determinants of that ..... ..

relationship) of former military members' earnings to . .
the labor market into which they enter upon separation, ". ~ ~~... ....- ;, .-

or retirement.
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APPENDIX VIII: LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS

The tables in this appendix present longitudinal distribu-.

tions of earnings by length of service and education for those -.- ..

working full time. The length of service categories are U-4 .- .

years, 5-8 years and 9-19 years for separatees, and 20-24 years, 0

25-29 years and 30 or more years for retirees. The education --.. .

categories for all groups are less than 12 years, 12 to 15 years

inclusive, and greater than 15 years. In these tables a"-

indicates a cell with no observations. 0 0

VTables VIII-5, VIII-6, VIII-11, and VIII-12 are similar to

Tables 38-41l of Chapter VI. The tables presented here include

* all individuals in our four analysis groups, not just those

working full time.
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TABLE VIII-1 0 9
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS BY LENGTH OF SERVICE

OFFICER MALE SEPARATEES WORKING FULL TME 4~-
PERCENT WITH EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA MAXIMM *.'-

Year of Earnings 0 0

Year of
Seaain 1973 19h 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 . *

0-4year LDS68 74 78 80 82 84 85 87 87S 00
5-8 years LOS 64 68 75 78 81 83 83 86 85

9-19 years LOS 51 56 60 65 66 70 72 73 74

1973 68 72 75 80 84 86 87 88
66 71 76 80 84 85 85 86 .. 4

49 50 54 56 62 63 65 67

1974 69 71 78 81 84 85 86*
67 72 75 80 81 85 84-
54 54 59 61 64 68 73 ~i- '

*1975 64 69 7J4 79 82 83 r
65 67 73 77 82 82 .

45 53 56 59 62 69

1976 66 70 75 80 83
67 74 79 83 87
67 71 72 78 78 % ~

*1977 65 71 76 78 .

*70 79 83 84
68 75 77 80

*1978 67 72 75 r
74 81 84 -

72 80 81444.

1979 68 72
75 82
79 81 4

1980 68 -

71 V -- :_.V

77%

*~ .40 de.4*
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TABLE VIII-2

N: LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS BY EDUCATION
OFFICER MALE SEPARATEES WORKING FULL TIME

PERCENT WITH EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA MAXMUM

~~~i2Year of Earnings I

Searato 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

EDT2yas 0 0 0 0 0 0-.010
ED12-15 years 35 41 44 48 52 55 58 61
flGT5 years 68 73 78 81 82 85 85 87 87

1973 100 67 67 67 67 67 100 67
36 39 144 147 56 56 58 b

69 73 77 81 814 86 87 d8

1974 0 100 100 100 100 0 0
146 148 58 62 614 65 714 *
67 69 714 78 80 83 614

% 1% .~4

1975 89 90 92 8d 941 95 .~.. V ~
37 141 148 149 5b 62 '-.

62 67 72 76 60 61

1976 100 100 100 100 100 '

146 146 147 57 65
68 73 78 b2 614

19769 76 830 82 %

%I

'41978 0 0 - '<.
146 57 614I

19972 79 81

75 80

1980 65

4%

.4q %
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.p %
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TABLE VIII-3

LONGITUDINAL, DISTRIBUTION4 OF EARNINGS BY LDIN OF SERVICE
OFFICER MALE RETIREES WOWING FULL TIME

*,_." PERCENT WITH EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA HAMM- ,,-

% -- .- .- .. -- -. 4

Year of Earnio"-

Year of*- 4...

Separation 1973 1974i 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 ,...*..*. --

" , 1972."-"-"' """"'"
" 20-24 yr3. LOS 55 63 64 66 66 68 70 69 69 -
S25-29 yr. LOS 55 63 62 63 63 66 65 67 66

30 + yr3, LOS 53 59 60 59 63 62 63 65 66

1973 59 63 65 67 71 70 71 71 ."'..---.""-
r.,:,." ~60 62 62 67 64 66 66 69 '''."-- . i'"' " ':

__ _ __ _ __60 61 66 62 63 66 65 72_.-_-_-__"__-'_- •_.__--._ _-"._--" ..-. -4 -.-.-.

1974 59 60 64 66 68 70 70 -
61 61 63 64 64 67 68 . .. '
68 63 62 64 64 63 67

1975 56 61 66 67 69 71
57 59 62 62 64 65

4% 64 66 67 65 71 68

1976 57 63 67 69 71
58 64 64 67 67
54 63 60 65 65

1977 614 67 71 72 .'
60 65 68 71 %
55 61 66 63

1978 67 72 73 --- ' "
66 72 73 r~~-~..wWA'~
62 68 67

1979 72 75

1979 72 714 %.I ~
63 69 - .f.,.

1980 74 "
73
70

"- -. ".,,. 
, 

$. ",%-Lf

4.....~ . . .4 .

41' ' . ." 4 -% , %4%.

44%....... 4 4- . 4- a.
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TABLE VIII-4P .- -'-

LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBU ION OF EARNINGS BY EDUCATION A . t.. ... -

OFFICER MALE RETIREfS WORKING FULL TME
FERCENT WITH EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA MAXDM4J ... -. -... ,-,-.-....................................................... ................. .,

Year of Earnirns ' "

Year of
Separation 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1972
LT12 years 43 67 75 62 50 90 82 64 55 "

ED12-15 years 46 54 54, 57 58 59 61 61 62 .0 . ...
EDGT15 years 60 67 68 69 69 71 72 72 72

1973 75 80 50 100 100 75 100 50
48 51 53 56 60 60 61 64
66 68 70 72 73 73 74 74"

1974 50 50 60 43 57 50 4o
47 49 54 55 56 60 61 p O
66 66 68 70 72 73 73 .7

1975 60 56 80 71 73 65 ... . .
45 53 56 59 62 63
62 64 68 68 71 72 - .

1976 50 57 56 67 71
43 52 58 61 62

61 67 69 70 73 -?.,... ... , .. ,.? -

1977 100 50 50 0
47 54 59 62
67 70 73 74 "

1978 100 50 100 -____-.__._
51 59 63 L : -
70 75 75 -77

1979 75 7561 66
71 76 .

:, 1980 64 ..-..',' ,--
65

76

* %% .'%

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ....... .. ,-'-..

94, ..:,:::...:-.-,:*:.: ,,
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TARS VIII-5 0
9. LCSK~~fl MDINAL DIMSMTON OF EMUMNG

ALL OFFICER MALE SEPARA72ES
PEKWnr WITH EARNNGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA HAMMtI ~p

4
j4

Year of Earnirgs

Tear of
3eparatlon 1973 19741 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981N..

%

19239 118 53 57 60 61 63 614 61
1973 141 145 51 55 59 62 62 59 00
19741 39 115 52 56 59 61 60

19534 112 119 53 57 56

1976 441 52 56 62 62
1977 116 51 59 59

19852 60 60

197955 58

1980 199
494

-

.. %

% %

6 ON

%~~. . ...



TAKLE VIII-6L 0
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS

ALL OFFICER MALE RETIREES
,, .PERCENT WITH EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA MAXIMUM - -.. '.-.-. -

Year of Earnings

Year of
Separation 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1972 24 30 29 30 31 31 31 30 27

1973 28 29 31 33 34 33 33 30 O

1974 26 29 32 33 33 33 30 %

1975 24 29 32 33 34 32

28 33 36 37 36

1977 32 38 39 38 .

1978 37 41 41

1979 41 43

1980 40

%-'"."'" "'\'':

..'. - -. '- :-. . .

,,..k.. .-. \ , p%.--

"A % ' o%'

'. •~ 4*.. -" '--,

%
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TAKLE VIII-7 0 0

WONOITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS BY LENGTH OF SERVICEV
ELISTED NALE SEPARATEES WORKING FULL TIME

PERCENT WITH EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA MAXI4M

Year of Earnirs 0 0

Year of %:'.-

*Separation 1973 19714 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1972
0-4yews LS28 36 36 40 144 147 50 51 50
5-8 years LOS 28 37 314 37 40 143 146 46 1414
9-19 yearsLOS 214 33 31 33 314 38 140 141 41

19329 32 36 39 43 47 147 49 ~-
19328 30 36 37 40 43 43 43

214 25 28 30 33 35 37 37

19714 21 25 30 36 40 41 42
25 29 33 37 140 140 140 ~..
22 27 29 32 33 314 36

187 i 25 32 35 38 39
22 28 314 39 142 141-
20 25 30 33 33 314 *

-p.-.

1976 20 26 33 314 36 -

22 31 36 38 38
214 30 314 314 33

1977 20 26 30 33
*27 314 37 37

28 314 36 36 *~* -

1978 22 27 28

1979 20 25 j
427 32
.4 ~33 35. .. .

1980 16-
214
30
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-. -. '.--. -. - -.- '/' .TABLE VIII-8

LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTIONI OF EARNINGS By EDUCATION . -

ELISTED MALE SEPARATEES WORKING FULL TIME :-'

Year of Earnirs.

Year of
Separation 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1976 1979 1980 19b1 """.". ...- ".

1972 ". .:._ .-.-'..-..
EDLT12 years 23 31 30 32 35 38 0 4o 39

ED12-15 years 29 38 36 39 43 46 49 50 49 I 6 0 "E
EDGT15 years 33 60 50 67 83 83 100 67 83

1973 23 26 28 30 34 3a 37 36 "-
29 31 36 38 4I 45 45 147 . -
57 57 57 71 67 67 67 71 .:

1974 20 23 26 31 33 33 33 .
24 30 33 38 M1 42 43

0 0 33 0 0 0 0 -' .

1975 15 23 28 30 31 32
22 28 3M 38 141 42
33 143 62 56 56 44 ~.

1976 17 24 30 29 28 "
214 31 36 38 140 04w.

0 33 50 33 33

1977 21 26 28 29 ,- _ -
26 33 3b 36 " " "
60 78 89 100 e'

1978 22 2o 26
30 35 37

_ . . .3.- -,'': . .... ,.

1979 22 24
28 33 4-.

1980 17
2o
0

• " , . . v " . " -

-'e% I. V .:e r . . d'

v 5. *%. % . • % %-.%
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TABLE VIII-90 0
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS By LENG11i OF SERVICE

V ENLISTED MALE RETIREES WORKING FULL TIME
PERCENT WITH EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA MAXIMUMI

Year of Earnings0

Year of
Separation 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 - - -

1972

20-24 yr3. LOS 22 31 31 35 37 39 42 43 43
25-29 yrs. LOS 13 20 21 24 26 25 29 28 31
30 +yr. LOS 15 18 19 23 23 23 28 27 28

1973 24 28 32 35 38 40 41l 42

18 18 20 22 26 27 31 31

1974 22 29 33 36 39 41 42 *. -
17 22 25 29 32 34 35 -

11 16 18 22 24 27 31

19520 26 33 38 40 42
17 23 29 28 33 37
16 26 28 29 30 34

*1976 24 33 37 40 41
17 24 27 31 35 W"
21 27 29 31 33 .

.* *1977 26 33 38 42 :-
24 30 35 38
22 33 33 39

1978 30 37 41

24 32 34
23 31 35

1979 31 39 -*- .

31 34 *
V34 34

1980 30
30
22

... . .
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TAME VIII-10*

I. LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS By EUCATION
MISTED KALE RETIREES WORK(ING FULL TIME A

PERCENT WITH EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA AIMA.--

Year of Earnirs p * • .

Year of ...
Separation 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 " " " " ' "

1972
EDLT12 yea s 17 25 25 28 30 32 35 36 36
E)1-15 Yer 21 29 30 33 36 37 41 40 42
EDOT15 years - - - - - - - - - * - .%

1973 20 2M 27 31 33 35 35 38
24 27 31 3M 37 38 41 41

1974 19 25 28 33 36 38 39 -: "  .
21 28 32 35 38 39 M0 't 0 ' -

1975 21 26 33 37 39 l 1. -
19 26 32 36 39 41 , .

1976 22 33 34 37 38
23 31 36 38 Mo

1977 26 32 37 M2
25 33 38 421,1 1i- - -I II Ii-I1 

_

1978 29 37 39 2 .., - -
28 36 39

1979 31 38
31 38

S .,,.9,. ..:.. ..-.......-

1980 29

50 .

A , .. '..- .: ? .:.,,.

, .'. %'.'%. % .. '.d

%
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TABLE VIII-11

LOIWTUDINMAL 7DTIUTION OFERIG

ALL ENLISTED MALE SEPARATEES
%PERCENT WITH~ EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA MAXMUM

Year of Earnirgs

Year of 4

Separation 1973 197~4 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

'.1972 8 12 12 16 18 22 2~4 24 24i

1973 8 9 12 16 19 21 22 220

1946 9 12 15 18 18 18

1975 5 9 13 16 17 17

1976 6 10 14 15 15

1977 8 12 14 15

1978 10 13 13

1979 9 11

19808

4%%

.4% %
IV %
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TARS VIU-12

WUOTUDNAL DISTRIBUTrION OF RANMS I *
ALL DI3TE KALE WrKIES

PER= IN SAW KNNS AT OR ABOVE 1973 SSA MAXIMUM

Year of Zerninp J

Year Of

Separatlon 1973 19748 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 ~

*1972 6 9 9 11 12 13 14~ 13 12

1973 7 8 10 11 13 13 13 13 S
1974 6 8 10 12 13 14 13

4 1976 7 12 14I 15 15 .. ..-

1977 9 13 114 16 j*

*1978 11 14i 15

*1979 12 15 ,

1980 1

......... ?
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TABLE VIII-13

L0NIITMJINAL DISTRIUJTIOd OF EARNINGS
ENLISTED MALE SEPARATEES WORKING FULL TIME
PERCENT WITH EARNINGS AT Oil ABOVE $15,000

Year of Eernirgs

Year of
Seaaion 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 ~jy$ q~ -

1974 52 56 60 614 67 67 70 
9

'C1975 47 54 60 63 66 67 '

1976 146 55 60 62 63 . .

1977 51 58 60 61 P
91978 53 58 60
9 1979 52 56 4

1980 148 .,- %

1. %;~

a.' 
0-.'% %

9. P. e

a %9

%W. 99 V

99*

N9 99.
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TABLE VIII-14

LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS -.
ELISTED MALE RETIREES WORKING FULL TD4E

PERCEIT WITH EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE $15,000 .. .. ' .

Year of Earnirgs

Year of
Separation 1973 197t 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

1972 53 62 62 65 66 67 68 68 68

1973 56 s9 62 65 66 68 69 70

1974 51 60 62 66 68 69 69

1975 47 57 62 66 68 70

1976 50 61 65 68 70 .

1977 53 62 68 70

1978 59 66 68 .

1979 58 66 * . .
1980 55% %-" "" " ""
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